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."If we could see ourselves and the events of our day in
the perspective of future generations, as we review the past,
we might be able now to determine what is important and
what is not."l

With the above thought in mind, SOCIAL PROCESS is
endeavoring to present an understandable aceou nt of re
search materials concerning the social processes of Hawaii,
with the hope that the account may be of value to both
present and future students of Hawaiiana.

We know that in Hawaii, as in all parts of the world, war
wrought many changes-in some 'ways accelerating progress,
and in other ways, retarding advancement. From the com
plex conditions and strong emotions of. a war economy,
Hawaii is just now beginning to slowly disentangle herself
and to emerge into the post-war era. It is with this transi
tion that the present volume of SOCIAL PHOCESS is con
cerned.

Dr. Jesse F. Steiner, visiting professor from the Univer
sity of Washington, develops for 11S a picture of present con
ditions in the entire Pacific area in his paper, "Recent Social
Trends in the Pacific." The population of Hawaii is made
up of people from most of the lands bordering the Pacifie
many of our Island residents continue to draw upon the cus
toms and attitudes of their former homes. By its scope, this
study will enable the reader to better understand the "Melt
ing Pot" that is Hawaii.

There are diverse opinions concerning' the effect of the
war upon race relations in Hawaii. The evidence support
ing these varied opinions is often of a conflicting nature.
In order to discover some of the basic trends behind these
varied attitudes, periodical anonymous questionnaires have
been presented to comparatively large samplings of the stu
dents attending the University. Dr. Andrew W. Lind has
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analyzed the finding's fromthese questionnaires in his article,
"Post-vVar A lti/ndes Hegard ing Hace Helations in Hawaii."

U is often difficult to isolate certain economic and social
events upon which we are able to base reasons for changes
in race relations. However, in his paper, "Race Relations in
HR\vaii, 1946," Dr. John A. Rademaker has summarized un
cleI' nine topics the highlights of race relations-as the re
sumption of activities by most Buddhist temples and mis
sions: the sig'nificance of the sugar strike in the summer and
autnmn, and of the crerritorial elections-describing those
activities which charaeitTize the transition of Hnwaii to a
pedcc-linlc CCOllOIIIY.

III order to pt'csent the personal attitudes of a cross-sect jon
of the Island population, vve are including the article, "'Var
time Passag'e," written by Dr. John F. Embree. This chroni
cle of a voyage from San Francisco to Hawaii was written
by Dr. Embree jnst prior to the termination of the war. His
contacts with Ifiland residents of varied social and econ
omic backgrounds are presented as a running commentary,
rather than as a piuely statistical observation.

Miss Christina Lam, Head of the Informational Section of
the Department of Pllblic Welfare presents us with a picture
of the predicament in which many wartime defense workers
found themselves following the war. The motivation which
had brought the largest part of these men and women from
the Mainland to the Territory of Ha,vaii to aid in accom
plishing victory in the war was replaced by a desire on the
part of many to return to the Mainland immediately, or to
find occnpations which they felt would offer more secnrity
and pCf'lnanence of income. Miss Lam's paper, "Problems
of Defcnse Workers in Post-'WarI--Iawaii," indicates the man
nerin which many of these people have been aided by the
Department of Pnblic Welfare in solving their difficulties.

In his article, "A Summary of the Activities of the Terri
tory of Hawaii Employment Service," the Territorial Direc
tor, Mr. E. Leigh Stevens gives us an insight into the part
the Employment Service is playing in the post-war labor
situ a tion.
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The questions as to thc value of the 'English standard
sch()()l system, and as to the place of the so-called "pidgin"
English in Island speech are disclissed in Mr. BernhardHor
mann's paper, "Speech, Prejudice, and the School in Ha
waii." Although the 1947 legislature passed a hill abolishing
the English standard schools, much controversy remams on
the subject.

Mr. Millard Purdy, Governmental Reporter for the
HONOLULU STAR-BULLETIN, summarizes for us the
activities taking' place in connection vvith the 1946 Territorial
elections. The advent of the Political Action Committee into
the local election situation resulted in Illuch political com
motion. Mr. Purdy further elucidates on this in his paper,
"A Note on the 1946 Elections in the Territory of l-lawaii."

Miss Yukiko Kimura, formerly 11 mcmbcr of the staH of
the International InsWute of the Honoluhr YWCA, ilild
now doing graduatc work at the Univcrsity of Hawaii, has
allowed us to include the chapter "Rumor Among the .J apaTl,
ese" from her the~is, "Social Acljustment of the Alien Japan
ese Since the J;Var. Miss Kimura gives us a brief account of
the various rumors which were rife among' the Japanese
alien population following the war, and at the same time,
indicates the basic reasons for the apparent contagion of
these rumors.

Immediately following the war. tension v,cas high bchveen
civilians and scrvice men ill the Islands. Exaggeraic(l re
ports of violel1cewere heard both in the Territory and Oil

the Mainland. Dr. Andrew VV. Lind takes the sensational
out of these reports and prcsents the facts in their true light,
in his article, "Service-Civilian Tensions in Honohllll."

In her article, "Post-War Trends in the Island Attitude To
ward the Negro," Mrs. Phyllis Kon Cooke describes for LIS

the change in attitude toward the Negro. There were very
few Negro people here preceding the war-and those who
were here had found a place for themselves in Island Living.
However, there was a great influx of Negmes during the
war, - defense workers, military personnel- more or less
temporary residents. An attitude, foreign to the native popu
lation, came into existence-fear and hostility were felt to-

, .
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c ward the Negro. Mrs. Cooke describes the process in which
prejudice toward the Negro was built up, and also the man
ner in which the Negroes who have elected to remain in
t~e Territory of lIawaii have faced this problem of preju
(hce.

In this post-war year 1947, we feel the above topics to be
of particular importance to the residents of the Territory of
Hawaii. However, it is recognized that there are many prob
lems remaining untouched in this volume of SOCIAL PRO
CESS. It is the desire of our staff to cover more of these
topics in our future issues.

We wish to express our gratitude to Miss Peggy Kainuma,
Mr. Edmond Dennery, and numerous others for their "'en-

• b
erous assIstance.

Also, we wish to acknowledge the kindness of those in
charge of the University of Hawaii Fortieth Anniversary
Publications in permitting us the use of Dr. Jesse F. Steiner':;
paper, "Recent Social Trends in the Pacific."

In this, as in previous issues of SOCIAL PROCESS IN
HAW ALI, we wish to state that we are not responsible for
the points of view or the positions held by the writers of
the articles.
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RECENT SOCIAL TRENDS IN THE PACIFIC

JESSE F. STEINER

Among the many peoples of southeast Asia and Oceania,
il~portant changes are under way that are uprooting the
deeply entrenched customs of earlier times. During the past
400 years, with increasing tempo, the advancing frontier of
the occidental world has brought under its sphere of influ~
ence oriental peoples in widely different stages of cultural
development. Trade monopoly and empire building were the
chief motives for this western expansion, and the successful
outcome of these far flung ventures is evident in many
places.

In this struggle for power and wealth the heavy hand of
imperialism was laid uppn isolated peoples unaccustomed to
alien contacts and unprepared to resist outside encroach
ments. More recently, large areas of this Pacific region be
came the scene of armed conflict in which natives of widely
scattered islands had to play the role of innocent hut suffer
ing bystanders. The engines of war spread devastation
throughoiIt innumerable villages. 'the construction of har
bors, airfields, and supply bases transformed many a com
munity into an area of feverish activity utterly destructive
of native customs and wav of life. However bewildered thev
were by the rapid turn (;f events, they were caught in th~
onrushing sweep of world affairs that, at least temporarily,
made their isolation a thing of the past.

In the midst of the strains and stresses of years of alien
contacts and domination both in time of peace and of war,
adjustments to the ever changing situation became impera
tive if the people were to survive. Among the seldom fore
seen but inevitable social changes broug'ht about by this
political and economic invasion of the Pacific, were popula
tion changes, interracial contacts and conflicts, e.ducational
progress, the awakening of new wants and desires, and a
growing spirit of restlessness as they gained a wider knowl-
edge of the outside world. '

In the long run, these and similar :;ocial forces and move
ments will be the decisive factors in determing the outcome
of the struggle for dominance in the Pacific. Even the power
that inheres in huge financial investments and the might of
military armaments can not completely guide and control
the slow moving but irresistable tide of social change. The
impact of the West upon the East is not merely transforming
the old economic and political institutions, but is initiating
social movements of far reaching significance.
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Among the least speeiacular hut most revolutionary
changes in human communities is the growth and decLine in
numbers of people. The attainment and maintenance of a
proper balance hetween population on the one hand and
available resonrces on the othcr are essential for hUluan
welfare. Throughout such densely populated countries as
India, China, and Japan, overcrowding has long been one
of their major problems. Millions live in chronic poverty
and the outlook for early improvements in standards of
living are not at all reassuring. Even in the c:ounhies of
southeast Asia, where population density is on the whole
much less, the pressure of population on the present means of
subsistence is extremely heavy. In many of the islands of
Oceania also, population gro'wth is tending to go forward
more rapidly than is the production of the necessities of life.

At first glance, it would seem that the extraordinarily high
death rates that widely prevail would soon bring til an end
this tendency toward ovcr-popnlaJion. Tn India, for exmnple,
the newbol'll child lIas less than an even dWl1ce of iivi_ng
hvenfy-five years; and while ilccl!nllc census figlil'e~; are
lacking, this extreme low life expectancy iii very IH'ohably
characteristic of Siam, Burma, the Malav States, and the
Dutch East Indies. But this excessive tnortality is more than
balanced by high fertility. Birth rates remain at a suffi
ciently high level to bring about an expanding population.

It now appears that the western invasion of the Pacific
ma y temporarily at least make more serious this tendency
toward increasing population. Irnprovcluents insanitation
and the provision of more adequate medical services have
followed in the wake of western c()lonial ventures \vith a
consequent decline in mortality. But no o'rganized ancl\vide
spread efforts are being' made to hring about a correspond
ing reduction in fertility rates w hic11 would seem essential
in order to prevent too rapid population increase. As a
matter of fact, the control of hirth rates among congested
peoples living near the poverty line is almost a hopeless
task. The transition from high to low fertility proceeds most
rapidlywhen standards of living are raised to a higher level.
Dnder the prevailing living conditions throughout vast areas
of the Pacific, population trends will be determined largely
hy changes in the death rates which may be expected to
decline more rapidly than birth rates. Therefore, we ll1llSt
look forward to a constantly expanding population altho\lgh
there are few prospects for an equally rapid advance in
material resonrces.

Closely associated with this trend toward poplJlation in
crease is the evolution of new racial types growing out of
the intermingling of blood of alien and native peoples. For
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centuries, intermarriage between the people of different
oriental countries has been accepted as a normal procedure.
Malays, Indians, Chinese, and Indonesian~ have provid?d
the leadinO' elements in this melting pot of southeast ASIa.
Their phy~ical differences are not widely di:erge~t~and this
intermixture has its counterpart in the blendmg of European
nationalities in both America and Europe. In Java this in
krmixture of Asiatic and Oceanic peoples has proceeded so
far that no more than half of the population are of pure
Javanese stock. Among the native peoples thro:lgho~lt the
south Pacific region, cuHural rather than racIal faeiors
operate as the chief barriers,to intermarriage:

The real problem of racial intermixture arose with' the
coming of white men whose physical. traits an~ c~lt:tre ~md
attitudes of superiority prevented theIr full aSSImIlatIOn mto
native groups. Intermarriag'e, nevertheless, to?k place, ~md
the Eurasian offspring' of these white-native umons are wIde
ly scattered through the Pacific area and constitute one of
the region's social problems. In such contin~ntal center~ as
Calcutta, Singapore, Hongkong, and ShanghaI, the EuraSIans
are socially acceptable to neither of their parental groups
and consequently have established themselves as a race apart
in communities of their own. In Java, the Dutch- Javanese
hybrids aTe classified as Hollanders and for many years
served as intermediaries between Europeans and Javanese.
But they were denied full admission to white society and
rarely were able to rise to high positions i~ th~ econo~ic
and political worlds. With the growth of nahonahsmdurmg
the past few decades they have turned m?re and more aw~y
from their white aSEiociations and have alhed themselves with
the native cause.

The Philippine Islands have had a long history of inter
marriage with southern Europeans and any pre}udic.e. t~at
may formerly have existed against those of Spamsh-Flhpmo
blood has largely disappeared. Many of the political leaders
of the Philippine Commonwealth today are of this mixed
ancestry. But the more recent hybrids. of American and
Filipino 'parentage are not welcome in. se1~ei. soc~al c~rcles (~f
either race and frequently suffer dlscrlmmahon mtheu
search for economic opportunities.

In Australia, and more especially in tropical Queensland,
the British policy of keeping the white blood pure has not
been carried out with complete success. Beginning with the
period of first settlement, intermixture with the Australi.an
aborigines was a common occurrence and many hybrIds
'wereintroduced into the general popltlation. But as time
went on the aborigines declined in numbers, colored races
were excluded by immigration laws, and the policy of a
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white Australia seems assured of successful achievement in
its southern areas. But in northern, tropical Australia, the
racial composition of the population as well as the climate
seems to make inevitable the evolution' of a dark skinned
p0pulation. Intermixture is going on among the Chinese,
Malays, Melanesians, Indians, and aborigines, and also
among the Europeans because of the dearth of white women.
Half castes and quarter castes of different racial blends are
incre<;1sing in numbers. Unless existing conditions are radi-'
cally changed, the preservation of Queensland as a white
man's conntry is a policy that must eventually he abandoned.

In New Zealand, the early intermixtnre of the white
settlers with the Maori waS so extensive that only 60 per
cent of the natives now claim pure Maori ancestry. Some'
of the Maori-English hybrids have gained a good education
and have become not merely leaders among the Maori but
have achieved distinction in the white world. Such persons
encounter little race prejudice as is also the case with the
pure blood Maori who have attained sufficient income to live
in European fashion. But few persons of Maori ancestry are
so fortunate, and all know that certain avenues of entrance
into white associations are definitely closed. The present
rate of intermarriag'e between whites and Maori is low, and
the absorption of the natives into the white population will
take place, if ever, only in the distant future. At the present
time the cultural gulf that separates the mass of the Maori,
from the whites seems to be growing wider. Discouraged by
rebuffs and discrimination, many of the Maori are turning
back to their old tribal ways in segregated communities.

In both American and Western Samoa" racial intermixture
has gone forward with considerable rapidity so that the part
Samoan hybrids outnumber the whites five or six to one.
Until recently the halfcastes presented no serious problem
for they were able to ad,lust themselves to existing condi
tions and encountered little prejudice. Especially was this
true of those 'I'lhose connection with prominent white families
gave them assurance of a good education and satisfactory
employment. But, during the past decade the white com
munity has looked upon their increasing numbers with dis
approval and alarm. They are regarded as inefficient and
untrustworthy and little employment is open to them except ,
in the lower grades of unskilled labor. Rarely do they find
means of entrance into white social circles and they generally
tend to intermarry with the native Samoans. They prefer
status and security among the natives than to struggle to
succeed among whites who discriminate against them. But
there is a growing number of people of mixed blood, and the
white population is growing fewer. If these population
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trends continue, the status of the halfcastes will improve
and they may ultimately displace the whites as planters
and traders.

There has been less intermixture in modern times in Me
lanesia than in Polynesia especially between the white
settlers and the dark skinned natives. One reason for these
:'fewer social contacts may be the wide differences in color:
At any rate, in the islands dominated by the British, inter
marriages are illegal, and illicit unions are looked upon with
disfavor by the natives. In some Melanesian villages preju
dice against white-native hybrids is so strong that such chil
dren are not permitted to live. Tn spite of this opposition to
intermixt1ll'e, the hybrids in Fi,ri in 1938 slightlyontl1um
bered the whites arid comprised a little less than five per
cent of the total population.

Throughout the whole Pacific area, the Hawaiian islands
lead in the process of amalgamation. The pattern of race
equality was built up during the early years of outside con
tacts, and as a consequence the free intermingling of the
various racial groups proceeded with a minimum of social
disapproval. A century ago there were three times as many
white men with native wives as with wives of their own
race. Marriage across race lines went forward chiefly at first
between Caucasians and Hawaiians and later extended its
scope to inelude members of oriental and other races. DlH
ing recent decades this trend toward intermarriage has con
tinued with accelerating rate.' The proportion of out-marri
ages approximately doubled during the twenty year period,
1924-1944. That the intermingling of white blood with other
racial groups still plays a significant role is shown by the
fact that two fifths of the Ca.ucasian grooms in 1944 married
outside their own race. Between 1931-1933, twenty-five per
cent of the children born in the Hawaiian Islands were of
mixed parentage. A decade later the proportion had in
creased to approximately thirty-five per cent. If these trends
continue, it will be onlv a few decades until the birth of
hybrids will constitute }~alf of all births, and in the not dis
tant fnture at least half of the population of the Hawaiian
islands may be persons of mixed racial ancestry.
. However great may be the social ostracism of those who

lead the van in race amalgamation, the-process of race inter
mixture in at least some parts of the Pacific seems to consti
tute an important first step in the struggle for freedom from
alien domination. Through this door of intermarriage, h()'w
ever narrowly it may be opened, the aspirations of the na
tives for wider opportunities find their first expression in
the achievements of their hybrid children. The first indigen
ous leaders are frequently persons of mixed blood who have
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had greater opportunities for education than the mass of
t:qe people. And of equal, if not greater significance, the'
alien's loyalties have been divided by this intermingling of
blood, and his exclusive position as a member of a race apart
can no longer be so easily maintained. Race amalgamation,
which is nature's method of resolving race differences, seems
destined to play an important role in the coming Pacific era.

Before the outbreak of World War II, there seemed to be
a growing recognition that the era of arbitrary white domi
nation in the south seas was approaching its end. It was
noticeable that many white residents were becoming less
extravagant in their expenditures, less ostentatious in their
manner of living, and less prone to waste their energies in
dissipation. This may have been brought about by the policy
of carefully choosing high types of personnel for colonial
positions in order to protect foreign investments. Another
factor was the arrival of greater numbers of white women
who changed the tone of social life and brought about greater
emphasis upon community welfare. Their influence was
thrown in the direction of improved schools, the enforcement
of sanitary measures, and the establishment of medical facili
ties. They helped to make it clear that a healthful white
community could not safely exist in the midst of native
districts reeking with filth and disease.

But this growing interest in the natives' welfare has not
necessarily meant a decline in snobbery and race prejudice.
In general, social stratification following race lines still
rigidly excludes natives and halfcastes from the more select
social circles. This social discrimination is of course nothing'
new for it has always come to the front whenever the white
and colored peoples have intermingled. What makes it a
matter of greater significance in recent years is the increasing
race consciousness on the part of native peoples. Instead of
accepting without protest the subordinate role assigned them,
there is a growing resentment against discrimination. The
rising tide of nationalism throughout the worlq is no doubt
partly responsible for thi, changed attitude. The long pent
up aspirations for freedom from outside domination are
being given wider expression. The doctrine of the inequality
of races is being seriously questiqned. In many places o~
ganized efforts are being made to limit the scope of racial
discrimination if it cannot be entirely abolished;

Another factor that points in the direction of more satis
factory inter-racial contacts is the growing emphasis espe
cially in America upon a study of native languages, cus
toms, and ways of life. In the years immediately preceding
the outbreak of World War II, young men starting their
business careers in eastern or southeastern Asia were expec-
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ted to get a working knowledge of the language and not rely
upon interpreters as was frequently done in earlier years.
The extraordinary efforts made during the recent war years
to round up interpreters for the armed forces and to train
language experts in army and navy schools brought forcibly
to public attention the handicaps we faced because of 0111'

~flck of knowledge of foreign peoples. The anthropological
studies of remote islands became one of our important war
assets. The appointment of cultural attaches by our State
Department represents an increasing recognition of the value
of more thorough knowledge of foreign peoples. There is
now going on a great expansion of oriental study depart
ments in American universities. In this field, the University
of Hawaii has long held a place of leadership and has be
come one of the important centers of Pacific studies.

This more cosmopolitan interest on the part of Americans
and their willingness to' gain a more intimate acquaintance
with the people of the Pacific point unmistakably in the
direction of improved race relations. There is much less
emphasis than formerly upon the fiction that the whites COll

stitute a preferred social and economic class with an in
herent right to profit by the cheap labor of natives. What
ever prestige and status the white man may possess in these
distant outposts will in the future grow more out of his
ability and competence in the position he fills, and less be
cause of the assumption that he is the representative of a
superior race. This does not mean, however, that the white
man is becoming a declining factor in the development of
the Pacific region. On the contrary, his experience and spe-

, cial abilities and above all his capital investments will be
greatly needed for many years to come.

This trend toward racial equality is seen also in the decline
of the old myth that manual labor is beneath the dignity of
the white man residing in the tropical areas of the Hacific.
The building of airfields and harbors and military installa
tions in many distant outposts has amply demonstrated the
practicability of using, white labor in enervating' climates.
Dutch people in the East Indies; Jewish refugees in southern
Asiatic ports, and Americans in islands of the Pacific are
serving as mechanics and craftsmen of many different kinds.
Moreover, many of-them are living modestly. as must people
of small incomes. The dual wage system for whites and
natives that was once so common is not now universally pre
valent. A beginning has been made in collective bargaining in
the more industrially advanced regions. While progress along
these lines has been slow, the doors of cconomic opportunity
are gradually opening more widely for natives who through
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training and education have made themselves ~apable of oc
cupational advancement.

This trend toward a higher status on the part of native
peoples has beeI~ made possible by the opportunities given
them for educatIOnal attainments. Throughout the Pacific,
scho?ls h8;ve been ~idely' established and a considerable pro
portIon of the natIve chIldren are given sufficient schoolino .

t,o make them literat~ in their own language. It has beeri
fully demonstrated that the people in the most backward
and isolat~~.countries are capable of being educated.
Already sufb~Ient progress has been made in many places to
make strong mroads upon illiteracy. The Tongans are said
to be 100 per cent literate in their own language and the
?amoans 96 per cent. The Maori in New Zealand are literate
m both English and their native tongue. Hawaii has de
monstrated how 'a compulsory school system not only can
reach all the people but can bring together in the same
schools diverse racial stocks and build a common culture. In
less t~an a half. c,ent~lry the American-established school sys
tern In the P~lllIpp~nes has become so widespread that it
enrolls two thIrds oJ the children of primary school age.

Less ~atisfadoryp~ogress has been made in educating' the
mass of t~e peop~e m th~ Dutch East Indies. Only forty
pe~ cent of the chll~ren of elementary school age attend the
prImary school whIch has a curriculum limited to three
years. Those who receive no furtherschoqling' tend to forget
what t.hey have l~arned, and consequently little progress is
made III overcon:l~g the widespread illiteracy in the rural
?-reas. In New Gumea, elementary village education is left
m the hands of missionaries with a minimum of O'overnlllent
supervision. The few government schools in Rabaul follow
western patterns and benefit mostly the European and hal£
caste chIldren. Educ~tion is .not reaching the majority of
th~ p~ople of Mela~lesla and lIttle progress is being made in
bmldmg an educatIOnal system adjusted to the needs of na-
tive life. '

. In .ma~y of .the more isolated places inthePacific the ques
tIO~ IS stdl beI~g asl~ed w~ether it is not better to permit the
natIves to contInue In theIr state of ig'norance and make no
a~t~lllpt to ope:r,t the doors of their minds and give them a
VISIOn of the WIder world. The old idea amono' colonial ad-

o • I d b
nllm~t.rators t lat e ucation of the native'develops his worst
qualItIes and make.s him disinclined to work dies slowly
amo.ng those who WIS~otO keep the native subservient. They
realIze that the tradItIOnal gulf between upper and lower
~la~s~~ becomes a less formidable barrier as educational /
faCIlItIes bec~me more .widespread. The ever present dilem
ma of the rulmgclass IS how to train the mass of the people
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in matters that will make them more efficient in doing the
tasks assigned them without arousing discontent",vith their
lowly place in the economic and political world. 1£ the mass
of the people become educated, will not the supremacy of
the upper classes be threatened?
".In general, an attempt has been made to meet this diffi

culty by keeping educational facilities at an elementary level
for the majority of the people, and extending educational
opportunities for wider training only to those needed to fill
clerical and other minor positions. But there are indications
that this traditional policy is being more and more outmoded.
Many of the isolated peoples of the Pacific now find them
selves in the path of western expansion. The tidal waves, of
the recent war engulfed many islanders who previously had
little contact with the outside world. The airplane has
brought within easy and rapid communication widely sepa
rated places far distant from the ocean lanes of commerce.
Forces now at work are stimulating changes, creating new
needs and desires, and making' inevitable the adjustment of
the natives to modern ways of living-.

What makes this trend toward wider educational faciiities
more inevitable is the need of skilled workers to handle the
complicated machinery now used on plantations as well as in
industrial establishments. Modern business can be trans
acted only by a trained and intellig'ent staff. In the long run
it has been found desirable to utilize as far as possible native
workers even in the more responsible positions. Vocational
opportunities for natives are widening, and as a consequence
there is increased emphasis upon secondary and technical
schools. The racial discrimination that has long restricted
the natives to the least skilled jobs is becoming less apparent.
Those who aspire to leadership can with greater confidence
in their future equip themselves for the higher positions.

This emphasis upon the vocational aspects of education
has,brought about the assl.lmption in some quarters that edu
cational facilities must be sharply limited so as to avoicl
training more natives than there are skilled ,jobs to be filled.
It would be unfortunate, if this tendency to measure the
value of education by economic standards were permitted to
determine educational policies in the Pacific. Education that
will broaden the outlook on life, make available the intellec
tual achievements of the outside world, and stimulate the
mind to develop all its capacities) is a heritage that cannot
be given in too abudant measure. In the Hawaiian islands,
such an educational objective has led to the establishment of
a comprehensive school system extending from primary
grades through the university. The island youth of all racial
backgrounds are encourag'ed to avail themselves of the privi-
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lege of higher education, and constant efforts are being made
t? broade~ th~ f~eld. (~f university training. Such an educa
tIOnal polIcy IS JustIfIed on the ground that it will build an
educated con~tih~encycapable of dealing with any problems
that may arise ~n ,future years. This notable experiment
ma:ks a ~ew era m Island education and has set up a pattern.
whIch WIll exert a wide influence in other Pacific areas.

The e.dycational progress that has been made throughout
~he PacIfIC, howev:er slow moving and inadequate it may be
m some places, pomts the way to the eventual disappearance
~f the gulf that separates. the so~c~l.led backward peoples
from those that are. more lnghly CIVIlIzed. Already, in vari
ous parts of Oceama and southeastern Asia there are siO'ns
of imp~ndin~ change, the awakening of ne~ ambitions :nd
th~ :lSlon of a bett~r way of life. Mental lethargy and in
efficlen.cy tend to dlsap~ear when stimulating contacts and
educatIOnal methods adjusted to local needs are made avail
able.. We are only beginning to realize how great is the trans
f?rmmg power of public health measures and medical facili
tl.es upon people whose lot is cast in enervating physical en-
Vironments. . .

There. is evidence in many places throughout the Pacific
~hat natlv~ l~aders are bec~ming fully aware of the possibil
Ity of att~mmg. a more satIsfactory way of life. Especially
are. they, ImpatIent under the system of outside domination
whIch rightly or wrongly is blamed for many of their ills.
No doubt, this desire for greater control of th~ir own affairs
has in .some instances gon~ ~oo far in advance of the training
of natIve. leaders f~r P?SltIons of great responsibility. But
long' con~u~ued deprivatIOn of opportunities to gain the neces
sary.trmm.ng and experience has increased their restlessness
and Impatience. The attitude of some of their leaders caube
summ~d.uP. in a,statement attributed to the first president of
~he PhIlIppme ~?mmonwealt?du;ing their long' struggle for
Ill.dependence: Better a PhIlIppmes run like hell by Fili
pmos than made a heaven by outsiders."

This nationalistic trend throughout the Orient has been in
terpreted as a movement designed eventually. to unite the
c?lored peoples of Asia and the Pacific against white domina
tIon. ~V~ether?r not this has been true, the dreams of ac
complIshmg thIS purpose under Japanese leadership have
!)een d~stroyed by the outcome of the recent war. But the
msularI~~ of t?e vari?usnations and peoples of Asia and
~he PaCIfIC, whIch has m the past retarded the O'rowth of feel
mgs of kinship with neighbor~ng?ountries, is tending to dis
appear cas means. of commumcatIOn and transportation im
p~o:e. ~he old dIS.tr~ISt and suspicion, which were products
of Isolation, are gIvmg way to a realization that freedom
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from outside control can be best achieved by uniting their
forces. It is true that consciousness of similar racial origin
and the possession of similar physical traits and characteris
tics have never been an adequte bond of union among nations
either E'ast or West. Nevertheless, there are indications that
the colored p~oples of Asia and the Pacific are being drawn
closer together by their dislike of long continued subservi
ence to western interests, and may eventually join forces in
an effort to achieve freedom to manage their own affairs.

Perhaps the solution of this difficult problem of self~deter

mination may be hastenedhv the risirig tide of liheral opin
ion in the vVest which insists ~m more just treatment of hack
.ward peoples. Tn his speech at Monterey, ('ali ['ornia in 1943,
Presidentlloosevelt said: "We know that the day of ex
ploitation of the resoUrces and the people of onc cOl~ntry for
the benefit of any group ill another coun try is definitely
over." 'fhe President may have been too optimistic in his
statement, for with the coming of peace there is in many
places a strong attempt to re-establish former colonial prac
tices. But as far as the United States is concerned, we have
assurance that at least one effort is to be made to put into
practice the above principle proclaimed by our late Presi
dent.

I t has been annollnced that in those islands of Micronesia,
which have been placed under control of the United States
by the United Nations Security COlmcil, thepost-war policy
of the United States government is to assist the natives to
rebuild their war-destroyed villages and to give them full
freedom to preserve or modify their traditional way of life.
Exploitation of their limited resources by foreign interests
is to be discouraged. Their pari.icipation in world trade is
to be supported in such ways as will enable them to purchase
necessities that cannot locally be produced. Far more than
during' recent decades they will be arbiters of their own des
tiny. Bllt they can never isolate themselves to the extent
that was possible in the past, for they have become a part of
the world economy. Evenif they so desired, they could never
rebuild their traditional world of former centuries. They
now face toward the future with the hope that the new ad
ministration will place first the islanders' welfare. If the
United States is able to carry out successfully this good
neighbor policy in the Micronesian islands, one lllOTe import
ant step will have been taken in establishing a new Pacific
era.
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POST-WAR ATTITUDES REGARDING
RACE RELATIONS IN HAWAJI

ANDREW W, LIND

Qualified observers differ in their judgments as to the
effects of the war upon race relations in Hawaii. "The
Islands will never be the same again," is the doleful refrain
of one school of responsible reporters, who see numerous evi
dences of a significant breakdown in the pre-war interracial
solidarity of Hawaii.. The wholesale introduction of main
land servicemen and defense workers, most of them unsym
pathetic with Hawaii's tradition of race relations, is cited as
the basis of an inevitable deterioration in the human and
social values of Island society. "Attention is called to the in
stances of overt connict between "local boys" and mainland
service personnel and to the more vocal expressions of feel
ing between the various racial groups within the Territory.
Other observers, equally responsible and intelligent, are im
pressed by the absence of racial feeling during and since the
war. "Where else but in Hawaii could you find people of
such varied racial ancestries living together so intimately
and with so little difficulty?" they say.

The truth probably lies somewhere between these two
sharply contrasted viewpoints and cannot be so simply and
categorically stated. The average resident, when he stops to
consider the total situation, is likely to be impressed by the
conflicting character of the evidence. The situation has im
proved in certain respects and deteriorated in other respects.
Certainly, Island residents are not wholly agreed in their
,judgments of the Island scene.

In an attempt to discover some of the basic trends in the
attitudes of Islanders toward this problem, the 'War Research
Laboratory has periodically experimented in the use of an
onymous questionnaires with fairly large samplings of the
student body of the University. One test occurred in June,
1946, with a group of 350 underclassmen, fairly representa
tive of the entire university population. Previous experi
ments along similar lines had been conducted in April, 1943,
1944, and in October 1945, the results of which were partially
reported and in Volume VIn of Social Process in Hawaii.
These studies have been. conducted on the assumption that
the student responses, although not representative of the en
tire population of the Territory, would reflect the significant
feelings, particularly among the middle and upper classes of
the Islands. The lower classes generally, but especially of
the Hawaiian, Filipino, and Puerto-Rican groups, were in-
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adequately represented in the student samples. A significant
number of returned veterans were included in the 1946
sampling.

1. Distribution by Sex and Ancestry of Sfu.dent Sample.

Men
Ancestry Veterans N on Veterans WonleD Total

Hawaiians and
Part Hawaiians ...... 7 1 13 21

Caucasians ... -... "._ ........ 17 10 21 48
Chinese .. ---._-_.--- .. -.----_." .. 4 4 30 38
Japanese ----.--_._------------ 52 30 146 228
Koreans ------------------------ l' 2 8 11
Filipinos ._-_ .... -............. 5 5

81 47 223 351

The following report summarizes only a few of the find
ings gleaned from the 1946 questionnaires and relates chiefly
to the interracial attitudes expressed by the students. The
responses to the specific questions listed below throw light
upon the prevailing feeling's of the different ethnic groups
toward themselves and toward each other:

1. Do you believe that race relations in Hawaii a~e gen-
erally: ...........improving? ............. getting worse?
'What are your reasons for believing as you do?

2. Do you think the members of your particular racial
group are discriminated against? yes No ..
No opinion Cite evidence for your answer:

3. Which ethnic group do you believe has benefitted most
economically from the war?........ . .
What makes you think so?

General Impressions of Hawaii's Race Relations

The first two questions listed were designed to uncover
some of the more general feelings which exist in the com
munity, and the students were encouraged to give the rea
sons and' some of the evidence for their judgments. The
great ma,jority (72.4 per cent) felt that race relations gen
erally were improving, offering as evidence the increasing
numbers of interracial marriages, the fraternizing between
mainland servicemen and local girls during the war, the de
cline in wartime hysteria, the passing of the first g'eneration
immigrants with' their strong prejudices, and the greater
readiness to disregard race in the matter of employment.
The more favorable attitudes toward interracial marriage
during the war were mentioned frequently, particularly by
the women, as indicating improvement of race relations.
Comments such as the following are typical: .
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M-Male
F--Female

(C)-Civilian
(V)-Veteran

---------_._---------------------

I believe-that race relations are improving: (a) More inter
racial marriages. (b) Employment of all nationalities in several
concerns where employees were formerlv only of certain nation-
alties. J-F." . .

Ca-Caucasian
Ch-Chinese
J-Japanese
K-Korean

PH-Part Hawaiian

Thus a veteran of Chinese ancestry would be designated by:
Ch-M(V).

Members of races other than Caucasian are being more and
more widely accepted in business and social positions than form
erly; also the growing importance of our geographical position
force" Caucasians to concede that 'other races are able. Ca-F.

The war helped thing" along and people don't look down upon
you for talking 01' being fJ'iemlJy with one outside your group.
Ca-lVI (V).

I have done a lot of traveling and have never seen so many
mixtures of ditferent races living happily together as here.
Ca-lVI (V).

It is improving because I have a lot of Japanese friends and it
is much easier to go over to visit them than formerly. Ch-M (V)'.

'fable IT. Attitudes oj 351 College Students Regarding
Race Relations in Hawaii, 1946.

ATTITUDES EXPRESSED

Trends in Racial Dis-
Race Relations crimination

Ancestry of IU1]JI"ov- Deteri-
Informants Total ing orating Same Yes No Unsure

Japanese 228 171 46 11 142 11 75
Haole 46 31 11 4 16 19 11
Chinese 38 26 9 3 22 7 9
Hawaiian &
Pt Hawaiian., 21 12 8 1 5 3 13
All Others .... 18 14 3 1 4 4 10

TOTAL: .... 351 254 77 20 189 44 118

The students of Japanese ancestry were parti~ularly im
pressed by the change for the better in their relations to other
groups, as 11 consequence of developments during the war.
Very freqnently there was evident a tendency to define I-la
waii's racial problems exclusively in terms of their own ex
perience and to judge the total situation by what had hap
pened to their own group. This, of course, is a perfectly
natural reaction and one observed among the other groups
as welL

I feel that with the disappearing of the first generation immi
grants, the tendency for prejudice declines. The second and fol
lowing generations have so much in common (education, clothes)
that relations are improvim;. J-F.

The recent war has tended to break down family ties which
kept the girls confined at home and as a consequence better
cooperation is possible. J~F.

Thanks to the 100th and the 442nd. J-M(C).

The AJA veterans were generally confident that race re
lations in Hawaii were better than when they left for the

1The following symbols will be used to designate the racial ancestry, sex, and status
of the informants:
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service, and that their own actions had somewhat contributed
to this chang-e.

The main problem was the Japanese-Americans. Since they
have proved themselves, they are more readily accepted. J -M (V).

I. have noticed the marked improvements since my return,
especially in the relations between the Japanese and t]1C
others as compared to the situation before the war. J -M (V).

The change in the attitudes of the morning newspape.~

w'hich "till then was anti- Japanese for no apparent reason
was mentioned by one ,,,;oman student of Japanese ancestry.

A significant minority (27.6 per cent) of the students an
swering the questionnaire 'were either convinced that race
relations were getting worse (21.9 per cent) or were in doubt
about the situation (5.7 per cent). 'fhe Havvaiiails of both
sexes and the Caucasian men were somewhat more pessi
mistic than the rest with regard to the trends in Island race
relations. In general the students who felt that things were
getting worse had their conceptions a little more precisely
defined than their 1llorC optimistic fellows. ']'he influx oJ
Mainlanders, with their deviant attitudes tOvvard Island
people, was mentioned most frequenHy as inclicating' a de
cline of interracial amity in I-:Tawaii.

They were improving until the almighty white man in un
iform moved in. There are morc race riots than I can remember
from before. Ca-F.

Large influx of Negro and haole groups with preconceived
notions on race prejudice, that tendency of these groups to look
down upon natives, and failing to learn and appreciate life in
the islands. Ca-M (V).

The increasing number of haoles who come from the ,main~
land hold the olCl attitude of white sup1'e'Yn(~cy, especially those
that come from the South. J -lVI (V).

Increased economic competition, growing out of these
shifts in population, was reflected in mounting' racial ten
sions. The non-Haole groups especially, expressed concern
because mainlanders were "getting the bel.ter ,jobs" and were
"introducing foreign conceptions. of raee relations." Some
of the Haoles, on the other hand, were becoming equally
concerned because the Orientals, in particular were rising
too rapidly in the economic scale and were thus disturbing
the old order. '

They are getting to buy land in haole districts and do ilOt
know how to adapt themselves. They bring their old ways.
Ca-F.

I don't feel that the races in Hawaii should mix or get out
of line. It was so much better when each group lived in his own
section. Ca-F.

A combination of several faetol's has made the Haole
group stand out in the minds of a considerable nUlnbcl' of
residents as a special source of difficulty. 'fhere has doubt
less been an achwl increase of race consciousness in certain
areas; and this, together with the sharper pre.judices iIll-
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ported by Haoles from the Mainland and the growing com
petition across racial lines at the higher economic levels, has
brought added elements of tension in the relations of the
Haoles to the other groups. Attitudes of hostility toward the
I-Iaoles, which previously had appeare~ only sporadically in
thc well known cases of "Haole-hating," appear actually to
have become somewhat more intense than before, especially
among the Part Hawaiian groups.

I've heard and witnessed and even feel myself a growing
resent~ent for the Haoles, who seem to be taking all that the
Hawallan has ever owned. PH-F.

Now that the war is over, the native is against the service-
man. PH-F. •

The mainland Haoles brought with them the race prejudice
feelings and the island Haoles, rather than being looked down
upon or trying to spread good-will, blindly follow the main
land Haoles. Ch-F.

.. .The loss in prestige of the Haoles in the eyes of the non
Haoles was mentioned several times as a disorganizing fac
tor, and this impression is substantiated by other evidcnce.

I don't know whether I'm becoming more conscious of the
people around me, but I have lost much of any respect and ad
~iration for many of the so-called "big shot" Haoles and Hawai
Ians. Many of them "take advantage" of "us" common people.
This also has been noted by many of my friends. J-F.

I do not esteem the haole group too much now because of the
many servicemen coming here. J-F.

There are occasional expressions of resentment toward the
servicemen who "leave the Island g'irls carrying the bag"
after promising to marry them, On the other hand, some of
the Haole veterans are appalled at the frequency of marriage
here between' "far different races, e.g"., Negro and whites
and Filipinos and whites." Several Oriental girls mentioned
the presence of Negroes as a disturbing factor "because of
the immoral acts they perform." College students are ob
viously not immune to the current myths and rumors.

Sense of Racial Discrimination
Despite the generally optimistic tone of the comments by

students on trends in race relations in Hawaii, it is apparent
that they well aware of problems which still exist in the
community. Slightly more than half of the students (53.8 per
cent) .returned a positive answer to the question, "Do yOll'
think the members of YOUI' particular racial group are dis
criminated against?"; and only one in every eight categori
cally denied the existence of pre.judice ag'ainst their group.
The Chinese and the Japanese were the two groups which
felt the discrimination most keenly, with 62.3 per cent of
the Japanese and 57.9 percent of the Chinese answering
question two in the affirmative. In the Japanese group, it
was the women who reported unfair treatment most fre
quently, whereas in all the other ethnic groups it was the
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men. Obviously, however, a simple answer of "yes" or "no"
did not indicate the depth of feeling and frequently the com
ments reveal marked differences in the attitudes. aUlOng
those who recognized the existence o~ rac<; I?,rejudi.c~. "

The large number of those who regIstered no opmlOn. on
this question (33.6 per cent) strongly suggests that the .feel
ings of prejudice were frequently not too sharply defmc~l.
Comments such as the following "were made by students LI1

all the different ethnic gron ps:
There are instances of petty discriminations in any society

(storekeepers saving special items for .their friends, etc). H~w
ever, I believe there is no cause for eXCItement over my SItuatIOn
or that of my race. Ca-M (C).

It is natural that there should be minor discriminations .in
volving each race. I don't believe in taking trivial discrimina
tions seriously. Ch-F.

It is hard to give a clean cut answer because on the whole
there has been little discrimination, but there has been some.
K-F. . . . H .. I

I can't give a definite answer. The SItuatIOn m. awall l~S
improved greatly .... but prejudice against the Japanese IS
not wholly absent. J -M (V).

Even the small proportion ()f those .who answered .t.~Ie qne~
tion in the negative (12.5 per cent) frequently qualIfIed their
statements by rcognizing that minor distinctions might OCCII ('.

It was to be expected that 'the groups with the highest
economic and social position in the community would.. be
least aware of racial prejudice. Actually, the Part Hawallan
students, of the various groups represented in the sample,
were least conscious of suffering discrimination (23.8. per

. cent) althoug'h the rate among the Haoles was only. slightly
higher (34.8 per cent). Comments such as the followmg were
Inade by the Hawaiians:

I am Part Hawaiian and after all Hawaii is my home. If
there is discrimination against my particular racial group,
I have never felt it. PH-F.

I haven't felt it in Hawaii, by the people who live here any-
way. PH-M (V). ., . .,

Because I think discriminatIOn IS up to the mdlvldual and
you won't be bothered if you conduct yourself properly.
H-M (V). .

The more sophisticated Haoles were ready to recognize
that they were in a favored position "to do th~ (~iscri~in.a
ting" and that, in general, they were less the VIctims of dIS
crimination than its source.

'In my brief term of employment between discharge and enter
ing school, I found I was given privileges i,n the firm which
I didn't deserve and which were embarrassmg because these
privileges were denied the AJA's who worked with me.
(A clerical-administrative job.) Ca-M (V)'. . . .

We are discriminated against as we dlscl'lmmate agamst
other groups. It is natural-we seem to have a feeling of super-
iority and this is held against us naturally. Ca-M (V), .

Many people of all races hate our family who are strong pO!I
tically and economically in these islands. However, we are dl;;
criminatin~, too. Ca-M (C).
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A number of the Haoles recognized also that the advantages
they enjoyed wer.e less secure than formerly. ...

At least in Hawaii the Haoles are the upper class socially,
but losing fast economically. Ca-M (V).

On the other hand, some Haoles were apparently unaware of
the bases for the counter-prejudice encountered or they chose
to disregard it.

All racial groups are obviously discriminated against. Bus
drivers pass me up; non-Haole shopkeepers are rude to me;
local youths look for a chance to beat me up; kamaaina Haoles
regard me as an interloper and would probably refuse to give
me a manual labor job if I should want one; Ca-M (V).

The non-Haole groups were most conscious of discrimina
tion in the field of employment where the preferred positions
were made available to the favored race regardless of skill,
training, or experience and wage differentials were common
ly thought to exist.

If a Chinese and a White man are both applying for the same
job at one of the larger "Haole" firms in town, 9 times out
of 10 and sometimes with no questioning as to his ability, in
tellect, etc., the White man is employed. Ch-F.

Coming from a plantation, this has been true to some degree.
Plantations tend to limit the "advancement" of any laborer, field
worker, '01' office clerk. J-F.

My uncle, who was employed at HSPA as chemist, was the
virtual "brains," knowing everything. He was told, when apply
ing for the job, that he was starting on $150, but when the em
ployer saw·that he was Japanese, he was worth only $125. J-F.

The Haoles were also frequently accused of obstructing the
legitimate claims and hopes of Orientals for advancement.

To a certain degree in jobs. Certain jobs are open only to
Haoles and Orientals, whether they. are qualified or not, cannot
get those jobs.J-F. .

A certain man, although capable and "next in line," couldn't·
become the manager of a warehouse department in a plantation
because he was a Japanese. J-F.

The Haoles who have shown that they are incompetent and
who have not worked as long are always given raises and pro··
motions. Ch-F. .

The injustice of expecting an experienced Oriental to teach
amalihini Haole so that he can take over a preferred job was
mentioned repeatedly by students from plantation areas.

Wartime discrimination was cited in the case of both the
Chinese and the Japanese groups, although the instances
mentioned frequenHy involved irritations of long duration.

Why were Japanese boys trusted on the front-lines of combat
and· are not trusted to work in jobs, such as Pearl Harbor, is
beyond me.. The same goes for parents of sons in the U. S.
Army who were interned. J-M (V).

All the big companies in town show reluctance in hiring
Japanese. Even. during the war, Japanese were not permitted to
work in Pearl Harbor; also, I see no reason why they require
Japanese to show proof of their citizenship at the immigration
station. J-F.

VIIe are criticzed for our religions, our language, anything
"Japanese."Yet other ethnic groupscany on their traditions
without any hot air blasts. J-F.

Several students of Japanese or Chinese ancestry mentiolled
the residential restrictions in certain districts such as Kahala
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and the resentment evident in other areas when Orientals in
vaded them during the war. Answers to one of the other
questions mdicate thai the Chinese community is fair}y ,~~ll
aware of the resentmcnt directed toward them durmg' the
war because of their sudden rise on the economic ladder.

. Since the war the Chinese have gotten the superiority complex.
They began to think that they were too "good" and the "Haoles"
began to look down upon them. Ch-F.

. One or more representatives of each of the racial groups
wrote of differential treatment in stores, clubs, or other puh··
licinsLitutions, supposedly on the basis of race.

When at a counter with a White person, ,if the salesman is also
White, the White person I am with invariably is waited upon
before I am. Ch-F.

Clubs balTing membership to Orientals; Haoles' attitude on
street or in shops. Ch-F.

The Part-Hawaiian is looked down upon by certain Haoles-
in school, sororities, fraternities, etc. PH-F. . .

'When old women of my racial group enter a bus, haole CIVIl
ians and servicemen seldom give them' seats, whereas when
young H:wle girls enter the same bus, the men readily give the
girls seats. ·J-F. . ,.

I could fill a whole page of these eVIdences, but here s a parti
cularly good one: I had gotten priority to travel by plane
through "big shot" Haole superiors. I was required to fill in a
questionnaire and when I filled in "American" to the question:
"What natio~ality?" I was ordered to change it to "Japanese"
although the airways agent himself was no more than a Portu
guese. Priority -travel is easy for those who are non-Japanese.
.I-M(C). .

Well one finds it still while being waited on in a drug store
or a department store where a damn Haole is a clerk; one usually
waits around the place for service. Ch-M (V).

Economic Rivalry
Still another aspect of the problem of inter-group feeling

in Hawaii grows out of the fact that the recent war and the
peace have brought greater economic advantages to some
groups than to others. His not Hie purpose of this paper t.o
examine precisely what these differences have been. It IS

quite obvious, however, that the conceptions that people ha,:c
of each othtT are governed to a considerable degree by theIr
relative success or failure in the economic strnggle.

The gTOllp which outstrips all others in the race for econ
omic position is likely to be regarded with mixed feelings
of ewvy and respect by those less fortunate. In a world
where prestige is so largely measured in economic terms each
group tends to be rated according to its assumed ability to
acquire property and the rise or fall of a given group on the
economic scale is likly to be quickly reflected in the stereo
typed conceptions foward them. This does not mean, how
ever, that the upward inovement of a gronp necessarily in
creases the good will or respect it enjoys in the eyes of the
other groups. In fact, the sudden rise in the relative ccon
omic position of a given ethnic group is almost certain to
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'What Peop!e in Hawaii are Saying, University of Hawaii, March I, 1944.
3The same abbreviations of nnmes of ethnic groupS' are used here as in footnote l .

evoke strong resentment not only among> those whose pre
ferred positions have been invaded but also by those who
haye been left behind in the struggle for high~r status.

The question "which enthic group do you believe has
benefitted most economically from the war?" was designed
tn test the foregoin'g theory and brought results roughly
parallel to those in an earlier study with a more representa
t,,,e sample of the population.2 In both studies there was a
tendency to mention some group other than the informant's
as having profited most from the war. In both studies the
Chinese were most frequently specified as the group which
had advanced economically the most as a consequence of
the war. Over half (61.0 per cent) of all the students who
gave a positive answer to the question mentioned the Chinese
and even the Chinese students referred more commonly to
their own group than to any other.
'fable III. Ethnic Groups Specified by Student Informants

ns Having Benefilted Most Economically prom the War.

It should be noted that nearly one fourth of all the students
had no answer to this question and it is probable that rela
tively few of the informants were as deeply moved about
this issue as those interviewed in 1944. At that time the res
ponses were characterized by a considerable amount of bit
terness at not being inclitded in the "big money." References
were made to the "money-mad Pakes" to "Filipinos lining
their pockets with easy defense money," and to the Haoles
who "being on top. get the cream first." By 1946 the peak of
the defense boom had passed and with it some of the rancor
and envy toward those who were assumed to have derived
more money from the war.

Statements regarding the Chinese were usually phrased in
fairly ob,jective and restrained language. It was commonly
asserted, for example, that the Chinese were already estab
lished in defense industries and inbusine'ss enterprises which
could profit most from the war time boom. Even Chinese
students freely admitted, sometimes with a me~sure of pride,

Ethnic Groups :lVIentioned as Profiting Most

that their ethnic gTOUp had been so situated as to derive
maximum benefit from the war.

Most businessmen in this group, or rather the ratio of busi
nessmen to other workers is greatest in this group. C-F.

Some have become office managers or partner in a Haole cor
poration or with other nationalities. They have been accepted by
other ethnic groups readily. C-F.

-Entered freely into business enterpl·ises. Were not discrimi
nated against as the Japanese were because Japan was an
enemy. The Chinese seemed more enterprising and manage to

, get the necessary capital. C~F.

Signs of definite irritation and resentment toward the
Chinese for their alleged war time gains were somewhat
mOTe prominent among the Haoles and the Japanese than
any other groups. The Haole veterans especially charged the
Chinese with being "Oriental Jews," "draft dodgers," and
·'racketeers."

I think they had more people in defense or war jobs and less
in actual fighting than any other group. Among Orientals, they
are the group most closely united and in business they adopt the
policies of the Jew even more so than the Jew. Ca- (V).

They all stayed· home and made a lot of money while the rest
went to war. There are very few Chinese who volunteered. This
is proven by the large amount of Chinese being drafted now.
Ca- (V).

Few in the service, many in well-paid defense jobs, many in
volved in black market and other rackets, ostentatious display of
jewelry, purchases of high-priced real estate. Ca- (V) .

They are oriental Jew. Ca- (V).

The Japanese repeated many of. the same stereotypes re
garding the Chinese but the charges were commonly made
with less intensity of feeling.

They were allowed to work in Pearl Harbor and also were de
ferred from Qraft. When the war ended they began to be
drafted. Chinese merchants had all the breaks during the war.
Opened amusement concessions and made more money than any
other group I can think of. J- (V).

It does not matter for present purposes that many of the
statements regarding the Chinese were inaccurate and
biased. Even among those who admitted that they had in
adequate grounds for .judgment, there was a readiness to
attribute "this questionable distinction" to the Chinese.

The nearest competitors to the Chinese as the reputed
beneficiaries of the war were the Haoles although they were
mentioned only 39 times or about one fourth as frequently
as the Chinese. The traditional advantages enjoyed by the
Haoles were mentioned as enabling them to profit all the
more during the war time on the theory that "to him that
hath shall be given."

They own 01' control the biggest business and this war has
increased their wealth even more. Being Haoles, they could get
the best jobs. J-F.

Because of their favored status-they were in a position to
command the better jobs. J-(V).

During the war, the people with capital tend to accumulate
more capital. J - (V).

No
Ca. Ch. J. F. Other Ans. Total

25 122 9 13 5 48 228
3 18 7 1 4 14 47
2 11 7 3 3 12 38

3 7 2 1 2 6 21
6 5 1 1 5 18

39 163 26 18 15 85 352

2 4

2 4

H.&
P.H.' P.

Ancestry
of In

f01'mants

.Japanese
Haole .
Chinese __ ._
Hawaiian &
Part-Haw. _.. _._
All others _._ .

TOTAL .
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'rhe other groups were mentioned less frequently, the
Japanese 26 times or by one out of every ten of the students
who had definite opinions in the matter, the Filipinos 18
times, the Portuguese 4 times and scattered gr(mps such as
the Jews and Negroes, a total of 15 times. The comments
reflect the varied experiences and attitudes derived from
many different and chang'ing situations. The sudden rise in
economic position of certain Filipinos, a group which was
commonly, identified with unskilled plantation labor, im
pressed some observers most profoundly. The dramatic ap
pearance of a Korean furniture dealer in a residential area
previously held exclusively by Haoles may suggest a lllass
movement to another observer. The irresponsible talk abmlt
the Jews in a particular circle of friends may cause the
gTOUp to be mentioned even though most of the group have
had no direct contact with the Jews.

The Filipinos, from the plantation to taxi-driving is a big
jump. C-(V).

The wages that the Filipinos earned enables them to move out
of aI.'eas of transition and settle in more respectable residential
areas. C-F. "

The Filipinos never made much before the war. As laborers
in PH, they make twice as much as white collar workers. The
Haoles do pretty well, tho. H-F.

I come in contact with them and they are always carrying
gTeat amounts of money. Their manner of dress has changed
previous to the war. They wear expensive clothes, boast about
the houses and cars they've bought. J-M (C).

They have gone up on the economic ladder because of the war.
Prior, they wei-e just considered as unskilled laborers. J-F.

Despite the varied and sometimes conflicting evidence re
vealed in this study, it is quite apparent that Islanders are
generally hopeful about the basic trends in race relations
without being completely satisfied with conditions as they
exist. It is highly probable that many of the instances of
discrimination attributed to race were actually" the conse
quence of other factors entirely and that in some cases the
discrimination itself was largely imag'inary. The fact, how
ever, that a significant number of persons of all ethnic groups
believed themselves to be the victims of discrimination
means that the problem cannot be disregarded. On the other
hand, the comments generally gave the impression of a situa
tion which was definitely improving and in "which there had
been no serious crystalization of castc attitudes. Certainly
the citizenry of Hawaii, as reflected in this sample, while
recognizing that racial distinctions play an important part in
the life of the people, are also assured that personal merit
and integrity count much more. Neither despair nor self
pity' are prominent elements in what the young people of.
Hawaii have to say about race relations.
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RACE RELATIONS IN HAWAII, 1946
JOHN A. RADEMAKER

The highlights of race relations in Haw1:~ii dllr~ng i~H:' y.eal' '
1946 can be sununarized under nine tOPlCS. Flrst 1Il tune

:'.though not in importance are the activities of the ne,,, IJa
waii Association for Civic Unity. Second, or perhaps con
currently, the transition to the peace-time econ.omy, involv
ing also the third phenomenon, namely, the chsappearance
from Hawaiian shores of the thousands of servicemen and
women who had flooded the streets and homes of Hawaii
during the war, and the later and more gTaclnal depart~lre

of war workers. Fourth, the controversy over the reopemng
of the Buddhist temples and the Chinese and Japanese lan
guage schools, and the accompanying development of evan
gelical sects and cults, such as Scicho-no-I y~" anc~. religiOl!S
associations of even less orthodox nature. I he fIfth tOpIC
is closely associated with the first, and includes pai!cl'lls .of
racial treatment at several different. IuilitaryiJlsiallatwlls, m
eluding Hickam Field, Civilian Housing AreaJ\o. 3,of Pearl
:Harbor Navy Yard, and Schofield Barracks. ')"he ilnmigra
tion of nearly 9,000 additional Filipino workers and their
dependents is sixt.h in line. The celebration of the entire
population on the return of the final major contingent of the
442nd Combat Team and the Military Intelligence Service
Language School unit on Veterans' Day followed .in s~venth
place in chronological sequence. The sugar stnke III the
summer and autumn was of outstanding significance in race
relations. The fall elections bring up the end of the list.
Brief considerations of eight of these developments follow.

I
During late 1945 and early 1946 a good many liberals and

progressives in the community felt that more should and
could be done to build constructive race relations in Hawaii.
In Honolulu, this feeling was converted into action by the
organization of the Hawaii Association for Civic Unity. This
Association was designed to provide a popular program for
the participation of people of all races and ethnic back
uTolmds, whereby specific cases of discrimination on racial or
~thnic grounds might be combatted, and in the activities of
which people of various backgrounds might establish firmer
and deeper ties of friendship and of comIIlon interests with
each other. Both these objectives have been accomplished
to some extent. Social as well as business meetings have
been held, committees ha,ve operated in the fields of social
welfare, race relations, legislation, einployment, and public
forums, and outstandingly constructive achievements in the
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field of racerelations have been given public recoO'nition and
appr.oval. The membership includes people of ~ll sorts of
ethnIc backgrounds and national origin, who work well with
each other, despite wide differences in culture and in socio
ec~nomic.status. T~e c.hief core of agreement among the
n~embers IS Cl; de~ernl1natIOn to wor~ together toward progres
SIve, hum'.m~tan~n dev~lopments m the community. As yet
the Ass?cIahon IS restrIcted ~o Oahu, although several re
quests for chapters on other Islands have been received.

II

These developments took place within a setting of turmoil,
change, upse~, and a struggle to "return to normalcy"-a
normalcy.whIch has been difficult to find. The transition to
a peace-tIm.e econo~lY has required a great many adjust
men~s, partIcularly m the field of business. As the flood of
servIce~en and women which had filled the streets, homes,
and busmess houses of Hawaiian cities and towns receded
~nd ~etur-?-ed to tl~e r,nainlan~ during the process of demobi
lIzatIon of the natIOn s war mIght, the volume of trade which
served these customers declined. The number of contacts
beh~een these st~~nger~ or "ma~ihinis" and the resident pop
~latlOn ?f Ha~Cl;1l declmed rapIdly. Areas which were once
fIlled ;;Ith actIvIty and humanity became untenanted "ghost
CaIIoJps left under th~ eyes of a handful of guards and CllS
todians, .and later. stIll .became again a part of the rural
cou-?-trysIde.. RelatIoJ.1ships and friendships built up hastily
d~Lr1n.g a reSIdence of a few months in Hawaii were left be
hmd m the rush to return to mainland, family, friends, jobs.
schools, and the trials of "reconversion" of the Pacific
veterans.

. Many of thes~ relations~ips and friendships served as
lIberatmg eXl?enences whIch destroyed prejudices and
served as a ~ohd f~undation for futur~ accel?tance of all per
sons on theIr ~ents, rather than theIr raCIal backgrounds.
Both Island reSIdents and service personnel benefitted from
tl~~.se eJ.1ri~hing exp~riences. There were also saddening and
~ISIllu~IOnIng eXp'ene~ces, as there are at each separation.
Some fat~~rless babIes were left behind when the service
men ~eft. Ihere were also a considerable number of inter
ma~l'lages between servicemen and women and residents of
var;I.ous .races. Some of these couples are still living in Ha
wall, others have gone to the mainland. It is still too soon
to tell wha~ degrees of success attended these cases of racial
amalgamatIOn an~ cultural assimilation. But certainly there
are. many that gIve every promise of success, and others
whIch have already collapsed and dissolved. And in each
case, a better knowledge of variant races has been gained,
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though the new knowledge has not always been such as to
bring happiness and good will.

III
l'he "demobilization" of war-workers has taken longer..

The Navy Yard maintained fairly full crews to maintain and
'repair ships' which were taking supplies to occupied areas
andreturning excess-"surplus"-personnel to the mainland,
and other war-time industries still operated under contracts

. or began the huge job of re-inventory, re-classification, and
re-grouping of material. vVartime installations were rushed
to completion before the formal announcement of the end of
the war should also end the war-time lush appropriations
and halt the completion of planned military improvements
and additions.

But after a few months of this, workers began to receive
notices of discharge. Rumors ran rife that such discharges
would be carried out along racial lines. Resident workers
who presented the federal government with the least cost in
turn-over and transportation-were favored in some areas.
In other cases, Caucasian workers from the mainland were
heard to say: "First they'll fire the Negroes, then the JaJ)s
and Filipinos, then the Korealls and Chinese, and that'll leave
us the jobs." Non-Caucasian workers have stated rather
bitterly that this is just what did happen, and that when
they were not discharged outrig'ht, they were demoted far
more than were comparable or even less-well-trained Cau
casian workers from the mainland. Whether this actually
was the practice could only be ascertained by a systematic
investigation of the payroll records of war-time installations,
projects, and industrial establishments. Fairly wide belief
in the truth of such statements did not help to improve race
relations in Hawaii, particularly where the military services
were concerned. Those specific non-Caucasians who had
worked ha.rd to perform successfully jobs which had always
been denied to them specifically because of their race or
national origin before the war felt that their newly-won
economic advancement and improved level of living were
seriously endangered by such prejudicial treatment, and
feared and resented it, whether justifiably or not.

Now that the process of curtailment is practically com
plete, save for a few more sales of surplus goods, such threats
are no longer existent, but a significant number of resident
non-Caucasians feel that the threat was actually carried out
in their own cases. Since the openings for employment along'
similar lines in private work and other public work have
almost kept up with releases from war-time work, little real
hardship has been experienced, if one excepts the disappoint-
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ment and frustation of losing hard-won and coveted econ
omic status and income.

As in the case of servicemen and women, the numbers of
haole (Caucasian), Negro, and other mainland war workers
have been greatly reduced. Negro Hervicemen and ~war work
ers alike have returned to the mainland to a preponderant
extent, and have answered the often-put war-time query as
to "Flow many will settle down here after the war?" by
actions which spell out "Not many." It is to be noted, how
ever, that discrimination has had its part to play in achiev
ing this result, particularly in the professional and supervi
sory niches in the economic structure which were filled by
Negrocs during the war. Several instances of prejudicial
treatment to induce the Negroes to leave have been noted, but
there have also been instances of typical Hawaiian aloha ex
tended to Negroes when they gave evidence of settling down
in Hawaii. Caucasian war-workers and discharged service
men have also found some prejudice ag'ainst them, and re
sentment against "malihini haoles" who came back or stayed
to take up the rnino!- cxecutive and supervisory positions to
which local workers, both haole and non-haole, were aspiring
has been expressed repeatedly. For such newcomers, of
whatever race, the initial period of suspicion and opposition
is succeeded by a more tolerant, attitude, which ultimately
develops into acceptance of the person into Island life.

IV
Resumption of activities by most Buddhist temples and

missions took place during the latter part of 1945 and all
of 1946. On all islands except Oahu, this resumption of ac
tivities seems to have been accepted as a matter of course.
On Oahu, however, open opposition was expressed, and
criticism of "Shinto" activities (described as Shinto, but ob
viously referring to Buddhist and other non-Shinto activities)
appeared in one of the daily newspapers, the IIonolulu Ad
vertiser. Vox pop letters in several newspapers, and side
walk comment contained some criticisms and defenses of
the resumption of non-Christian religious activities.

The obvious ethnocentric slant of such discussions, and the
association of religions practiced in Japan with Japanese
nationalism, in the minds of the critics, tended to make this
episode one of nationalistic competition, which concerned
race in its political and international aspect, more than in its
every-day routine dOluestic phases. Nevertheless, quite a
tempest was stirred up, particularly when some of the less
orthodox religious sects began to mix nationalistic allusions
in with their religious talks and sermons. The healing' faiths,
such as Seicho-no-Iye, came under some suspicion and critic
ism, without much justification.
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Another organization, the Doshikai, took a more nat~onal
istic stand, and encouraged, at least indirectly, the WIshful
thinking of some of the issei in t.he v~etory of Japan. In
October 1945 this belief became epIdemIC among some of the
Japanese population, and has been dying out slowly since.
This belief which has been well dIscussed by Professor
;Andrev\T W: Lind in Chapter 8 of his book, Hawaii's )apc:n
esc: An Experiment in Democracy (Princ:ton UlllversIty
Press, 1946), was basically an escape mechalllsm for t~e older
people, who could not at once rationally reconcile then long
standing' belief in Japan's invicibilitywith tl~e. facts?f her
defeat. It had its basis also in the profound splJ'ltnal chsiress
which the older generation of Japanese immigra:nt~ i,nHa
waii experiencd lip to the end of the war. Such belIefs, and
their expression in organizationaL activity" served. a very real ~

function in releasing the tensions and hllstratlOns of the
elderly .Tapanese people.

However necessary tl~ese beliefs may have been to the
mental health of the 1apanese aliens, they produced very ~if
ferent effects lIponnon~Japanese members of the commulllty.
They brnught f"-rih re<;entment and doubt of the fundamen
tal reliability of the Japanese aliens by some people, and
efforts to give them more constructive and acceptable w~ys

of finding a place of dignity and security in ;the commlllllty
bv others. These latter people have encouTa~'edthe Japane~e
aliens to express their feeling of Dride and respect of theIr
ancestral culture in the form of the non-military aspects of
the Japanese culture, such as religion, music, ~r~, .literatnre,
drama. and movies. Participation in such achVlhes by the
aliens has helped to relieve. the needs somewhat. Bl~t. there
have been attendant difficulties. such as the ODPosItIOn of
critics in the community to the revival of anything rela!e?
to Japanese culture, whether peaceful.or no!. and the dI.fl:\
culty of securing modern JaDanese mUSIC or hterature which
does not have some nat~ionalistic moral or message. On the
whole, however. the rest of the community displayed tolerant
acceptance of the inevitable, and faith in the ultimate out
come, and critics wer'e as numerous among the. more strongl.y
patriotic Americans of Japanese anceshy as I~ other ethlllC
groups~and in several instances more determIlled. for they
felt that their status as patriotic Americans might he en
dangered by such beliefs.

It is very doubtful that beliefs in Japan as a nation will
persevere to form a basis for a~ti- J~?anese attitud~s in Ha
waii. The destruction of Japan s mIlItary 'power WIll soon~'r
or later be recognized by the issei, who III any event WIll
live only a decade or so long'er. The persistence of Japanese
culture 'as such is more likely. althoug'h even in this case the
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nisei are more likely to enjoy the words and tune of a Japan
ese song, whether nationalistic or not, than they are to know
what the words mean. The issei leadership is still present,
hut the cultural influence stemming from it is declining. For
,instance, in the religious field, both Buddhism and sectarian
Shinto have unquestionably been placed under tremendous
handicaps by the war, and have not yet recovered from the
difficulties and handicaps which they have undergone. Their
leadership, which used to come from Japan, can no longer
be effectively recruited there, at least for the time being, and
probably permanenlly, because of the need for linguistic
skill in English. Without skill in English, it will be difficult
for these religious organizations and groups to perpetuate
themselves, for they must use English to appeal effectively
to the younger people. There are as yet no schools for the
development of native-born religious leaders in America, and
the elderly leaders are concerned over the future.

The language school controversy has again arisen, and its
chief focus has been the effort to re-open the Chinese lan
guage schools. The war-time law which prohibits the opera
tion of private language schools in Hawaii by religious and
other organizations has been attacked in the courts as invalid
and unconstitutional. A good many persons of Japanese,
Korean, and Chinese ancestry are opposed to the resumption
of operations of such sch'ools, but there are also large num
bers who feel that this is the only way to secure adequate
lingual skill for their children. The probability of the chil
dren making use of such training on visits to or after migrat
ing permanently to Japan, Korea, or China is secondary to
its acquisition for use in the home, enabling parents to con
tinue to influence or control their children, and making pos
sible communication between them.

It is not argl,ed s~riously that either the language schools
or the public schools (which offer ,courses in orientallangu
ages from the 10th grade and upward) can equip the chil
dren to speak, react wri,te, and understand oriental languages
well t~nough to enable them to participate effectively in
Japanese, Korean, or Chinese culture and activities in the
Far East. The war proved how ing.dequate this training is
for such a purpose. But it is contended that the students get
a beginning and a background which expedites their mastery
of the language when they get to where they are obliged to
use it, and it suffices to give them a working knowledge of
it adequate for use in their homes. Courses offered by the
public schools to date are wholly inadequate to accomplish
this, and so long as the need is not met adequately by the
public schools, there will be demand for special language
schools to provide the desired training. '
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Th~ chief argument against the language schools is a na
tionalistic one-that thev tend to undermine faith in the
United States and to dev~lop faith ,in the political, cultural.
and military primacy of the parental culture or country.
This, tog'ether with the objection of prospective students, and
the qnestion of the efficacy of the training received, thnY'w

..some doubt upon the desirability of the language schools.
The issue still hangs in doubt at the present writing, but the
forces which support the language schools and maintain that
there is a real need for them are evidently still present in
the cOlnmunity and still powerful. There has heen 110 open
and serious effort to urge the re-opening of the Japanese
lunguage schools, altbough several religions seds are hope
ful of taking snch a step if the Chinese schools' supporter:,
aJ'l'~ able to clear the way for it legally. The ethnic groups'
leaders feel concerned about the issue because they feel that
the perpetuation of lingned and cultural heritages are worth
while in themselves and are also very helpful in keeping in
tact the unity and identity or distinctiveness of the ethnic
group in the' next few gel~erati()Jl". qthers who prefer the
assimilation of all ethnic gTflllpS into a combination of all
sorts of peoples and cultures without such definite distinc
tiveness feel that the langnage schools help to perpetuate an
llIHle c;irable division of the community. 'fhe ordinary person
thinks less about such distant goals and concerns himself
with how comfortable it feels to converse. with a language
school student or non-language school student, or how effi
cient each is indoing'the work desired of him in business or
industry or politics.

V
Commanding officers at the several different military posts

and installations in Hawaii found it possible to interpret
their orders concerning the treatment of colored workers
and servicemen and women quite variously. In almost all
cases, no racial differentiation was made in wOTk assig'n
ments. At Hickam FideL families were housed in Village
No.t, and were not segregated by race. In ViII age No.2,
single Negro men were honsed with white men, and as in
the case of the families, no difficulties were experienced. In
Village No.2, at"first Negro and white single women were
housed together. Several white women circulated a petition
urging that Negro women be housed separately, Jl0w~wer,

and in spite of a counter-petition by other white women
residents, apparently the commanding officer agreed with
the matron that at least partial segregation should be intro
duced, and reduced to two the number of barracks open to
Negro women. This step was strongly protested by the Ha
waii Association for Civic Unity, with the result that Col.
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:Marcus A. Ray, Special Assistant to the Secretary of vVar,
made an investigation of the situation, and remedial meas
ures were ordered. The personnel immediately responsible,
including the matron and the provost-marshal, were relieved
and replaced.

I t is interesting to note a peculiar coincidence in this
matter. The matron involved had previously been a matron
in a Georgia penal insitution. The commanding officer res
ponsible for instituting or accepting the policy of restricting,
in practice, all single Negro women to two specific barracks,
was from Texas. Furthermore, he had encountered difficnlty
in regard to segregation of housing facilities before, when
commanding Field. The provost-marshal was also
from the southern part of the United States. But several of
the white women who protested against the policy of segre
gation were also from the South, and at least one of the staff
members who advised against such a policy was from the
.same regIOn.

The commanding general was also relieved and ordered
elsewhere. Under the old commanding general, barracks open
to Negro women were neglected in care, habits of visitors
and personnel who provided service and guard duty for
these barracks grew lax, and before long the police were
dealing with two attacks upon Negro women occupants of
these barracks, by unauthorized nocturnal visitors. The in- .
vestigation had revealed the basis for such conditions, and
had revealed other instances of social discrimination within
the area apparently with the knowledg-e of and by personnel
under the control of the provost-marshal. The. matron, who
was on leave, was not restored to dnty. The provost-marshal
amI his entire force was replaced. The new commandillg'
general, Brigadier General John E. Williams, revoked all
regulations and ordered the cessation of all practices which
tended to segregate Negro or other colored residents, or to
otherwise discriminate against them. Freedom in choice of
residence was restored to all workers, the neglected barracks
were cleaned up, and adeCJ1H:te policing of the area was
provided. No fllrther new's of assalI1ts upon residents of any
race has been received, and the residents hav,e expressed a
sense of satisfaction and relief at the change.

Equal success was not g'ained in the case of the Navy's
even more flagrant ignoring' of the Navy Department's orders
in setting up a segregated housing area in Civilian Housing
Area No.3. Persons restricted in their choice of housing- to
this area inclnde Negro, Hawaiian, and Filipino families
who work in the Navy Yard. At least one worker of part
Negro ancestry who asked to be assigned to housing outside
the area "set aside for you folks" of colored ancestry was
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refused, and rather than accept the segregated hO~lsing, l~ft
for the mainland. Officially, the Navy representatIves claim
that there is no segregation. The Navy lJepartmenfs di:ec
tives are dear in prOhibiting segregatIOn; but the practices
of restricting people of color to one small area ou~.. of tl~e
entire residence area is also clear. Protests t6 the oftlCers m
charge have met with no success.

Such segregative practices in housing had their counter
part during the war in the practice of certain bars a.n~ .res
taurants and hotels which refused to serve Negro CIVIlIans
and servicemen in the city of Honolulu. Several u.s.a.
canteens also refused admittance to colored servicemen, or
insisted that they bring their own dates to dances whenot~er
servicemen were admitted without this requirement. A Ram
bow u.s.a. canteen was finally set up to carry out the func
tion of interracial entertainment of servicemen, in Honolulu.
This function was also carried out by u.s.a. canteens at
Wahiawa and at Bellows Field, and by the Labor Canteen
in Honolulu. Shortly after the end of the war, and the re
duction in the Negro population of the Islands, such prac
tices tended to decline.

The extension of segregation in CHA-3 and to a lesser
extent in other fields and activities to other colored persons
than those of Negro ancestry indicates the constant possibil
ity of extending a segregative system and practice to loc?-l
people of non-white ancestry. It is felt by some group~ III

the community that such a possibility constitutes a contmu
ing threat to the Hawaiian pattern of racial acceptanc~ a~d

tolerance. Imitation and suggestion playa large part III m
stituting segregative practices, and a good many civilians,
being aware of this, have opposed segregative prac!ices. Yet
there is no doubt that such practices were supported by some
local leaders of civilian as well as military status.

A refreshing contrast occurred at .Schofield Barracks,
where the commanding officer, Brigadier General Wayne C.
Smith, established a no-segregation, no-discrimination policy
from the inception of his command. This policy was based
upon sociologically valid grounds, but was 'adopte? on the
basis of strictly military considerations. It arose from the
fact that in order to obtain the best service from each man,
particularly important during a time when personnel at the
post was rapidly being reduced, each man would have to
be convinced that he would be treated strictly upon the basis
of individual performance and merit, rather than upon arbi
trary considerations such as race. Accordingly, personnel
"rere assigned to work and to housing' without regard to
race,and found it possible to g'et along very well together
when living in accordance with the Hawaiian pattern of
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racial acceptance and tolerance. The successful results of
this policy, in terms of .productivity and efficiency, attest to
the validity of the principle upon which it is' based. As a
sociological experiment, it seems to be outstanding in com
parison with the control cases noted in Hickam Housing and
CHA-3 of the Navy Yard. After an initial period of ad.just
ment, less social friction and resentment can be observed
than in the other two cases cited.

VI
As early as 1945 the sugar plantations began to take steps

toward securing sufficient labor to keep the plantations up
to a level of efficiency. Selective service and the competing
attractions of war-time jobs at high pay had reduced the
working force considerably. Mechanization was resorted to,
but was difficult because of the sharp reduction in production
of machinery for civilian uses during the war. Accordingly
the sugar planters sought more labor. Under existing laws
and treaties, the only non-domestic source of labor immedi
ately availahle would he found in the Philippine Islands.
Accordingly, the sugar planters requested the Governor of
the Territory to certify the need for additional laborers to
the Department of the Interior. This was done, without ·any
prior public notice or discussion, and the Secretary of the
Interior approved the request. Under the provisions of the
Tydings-McDuffi~Act, authority to approve this immigra
tion of Filipinos rested with the Secretary of the Interior,
and ended OIl. the Independence Day of the Philippines
Government- July 4, 1946.

The issue of further importation of laborers from an area
of lovver plane of living' to the United States at a time of
peak demand for laborers was one which produced a good
deal of interest in this project. Safeguards were provided,
such as agreements by the planters to pay wages equal to
those of resident workers, and to return any immigrants to
the Philippines if they become unemployed during the term
of their contracts, or three years initially. Some protection
for the workers· in the form of guarantees to return them to
the Philippines without charge at the end of their contracted
work was included. In terms of the community welfare, a
mODt important provision was included to the effect that
wives and children of immigrantD would also be brought,
thUD reducing the chances of social, perDonal, and family
disorganization. However, in each case the immigrants were
required to pay on the installment plan the costs of trans
portation, and for this and other reasons the full quota of
3,000 dependents for the 6,000 workers imported was not
quite attained.
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Both labor unions and sugar planters sought to inform the
immigrants of conditions in Hawaii before and immediately
after their arrival, and it was not long before the new work
ers felt somewhat at home in their plantation jobs amI
houses and in union organizations. Many of the immigrants
had been here before and had returned to the Philippines
Jj'efore the war. They welcomed the chance to return to earn
so'me money to re-establish their families and business or
farm enterprises in the Philippines. There was general
agreement that if the sugar plantations could not get along
without additional laborers, the importation should take
place, but there was a good deal of discussion as to whether
it would not be possible for the existing supply of labor and
other resources to fiJI the needs if all possible increases in
the efficiency of management were practiced and particular
ly if plantation wage levels were raised sufficiently to be
attractive to local residents. The sugar planters proceeded
on the belief that this would be impossible, because the price
of sugar might be decontrolled at any time, leaving Hawai
ian plantations to meet the competition of low-wage al'eas
on a world market, and because many Filipino labOl'ers here
were planning to return to the Philippines at the end of the
,"val'.

As is ordinarily true, in migratory movements, the new
comers offered a threat to the tenuous security and status of
the preceding immig'I'ants, particularly the most recent ones,
namely the Filipino group. Resident. Filipinos expressed
alarm at their possible loss of status and prestige in the com
munity, and their own reversion to a statns of "ignorant,
shiftless, ilJiterate, unskilled workers" in the eyes of the
community because they would inevitably be grouped with
the new arrivals of their own nationality, and blamed for
the shortcomings of the newcomers, even thoug'h they had
themselves long since achieved superior assimilation and CCHl

formity with the standards of the community.

Apprehension that this would be a permanent resumption
of the policy which dominated the economy of the Territory
prior to 1932, namely that of keeping wages low by, bringing
in unskiJIed workers from abroad under contract, roused
mixed reactions. Those who wanted to climhup the ladder
to comfort and' American standards of living felt thai this
policy might well provide the community with a supply of
hewers of wood and drawers of water over whom they
themselves could exercise supervision, and thus secure better
paying', pleasanter jobs. But on the other hand, the new
comers might prove to be a permanent depressive influence
on the standards of pay ancI possibilities of achieving the
desired standard of living for all non~haole residents. Atti-
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tll~es tow~rd this i~nmigrat!onwere therefore often charged
wIth emotIon and Intense feeling, as well as confusion and
conflicting' reactions. .

The suc~ess ~)f the ~nions in integrating' the new immi
$'rants rapIdly I~Ito ~helr rCl;nks, attested by their cooperation
In the liugar strIke In the fall of 1.946, hali done a great deal
to overcome some of the. apprehensions felt about the prob
lem, but the lack of enthusiasm exhibited in a few cases
has kept alive the feeling that further im~ortations are t~
he looked .upon with some doubts and apprehensions.

Few socIal problems concerning the new immigrants have
been reported as yet, and the general level of education of
the new immigrants and their familiarity with Hawaii is
such that there is little promise of difficulty in this direction.

VII
Race relations and military and other service In "Vorld

'Yar 1;1 h~ve influenced each other significantly. The rela
tlOnshlp~ In.volve,d are highly. complex and very difficult to
snml?anze In .a few paragraphs. They have been treated in
dc/all by ~rofess.or Andrew W. Lind in Hawaii's Japanese:
An Expenmenl Tn Democracy; Princeton University Press,
1.946, chapters 4, 5, and 6, and in two forthcominU' pictorial
books by the present writer. Accordingly they ;iU not be
discussed in this paper.

VIII
. Probably the most important event which revealed essen

hal changes and characteristics in race relations was the
sugar strike of the late summer and early fall of 1.946. It
must be borne in mind ,that the great m~jority of persons
who perform the roles of owners and managers in the Terri
tory are of haole extraction. Important differences exist in
the proportion of persons of the several non-haole ethnic
groups eng'aged in the several occupations, industries and
levels of responsibility and remuneration. The e~rliest
comers were .able to advance the farthest, in general. It
~ust be admItted that the earliest inhabitants, the Hawai
Ians, have be~n far-outdistanced by the haoles in securing'
status, authorIty, and remuneration, and those groups ,\Tho
are closely related to the haoles, such as the part-Hawaiians
and the ~ortug~ese, h';lve not had as many difficulties as
so~ne earher-arrIved orIental groups have experienced, but
shll have foun~. themselves failing of full acceptance as
~laoles. T.hese dIfferences proved to be of great importance
In thestrIke.-

In prcvi?~s in~llstrial warfare, the Japanese population
was less dIVIded In class than was the case in this one for
p.ast large-scale strikes found tl~e ec<.>nomic leaders but l~tely
nsen from the ranks, whereas In tlns case, there were many·
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Japanese proprietors who had had time to develop middle
class attitudes. In the case of the Chinese, still greater detach
ment from the work.ing-class group who were striking exist
eel. Among the Filipinos, there were few who had made
economic headway enough to develop attitudes significantly
different from those of the manual workers in their group.
Nevertheless, the general background of experience of each
non-haole ethnic group except the Hawaiians in arriving as
unskilled immigrants and trying to achieve hig'her status has
given them all somewhat similar attitudes, growing out of
their common experiences. These common experiences were
as workers, and even when they have climbed out of that
class, they retain many of the 'attitudes and social values
which they developed when they ~ere manual laborers.
Hence there was quite a tendency among the non-haole
ethnic groups to sympathize with the strikers, and to support
them with money contributions and encouragement. On the
other hand, there was a somewhat corresponding tendency
among the haoles to support the owners and managers. Ex
ceptions occurred, but were less numerous than were in
stances of action in conformance with jhis general principle.

For the first time in a large-scale sugar strike, all the work
ers of whatever ethnic group were combined together in one
labor organization-the CIO-ILWU. In this organization,
most of the elected officers were of Japanese· or of Filipino
ancestry, with many part-Hawaiians, Portuguese, other
haoles, and a few Koreans 'and Chinese making up the rest.
The top labor strategists included several malihinis (new
comers) from the mainland, who were haoles, three or four
haoles of long residence, and a majority of non-haoles. The
top management strategists were all haoles, the two of high
est theoretical authority being malihinis also, but those of
greatest economic power being long-resident (kamaaina)
haoles. This situation tended to strengthen the attitudes
already mentioned. Despite these facts, it is to be noted that
little concerted effort was made to appeal to race or ethnic
prejudice during the strike. There were, of course, many
verbal expressio'ns of the basic attitudes, such as an emplov
er saying, "The yellow-bellies are trying to gang up on {IS
and take over control of the industry," or such as an em
ployee remarking, "All of us non-haoles have got to stick
together against the haole bosses." But on the whole, there
was a notable lack of active use of this possible agencv of
division. Two possible cases of real use may be cited. The
newly arrived Filipino workers were assiduously cultivated
by both sides, and efforts made to secure their ~l1egiance as
a group. Offers to give preferred status in jobs or promo
tions to Portnguese as compared with Japanese lunas amI
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communities. In the city of Honolulu, and in some of the
smaller cities, the non-haole middle class either sided openly
with the strikers, or more frequently tried to appear neutral
to each side. The newly arrived haole working class in Hono
lulu was torn between its laboring-class sympathy (many
were members of labor unions) and its racial hostility to the
"gooks" who made up the bulk of the strikers. Many made

'contributions to the strike fund, however, and served to de
·monstrate that the haole ethnic solidarity was no longer as
great as it had been before, the war. Conversely, more per
sons of Japanese, Chinese, and other non-.haole, ances iT~ sym
pathized with the owner-management sule of the strIke on
the basis of their class interests than had ever been the cas~

before. These moveI~ents in the direction of the alignment of
contendino ' factions on the basis of class interests may also
have beeI~ the foundation of the success of interracial co
operation of all non-h~ole ~roups in ~h? labor. movement.
But whatever the basis for thIS success, It IS certam that there
was a solid and effective combination of the great ma,jority
of the members of all the non-haole groups, as laborers,
against the haole group, as owners-managers, for the f~rst

time in Hawaiian historv; and whatever the underlymg
changes, the significance 'of ethnic affiliations is still very
great.

1'he primary and general electio.ns of the aut~lmn of 1~46

were crowded with significance for race relat~ons. MaJor
.party alignments wer.e ~omew~at obscl.lre.d at: tIme~ bz}he
struggle of factions withm partIes a~d soc!O-eCOnOIIllc (hfter
ences which reached over party hnes. rhe fact that the
sugar strike was i:aking place during the campaign, and that
the CIO-PAC organization had to operate when labor lec:d
ership was engaged in a severe organizational st~uggle wIt.h
management tended to bring out into the open soclO-ec~mon~lc

philosophies and sympathies which frequently remamlm]
den (lming political elections.

The conservative faction of the Republican Party, vdIich·
has long been openly allied with the la~ger business and in
dustrial owners and managers, found Itself confronted bv
determined opposition within its own Party. The more libe~
al or progressive Republicans tended to take a less dogInahc
and class~determinedposition on public issues, and the cle~e
gate to Congress won a handsome'ma,jority in all countIes
with the help of the CIO-PAC, whose support he refused to
repudiate in spite of considerable pressure from ~he conser
vative faction of the Party to do so. In terms of race rela
tions, the conservative faction of the Republicans was com
posed very largely of haoles, in~luding some P?rtuguese, and
including also some part-Hawanans,a few Clunese and part-
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workers, and to Japanese as compared with Filipinos or
Portuguese, may have been ma:de, in an effor~ to split the
ranks of the workers on ethnic lines.

One important development was coincidental, perhaps,
but introduced a new note to island race relations. An attor
ney and an organizer from the mainland who came to help
the striking workers possessed Jewish-sounding names. Con
siderable mention was made of these names during the strike
and the election which took place during it, and frequently
the reference was generalized to include Jews as such .The
worcl "kike" is reported to have been applied to these two
leaders, and to Jewish persons-or at least Jewish labor lead
ers-in general. Anti-Semitism as sHch.has not been strong
in Hawaii, and this development was in the nature of a dis
tinct departure. Jewish leaders in the community. have not
been unknown, have prospered in business and politics, and
have held general respect and acceptance in the community.
The reverberations of such attitudes can best be depicted in
the case of a local business leader who remarked to a friend
who was a close associate in his lodge, that every Jew in
Hawaii should "be shipped out of here-no, by God, they
should all be lined up and shot!" Whether this was represen
tative of the business leaders as a group is somewhat to be
doubted, but, as is mentioned in the next section, this feeling
was openly proclaimed from the political platforms of Hono
lulu by one or more candidates for public office who re
ceived substantial numbers of votes. It was undoubtedly due
to the stress of feeling aroused in the industrial strike of the
time, but it was none the less real and effective, and one
more instance of the influence of economic competition in
helping to produce hostile attitudes between ethnic groups,
even when the majority of the members of such grOllps are
not involved.

Altogether, it mav be said that the sugar strike introduced
a new measure of cooperation and feeling of fellowship
among' the non-haole ethnic group, and that it tended to re
emphasize the already existing feeling of distinctness be
tween the haoles, as the owning and managing class, on the
one hand and the non-haoles, as the laboring class, on the
other. During the war years, the sight of "haoles with dirty
faces"-i.e., haoles who worked with their hands at manual
toil-in the persons of war workers, marines, soldiers, and
sailors, had tended to break down this separation. The sugar
strike re-established it to a considerable degree, but not as
fully as it had been before the war. Difference between city
and country are marked here. The strike intensified the feel
ing in rural more than in urban areas, for the actual opera
tions of the strik~ took place chiefly in the rural plantation
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Chinese and a few Japanese. The more progressive faction
of the Republicans included a larger percentage of Portu
guese, Chinese, and Japanese. On the Democratic side, the
haoles were in a distinct minority, including a Portuguese
group larger than that in the Republican Party and the pre
dominant groups were Japanese, Chinese, Hawaiian and
part-Hawaiian.

The political alignment most hostile to the conservative
faction of the Republican Party was the CIO-PAC, and both
leaders and rank-and-file were composed outstandingly of
non-haoles, and most of the haoles incllH1ed were of Portll
guese ancestry.

It is to be noted, however, that no ethnic group failed to
have some representation in each Party, each faction, each
political org'anization~ and that no ethnic group took lip en
masse any political philosophy, position, or organizational
membership to the total exclusion of others. But it is also to
be noted that the chief differential lay between the conserva
tive faction of the Republicans, and the CIO-PAC-that is,
along socio-economic class lines.

Under these conditi~ns, the campaign could not help but
arouse strong emotions and active partisanship throughout
the Territory. Factions maneuvered and bargained for ad-,
vanta~es, laid careful plans and mulled over strategy fre
quently independent of party organizations, sometimes at
known variance with party actions. The owner-emplover
class, being engaged in a sharp economic struggle, winked
upon certain acts by Party members, candidates, and spokes
men which involved attacks upon labor leaders and PAC
supported candidates in political speeches for votes, accord
ing to published and unrefuted charges. This is apparently
the first case of anti-Semitism recorded as being used in
I--[awaiian politics or known to reliable political observers of
long experience. It is probably related to the rise of the
union movement and the coincidental presence during the

. time of. the campaign of an attorney and one labor leader
who had Jewish sounding names, but the intensitv of the
feeling involved is indicated by the remark of a business
leader to the effed that he thought all the Jews in Hawaii
should be deported or shot. Jews in Hawaii have not been
seriously discriminated against or even distinguished as a
separate group hitherto, and the old-time residents of some
time Jewish faith looked up with alarm and misgivings at
such dogmatic and prejudicial statements. And perhaps they
are justified, for the candidate who used the anti-Semitic
appeal most strongly came very close to being elected to the
Board of Supervisors of Oahu county, and gathered over
19.000 votes in the election. The attention of the Republican
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Party was called to its candidate's s~atements,. and the Re
publican Central Committ~e asked h~m to deSISt. vyhen h~
failed to follow this suggestIon, It made no effort to WIthdraw
its official support and approval' from him as a ~pokesman
.for the Party, in spite of the fact that the .~epllbhcaI~Par!y
platform clearly stated the Party's Opposlt~on to raCIal chs
crimination. This stands out in contrast WIth an agreement
betwen labor and management during 1945 and 1946 that
racial issues be avoided in all economic strife, an agreement
~hich was honestly and effectively carried out, with the
exception of the ra'ce-baiting of the labor leaders who had
Jewish-sounding names. .

On the island of Hawaii, the slate of nominees proposed
by the island's PAC committee failed t~ in~lu~e certain per
sons of Portuguese ancestry, although It clId mclude,othe,rs.
The Territorial PAC recommended that the names of one or
two of the passed-over candidates be added, but the Repub
lican candidates quickly voiced the charge th.at the P AC ~as
discriminating against the Portuguese c:andlc!~tes by. WIth
holding its snpport £rom them on a r~caal. basIs., WhIle the
selections had been made on the baSIS 01 cedam personal
rivalries for local leadership, as well as general. consi~er~
tions of PAC campaign plans and not on a raCIal basI.s, It
was clumsy pohtical tactics which made the charge pOSSIble.
The charge was sufficiently believed to split the votes ?f the
labor movement's rank-and-file, and to secure the electIon of
several Republican candidates wh~ would otherwis,e have
had a difficult time in securing electIOn. Charges agamst the
Japanese population seem not to be substantiated by election
returns. There is less evidence at least, that the Japanese
electorate voted alono. racial lines, than that the Portuguese
population did s~. h~ neither "case was t.here. anything ev~n
approximating solid' bloc votm& on raCIal hnes.. A spec.Ial
election held to fill the post of a deceased representatIve
found a haole Democrat with, PAC backing opposing a
Japanese Republican candidate in 8;n ~lect?~al district in
which Japanese votes formed a maJorIty. 1he haole De
mocrat won.

When the Legoislature nH~.t in February 19~?, ho~ever, the
Hawaii epis()de produced further repercw3~IOns. 1~e dead
lock between the Democratic and Repubhcan partIes as a
result of the 15-15 vote in the House of Representatives found
the PortuO"uese representatives cooperating closely, in spite
of the fact that they were of diHerent parties and socio-econ
omic convictions. Seasoned political observers reported that
the unitv and closeness of cooperation of the Portuguese
representatives was far greater than that .observed in the
case of the Chinese or Japanese representatIve for a Repub-
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lican compromise proposal, although the majority of the
Portug'uese representatives are Democrats and supported by .
the PAC. .

. While other implications' might be read into the elections.
It may be said that .the gener~ll pattern of participation of
members of all ethmc groups III all parties and all factions
and organizations still holds in Hawaii. No. race or ethnic
group has set itself ~h~lly in anyone category politically,
nor does anyone factIOn, party, or organization consist
wholly o~ a.ny ~me or two r~cial or ethnic group or groups.
But specIalIzatIon and relatIvely larger proportions of one
race or another are characteristic of several factions and or
ganizati<;llls. Prohably the best-balanced organization or
?"roup WIth the most nearly representative racial components
IS ~he CIO-PAC, though it contains a slight underrepresen
tatlO~of haoles and an overrepresentation of non-haole races,
especIally Japanese.
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WARTIME PASSAGE
JOHN F. EMBREE

As in the past, it.is the aim of this volume of "Social Process" to
bring you an article which is not entirely analytical, but which will in
dicate the personal feelings and opinions of residents of the Territory
of Hawaii. Dr. Embree, m "Wartimo Passage' has given us an insight
into the attitudes of a representative cross-section of the wartime Island
population.-Ed.

Just before the end of the war-but before most people
realized the end was just around the corner-the writer
sailed from San Francisco for Honolulu aboard a Matson
freighter. The trip was being made in connection with an
assignment to the Pacific Area for the Office of War In
formation. Since there was little to do on the ten-day voyage,
notes were kept on the conversations and attitudes of the 2j
passengers and some of the ship's officcrs. This report is
simply a summary of these notes presented for their value in
revealing a cross section of attitudes on various maUers
among a g;roup of people {l'Olll llawaii.

The 21 passengers included the following:
Defense workers, most of them returning to the Isl<mds
after a paid vacation Hl
Medical Doctors """""""" 2
Ministers of the Gospel 2
Civil Servants 2
Agricultural Engineer 1
Mechanical Engineer "'... 1

The conversations of the passengers and the attitudes re
flected therein are of interest from two points of view:

1. In showing how the passengers without really know:
ing each other, and actually having quite different social
backgrounds and points of view, managed to adjust their
personalities sufficiently to g'et along under uncomfortable
conditions for a ten-day period. The fact that we all knew
that any relationships temporarily established under these
circumstances would carry no obligation beyond the end of
the trip undoubtedly made accommodation of conflicting
ideologies relatively easy. Also important was the fact that
there were no women on board whose presence would un
doubtedly have created more complex relationships.

2. As reflecting rather basic American attitudes on inter
national aHairs and race ,'elations which no amount of finc
public statements can cover up and which, therefore, incli
cate a fundamental problem of social education on the home
front if our eHorts at cooperative relations with foreign pow
ers are to have the necessary home front backing to make
them effective.

'Ihe data presented here corroborate observations of the
writer made during conversations with the natives of various
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states of the union during the war and from observations as
a .~over~ment worker in, Washington of the pressures to
whIch Congressmen and m turn, government agencies must
respond. An governments should lead, but a democratic
government by definition cannot lead against the set views
of the people. And the American people have stronO' views

b ' t l' h to
~n many su .lecs WlllC are conditioned by more complex
fac~ors than mcome or social class. There are, for instance
regIOnal factors, ethnic group factors and occupational fac~
t?rs, some of which are reHected in the conversations of T/Var
tane Passage.

July '3
We ~vere orginally ~~h~duled to sail yesterday, hut at the

las~ mmute ,:"erc notlfleel to appear this morning instead.
Before ~.?ardmg the ship, our baggage was inspected by a
I~aval offIcer for contraband such as firearms, cameras and
lIquor. Once on board and assigned our bunks in the dog
house, ~~ were ll(~t allowed off the ship again which made
the adch,tIcma,~ walt especially tedious. Just one more ex
ampl~ of the hUlTy lip and wait" characteristic of wartime
actIvIty.

. While waiting fOT the ship to leave I went up on the deck
wher~ two lll~n who turned out to be medical doctors were
standmg talkmg and watching the ship being loaded. The
doctors. are bot~ f.rom the Islands, returning after a visit to
the mamland. EVIdently they did not know <me another be
f?re, but lllet in San Francisco while awaiting' the sailing.
I~ey <.tppear to have made the rounds of San Francisco
HIght ~Ife together and to have become good friends. (One of
them .IS a successful Honolulu physician with a lucrative.
p~actIc~. ,He had.his ~raining in New York, was something
of an Iconoclast m h~s youth, and on a visit to Honolulu
some years. ago liked the place so well he had made it his
home. He IS tall, hand~ome, and self assured, the American
stere~type of the medIcal practioner. He is interested in
learmng to ~peak Japanese, partly because he has had
Japanese patIents, and so has with him on the trip Eliseefs
.Japanese texts. Let us call him City Doctor. The other man
I~ fromone of the outer islands ~here he has practiced many
)ear~.~fe appears older than CIty Doctor; he is much less·
sophistIcat~d; and his ~ind is slower moving. He is heavier
set than CIt; Doc~o: WIth a thick "peasant" face in contrast
to the other s patnclan appearance. He has a naive faith in
bootstraps education via books which tell one how to appl
psycholo~l' how to use words, etc. Let us call him IshmX
Doc~or. .1h.e two ~en. would hardly have been boon com
pamons If It .weren t f~r t~eir being at loose ends together
m San FranCISco and fmdmg .they had a profession and a
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home in common. But it is probable that neither one realized
this adventitious nature of their friendship.)

When we finally pulled out', a Russian ship, plainly
marked USSR on the sides, also pulled out. Island Doctor
said that it irked him to see it sailing off to Ilussia with
supplies. He made this remark after some initial comments

;·on the craziness of the international set up whereby Hussian
ships could go through Japanese waters unharmed.

We had supper in the ship's officers' dining room. The
room is about ten by twenty feet with a long leather cnshion
covered huilt-in hench on the forward side, and four fast
ened clown swivel chairs by the opposite side. There is a
single chair at each end, one of these being the captain's
place.

Since there are more officers and passengers than seats,
we eat as space becomes available and sitting over one's
meals is not encouraged. But the food is good. For lunch
there 'was bean soup, and a choice of tongue or roast beef;
for dinner bean soup and lamb chops or sausage and scram
bled eggs plus vegetables, cake and stewed apples. The {are
is plain, but substantial, well cooked and very satisfying to
appetities already whetted by the smell of the sea.

.lulu 4
While awaiting breakfast this morning, I stopoed for a

talk with the three men bunked ill. the hospital. They have
more space and are warmer than those of us in the dog house
on top cleck. They also have lights and better bunks. How
ever, while we froze last night, they will sweat a few nigohts
hence since they are right nextl:lto the galley. .

The group here consists of Island Doctor, Agricultural En
gineer, and Mechanical Engineer. Agricultural Engineer is
going out to lIonolulu from a career in the Mid-\Vest in
agricultural experiment station work and state college teach
ing. He is a man whose face and manner give the impression
of being serious minded, but friendly. With brown wavy
hair, a broad swarthy face, and eyes that light up when he
smiles, he is similar to the American conception of what 11

solid, good tempered citizen of a Mid-Western community
should be. Mechanical Engineer is of the practical type who
looks after eligines and boilers. He comes from St. Louis, is
married, and has about five children, two of them sons in the
service. He was formerly a sailor and bears generous tattoo
ing on his arms and chest as evidence thereof. Since then he
has come up a bit in the world and is a little ashamed of his
decorations. Be is heavy set with a full face. A sense of
humor is something he l~cks completely mid in this respect
he rather resembles Island Doctor. It would be difficult to
sway his clogmatic opinions by recourse to logic. He is on
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his way to a job as engineer for a pineapple company on
one of the outer islands.

During the conversation 'which went on as I stood in the
doorway, a number of interesting attitudes emerged. Me
chanical Engineer, who has been with a good number of
ships and ,vho is an American born of a British father, has a
sb'ong prejudice against the English. He told us how dirty
their ships are, what terrible slums were to be found in
English port cities before the war, and so on. In the course
of the conversation, a special resentment against lend-lease
came out. He resented the fact that the British set up their
own governments in Pacific Islands which we took from the
Japanese; he resented the alleged fact that we pay rent for
bases in the Pacific Islands under British control: and for the

. lise of air fields which we built in Britain and which are used
to protect the British Isles. On the other hand, in response. to
a remark by one of us, he was willing, to grant credit to
Britain for holding out against Germany before the United
States .entered the war.

When the slums were being described, Island Doctor chip
ped in with a comment to the effect that the Prince of Wales
didn't lose the throne because of a commoner wife, but be
cause he spoke out against slums and so the powers-that-be
wouldn't let him remain king.

At breakfast, when a radio announcer said the Big Three
should stick together, one of the ship's officers made a sar
castic remark to the effect that the big powers in EllJ'ope are
busy gypping the United States.'

Twelve of the thirteen defense workers bunk in the larger
dog' house and eat in the crews' mess hall. The thirteenth
man bunks in the smaller dog house with non-defense work-'
ers an cats in the officers' dining saloon. The division of
sleeping and eating quarters appears to be an arbitrary one
of convenience, but it re-enforces a cleavage between two
gTOUpS. The defense workers tend to hang together for con
versation and recreation as do the non-defense workers. The
lone defense worker in the small dog house is a young man

lTwo standard prejudices i'TI the United States as of 1945 were those against Britain
and Russia;. ' The anti-British attitude is old and cuts across social class lines. The
,Q,°enel"al attitude as found among anti-British Americans, is that Britain is always trying
to cheat the ·United States and that in general she is a hypocritical nation. Many people
are actually bitter in their attitudes even though they may never have been to Britain
or known an Englishman personally, nor been in a business that corrrpeted directly with
a British enterprise. The anti-Russian attitude existed before the war and goes bacf{
at least to 1919. Despite Russia's important role in defeating Gennany, many people.
especially business and professional men, have retained strong feelings of fear in regard
to Russia. Many of these people l'eganl "as i,nevitable a war between Soviet Russia and the
United States. '

These two antagonistic attitudes in regard to two of the important countries of the
world can easily become fel"tile gTound for propagandists interested in exploiting cleav
ages in American society, especially if post-war social and economic problems become
acute. Communists, for instance, can exploit to their own ends the' anti-British sentiment
ever latent in the United States. while fascist minded Dersons can rouse Americans to
intolerance through exploiting current fears of Russia and communism.
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whose wife is coming out on another ship. He oscillates be-
tween the two groups.2 ,

During the day I got into conversation with one o~ the de
fense workers of the large dog' house, and the S1IbJect that
seemed to be bothering him was race. He wonders why
the" Japs" are not evacuated from Hawaii as well as ~:ali
fornia. But he admits of some good in Japanese Amencans
-his real dislike centers on the "Chinaman." "Put a shirt
on his back and he thinks he's the boss." He then cited ex
amples of Chinese Navy Yard workers "tattle-tailing" to ~he
boss instead of telling co-workers of an error or suggestmg;
correct ways to do the job.

In my dog house are the following: City poctor, lla.w.ai
ian-Portuguese Priest, Missionary Priest,Cust6ms OffICIal,
Defense Worker, and Myself.

City Doctor has already been introduced. The priest ~s a
young man returning home after trai.ning in.a theologIcal
school in the east before going to MeXICO. He IS a Honolulu
product and speaks with a variant of the local dialect. He
has acquired some of the more set pattern~ of middle class
moralitv. City Doctor, for instance, has deCIded not to shave
for the 'duration of the trip-a fairly sensible decision con
sidering the circumstances. One day the priest commented
on this with disapproval saying, "Nobody respects a man
who does not respect himself." The misapplication of this
borrowed motto, intended for use in raising lost souls from
the gutter, is a good index of the priest's level of lmder-
standing. '

The Missionary was born in one of the British colonies.
but is now an American citizen. He has lived and worked
in India and Burma. '

The customs official is a rather quiet man who keeps pretty
much to himself reading books and magazines. His few
entries into conversation are of a moderate and rational sort.

The identitv of the writer during the trip was thai of a
o'overnment n~an working in O.W.I. As might be expected,
he had a tendency to defend'the activities of bllreacrats and
also to reiterate (;ccasiona]]v the basic points of the (),'V.l.
line concerning the virtues ~f international cooperation. de
mocratic race relations, etc.

.lulL! 6
This morning another conversation in the hospital cabin:
Mechanical Engineer expressed his interest in education

and regret that he couldn't go through college for an engine-

2Defense workers are men from the mainland who work on the various defense
projects in Hawaii. As white laborers they are something new in a society where Odcn- .
tals usually do the manual labol' and whites or "haoles" the ad.ministrative work.
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ering degree. But he intends to see that his two sons do so,
He says he realizes the value of education.

This was part of a leng,thy discussion on education, educa
tional opportunities in the United States, the LQ. of people
in the slums, and so on. '

Agricnltural Engineer felt that people in the slums have
a lower general 1. Q. than the rest of the population. (Those
of better l.Q. would get out; those of lower I.Q. drift or stay
in.) City Doctor disagreed. I also made some comments on
eclucational opportunities and background and their effeds
011 LQ. ratings. '

SOlllehow the conversation turned to Europe and City Doc
t01' said that there is no difference between Russian Com
munism and German Naziism, except that in Russia the
means of production are nationally owned. Tn reply to a re
mark of mine on the Russian treatment of minorities; he
countered with the liqudation of the kulaks and others who
did not string along with the regime. lIe said the groups
persecuted in Russia were different from those in Germany
-i.e., economic and ideological, but that the persecution was
,just as ruthless as the German treatment of the Jews.

I noticed a striking sunset tonight. City Doctor noted it
out the dining saloon port hole. Quite independently Mechan
ical Engineer came in and called our attention to it. It wa"
n(ltable that this sight could arouse similar reactions in all
three inclividuals of markedly different background and atti
tude. Evidently this conditioned reaction to certain pheno
mena of nature is general in western cnlture.
lulu?

This morning- the defense worker of our dog house ,and I
Joined some other defense workers in a poker game. They
have been playing off and on for some days now. Mechanical
Engineer also joined us. The game with a 25 cent limit was
uneventfu 1. One of the defense workers pretty well cleaned
up.

Af1:er supper an interesting conversation developed in the
saloon. The group this evening included the Captain, the
Chief Engineer, Mechanical Engineer, Agricultural Engineer,
the two doctors, the Customs man and myself.

The Captain is an old German who has been sailing the
seas for thirty years or more. He is stocky in build. has clear
blue eyes shaded by bushy brows and moves about with 'the
abruptness stocky men often have. He appears generally
g'ood natured and to have the respect of his crew. IIe speaks
with a distinct accent and his English is by no means perfect,
but he has an amazinglv broad education acquired as a boy
in Germany. 'fhe Chief Engineer is a fat and cheerful soul
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who has been around Honolulu for years. He can remember
when Honolulu was burned down to cure the plague.

The discussion got off O~l how to select a ~loctor, ~r ~l:~i~ti:t,
and the problem of shopplllg around amOi~g M.D. S(CLiSh~Ed
by M.D.'s) vs. having con~ultatio,n (prefer;ecl ~)y ~.J? s).. '
City Doctor took up the defense of the M.D., s pomt of v.te'w,
'while Agricultural Engineer and 1 argued hom that of the
patient.

July 8
By today it is fairly easy to classify the passengers into

three categories.
- 1. The Defense Workers. They hang together pretty well.
One section of the group spends a good deal of its hme at
poker. They are all housed in c~ne dog ~lOuse and, so have
geographical as well as occupatIonal umty (ex~ept for the
one young man in the small dog ,house. He aSSOCIates a go~d
deal of the time with other defense workers, but when m
the dog house or in the dining' saloon, he mixes with the
other groups.) '.

2. The Intellectuals. These include the two do.ctors, Agr~
cultural Engineer, the Customs man, and myself. Mech~~i-.
cal EngIneer is also of this grou:p, thouf?h s~arcely an m
tellectuaL" He bunks in the hospItal cabm WIth Island Doc
tor and Agricultural Engineer. In status and interest. he
stands midway bet"v~een the defense worker and the profes
sional enginee~. On board he participates in gTO~p conver
sation with the intellectual clique more ,than With the de
fense workers or the religions men. This may be p~rt~y due
to the accident of location in the hospital cabin; but It is al~o,
doubtless, due to conscious efforts to associate with whlte
collar society. '

3 The ReliO"ious. These consist of the missionary and the
pri~st. They do not really form a group,bein/? o!' cliff~rent
faiths. They are two individuals who do not fIt lllto eIther
of the first two groups. The missiona~y sp~:n;ds.a. good part
of each day writing on his thesis on Youth lrallllllg. When
he comes to meals or joins a group, he always make~ a
cheery remark to all present in a .Y~CA lead~r tone of ,VOice,
"Good morning! Well, orange .JUice todaY-llldeed; I II try
some of that." The rest of the table usually receIVe these
remarks in silence.

The Portuguese-Hawaiian priest has been stnclring it; the
East and is going home on vacation. His conversa~LO.1l re£le~ts
a rather unoriginal mind stocked with poorly assLlllllatedlll
formation.

'roday is Sunday and there is to be a service for t;he c;~w
by the missionary and perhaps also by the young pl'lest. Ihe
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defense worker of our dog house says he is gOlllg to play
no cards today and is going to church.

The climateis changing. Last night we passed the half
way ma~'k t~) Hawaii and the first flying fish made its appear- ~
ance, sklppmg aCl'OSS a couple of low waves in the morning
sunlight. We are really in a tropical environment now~
balmy atmosphere and broad horizons of limitless almost
calm blue sea.

During themor.ning the intel~ectual clique gradually g'ath
ered about the mid hatches. We were eventually joined by
the Captain and the Chief Engineer. Island doctor has been
~eading ~ book on applied psychology and he was this morn~
I~g rea~~ng a book on how to read and was engrossed in word
hsts of unusllal words frequently used." (Never mind the
paradox, Island Doctor never noticed it.) .

-- 4 discu~s,ion r~f atti.tud~s arose-i.e., British-U.S., French
U.~., etc. J:he Captalll dIagnosed the' trouble in Europe as
~a). ma~lY dIverse languages, (b) many diverse and national
IStIC hIstory lessons in school. This is ill contrast to the:
United States where .aU speak the same tong'ue and have a
more or ]~ess commo.n his~ory. He noted that people from all
the warrlllg countnes of Europe come to the United States
and here they live in peace.

In discuss~n~'wars, he commented on their complex causes
~e.g., the CIVIl War and the stated issue of slavery, but real
causes more complex. He agreed with a comment of mine
~t this point concerniI~g an industrial North and plantation
South and the economIC conflict thereof.

Occupational associations are notable on board. The two
~.D:s, though of rather different backgrounds and mental
Ity, consort together a great deal. They sun bathe together
anc~ ~xcha.nge information on books they have read. The
Clu~f Engmeer and Mechanical Engineer, ~ho was once an
engmee~ O~l a ship hjmself, sometimes talk together for long
spells, ~IHmg on a hatch or at the table in the dining saloon.
lhe ~ef~nse ,:orker in our dog house tends to play cards and
aSSOCIatIOn WIth the other defense workers more than with
any of us in the same dog house.

Xeuo, a defense worker who seems to be of a higher status
eatergory than the others, tends to be isolated from them. He
does not ,join the poker games and spends most of his time
Ollt on the cargo deck reading.

An intere.sting· local habit observed by both officers and
p~sseng~r,'s IS to wet ~ncl comb their hair before coming to
~u~ner. Ihey all ~o thIS even. though their attire may be both
mformal and a lnt on the c!Trty side. (If there is one thing
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American mothers insist on it is that their boys wash their
hands and comb their hair before coming to the table.)

'fonight, as we gathered about the saloon table, talk turlled
to the Bible. City Doctor was looking at a Illodern trans la

, tion and we came to discuss the merits of the King James
~ version as against those of modern translations. Most of us
favored King James, though the young priest, to whom the
book belongs and who came in later, favored the modern
translation. City Doctor knrrwii large sections of the Bibl~

by heart~he learned them in Sunday School in order to win
pnzes;

July 9
This morning the news got around that the curfew has

been lifted in Honolulu. City Doctor regrets it, but not too
seriously. Some of the younger single defense workers are
happy about it, although some don't like it. One. evidently:
a Sou therner, predicted <1: crime ,\' ave and spoke darkly of
the large number of natives who ,viU HOW be OIl the Joose.
He says there are a lot of "niggel's" whowiU snoop about
asking' for .jobs, but who are not really looking for jobs. lIe
says he has three licensed firearms in his house and they are
all loaded. If anyone comes snooping about his house, he is
going to shoot him down. If he is dead, then there is only
one side of the story to be told.

The objector then went on to tell of something that hap
pened to him in Honolulu. One day when his wife went
down to the garage, she fonnd the back cushion up in the
front of the car. ~When he came home from work, she told
him about it. He went down to verify her account and found
foot prints on the cushion~as well. And on looking around,
he found a pair of glasses and then a pair of false teeth.
Obviously the cushion had been taken out on the floor of the
garag'e and used by a couple.

So he wrote a letter to Miss Fixit in the Advertiser and said
that he would return the glasses and teeth if the owner would
come and wash the car. Then, instead of putting the letter in
her column, it appeared the following Sunday on the front
pag'e written lip in a humorous ml:umei'. 'fhen the next Sun
day an answer appeared on the front page saying that the
glasses and teeth ,v-ere of no value to the finder and were to
the owner and that Von Hamm-Young could clean the car
for ten dollars.

So he turned the items over to the editor and, having
already cleaned the car himself, he took the ten dollars. But
he had hoped to see the owner; the teeth were small and he
thought they -might belong to a woman.
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The Captain of this ship is a remarkable man. Born and
?red .in Germany, he received a thorough German education
m Ius youth including. trigonometry and calculus, many
years of French and Latm, and an intensive training in geo
graphy.. He kll~.w of Maunak~a, for instance, long before he
ever saw Ha~all. Adde~ to tlns classical European education
of a g'eneratIOn ago which could make a narrow scribe of a
m~n, the ~aptain has h~~.several decades at sea, mixing
with all kmds .of men, vlsltm/? many foreign lands, serving
as mate and f~nal!y as c.aptam of a number of ships. He
makes ~ cons:lenhous skipper as evidenced by the care re
flec~ed m stor~es of hO:\7" he had had to look after live cargo on
varIOUS occasIOns-chIckens, dogs, even horses.

. As I have already st~tted, the Captain has the respect of
Ius men, a g'ood sense of humor, and a real intelliirence about
both world affairs and the vagaries of human natbure at close
quarters. But you would never know aU this on first siO'ht or
on first .h~aring. ~e appears and sounds a rough capt~in of
an old freighter with perhaps a shrewd knowledo'e of how to
run a freighter, but not much else. b

Yesterday, during one of our group conversations, talk
t~Lr~ed ~o the need for a common name for people of the
Ulllted ~tates. Americans is not satisfactory since it applies
to all ?f ~ort~ and South American and people of other
COlllltI'l~S m ~hIS hemisphere resent its use by the people of
the Dlllted States. Columbian wouldn't do even if it had
currency becaus,e of Colombia in South America. Then it
was noted that Yank is coming into more general use, at
l~ast ~broa~,as a term for people of this country; but the
Captaln,pomted out that it really'only applied to.Northeac;t
~lllted States. Then Mechanical -Engineer gave an incident
from New Orleans where he was talkinO' to a fellow worker
~n some repair ~ob who asked, "Why bdon't they give the
South some credIt for winning this war? We have soldiers
fig~ting in F.rance just as much as they do in the North.'''
rh~s complamt puzzled Mechanical Engineer and he in
qUIred further and the other man then 'gav~ as evidence a
newspaper aC?Ol111t which spoke of the Yanks doing this and
the Yanks domg that, but never mentioned the rcc;t of the
people in the country. So, while to a foreigner and even to
a Northerner in ~he United States, Yank means an American,
to many people m the South, it means a "damn Yankee from
the North" and nothing more.

l:d been wondering if Mechanical Engineer's extensive tat
toomg woul~l ?ause aJ:y comment. It came today after lunch
wh~n the Chief Engmeer, who has no tattooing, remarked
on It. It seems ,Mechanical Engineer got it when he went to
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sea as a young man of 15 or 16. He has had no additional
tattooing since, and he has told his boys in no uncertain
terms not to come home with any. He says it is sometimes
embarrassing, and he would not go swimming at Waikiki,
for instance.

The Chief Engineer remarked thatWacs and Nurses, etc.,
are getting tattooed now, but mostly in a small way, initials,
and so on.

The second Engineer sitting by, a rather brow-beaten look
ing little man, has a few modest stars and figures tattooed on
his arm. He nodded assent to Mechanical Engineer's com
ment of getting tattooed overseas in order to maintain one's
prestige among the other sailors, and felt also that the regret

.comes considerably later.

july 10
This morning the Captain, talking with me in following

up a breakfast table conversation on Solomon, Sheba and
their descendant, "the Jumping Lion of Judah" in Ethopia,
remarked on, slavery in that country, dictatorships in Central
and South America, and why do we call them all democra
cies? My answer was that it was done simply because they
are allies. "Yah, I suppose we must butter them up a bit."
Then he veered to Russia and its lack of democracy, com
mented on shipping Poles to Siberia, concentration camps,
and the shooting of dissenters. He has talked with Soviet
seamen and officers in various ports and learned a good deal
about the iron discipline maintained over the behavior of
their crews and officers in foreign ports. He did not approve
of all this iron rule. "They think two human beings are
made like two Ford cars; they aren't."l

There are a number of regular navy officers on board and
they form quite a distinct group-or rather 'type-since they
have not formed themselves into a social group. A Mormon
University teacher is one of them. He is a Lt. j.g.; the radio
man is another, and there are one or two others. They usual
ly wear khaki shirts open at the neck, whereas other officers
are usually to be seen in white undershirts. They are all
quite young, probably in their twenties. Except for the

1Re-calling lsIand Doctor's comment on the Russian ship leaving San. FranCisco and
his "instinctive" l'eaction of antagonism as compared with the Captain'8 objections to
Russia, Island Doctor alnd in a rather similar manner Mechanic.al Engineer', just don't
like Russia. They have a prejudice against it without knowing too much about it. The
Captain, on the other hand, dislikes not so much Russia as the existing conditions of
the country. and the fallacy of calli'ng it democratic. He prefers the United States to
sua,h a country. His dislike of Russian methods is based in part on first hand observa
tion of social conditions on Soviet ships and conversations with officers, one of whom
from The Baltic states spoke German and so could exchange information more freely.
While one could say Island Doctor and the Captain are both alike in disliking Russia,
actually they are not alike at all and if .it came to practical dlealings with Russians,
the 'Captain could act more intelligently and without blind prejudice, whereas Island
Doctor would eithel' be blinded by his prejudice or be completely duped by the pleasant
versonality of the individual with \vhon1 he was negotiating-in either event he would
make a n1ess of things.
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Mormon Professor, one sWipects a touch of social and intel
lectual snobbishness anl(jng' them, which is quite unwar
ranted, since J am certain some of the regular ship's officers
outrank them in both brains and experience. .
July t1 .

I'here is a good deal of rivalry between the navy and
the regular ship's officers, or rather a certain mutual cfisdain
which, combined with some of the divided authority inherent
in the situation, can lead to serious friction. .

The navy gunnery officer and his crew arc 011 board lor
the protection of the ship, but the ship's captain, not a navy
man, and his non~navy crew are responsible for navigatin~'
and running the ship. One navy officer recently tried to tak~.
his function too literally, .testing drinking water, insisting
on nosing into the engine room, and as a last straw so far
as .the ~?-ptain was concerned, setting his crew to chipping
p~mt o~ the gun mounts on Christmas Day. 'rhe Chief En
g'Lnecr fwally ordered the navy man to keep outof the engine
room; the Captain ordered thernen off the bridge 011 Christ
mas and then took the case to his superior officer in Hawaii
and finally to still higher authority there and got rid of the
man and his whole crew. This seems to be a case of a young
newly commisioned officer taking his job too literally and
aggravating all the ship's regular officers, who happened to
be older, more experienced men.

The ship's offic~rs, at least the Captain and the Chief En
gineer, speak well of the present gunnery officer. But a
chronic resentment of the Navy keeps cropping up in their
conversation and stories of experiences in convoys, etc.,
most of which have as a moral the fact that theNavy doesn't
know what it is doing half the time.

The slightly-built defense worker who happens to be in
our ~o~.~ouse seems to be a young man whose family res
ponSIbIlItIes have brought to renewed life a conscience de
veloped in his youth. During the first few days of the trip,
he was usually with other defense workers and played a
good deal of poker. On Sunday he said he was going to
go to church and not play poker. 1 haven't seem him in a
game since. This ma y be partly due'to some losses, or partly
due to being in a cabill with two religious men, or it may be
because he has reluctantly left his wife behind on the coast.
She had recently recovered from a serious illness. Natural
concer~l about her has perhaps been' heightened by the lurid
talk of the defense ",orker group about what happens to
women left alone in Hawaii.

City Doctor is an interesting example of a professional
I~an whose early idealism and iconoclasm have been par
tIally covered over by the practical exigencies of life as a
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successful private physician. As an M.D. and a graduate of
an eastern college and evidently of some old family, he clings
tenaciously to the symbols of private property (land) and
individual enterprise. "They are part of human nature;"
"They g'o far back in history!' etc. Naturally he resents
government controls and is now especially bitter about the
OPA, mostly because of troubles in getting gas cou pOllS.

Yet he is very iconoclastic about many other things. As
an intern at X - - - - hopital he took an interest in nurses'
woes and advised them to organize in order to better their
position.

He does not think anI' boys are fighting and dying' for
democracy~-in fact, that is why they want to get them
young, "when they'll believe all that stuff." He is willing to
grant that brains and ability are to be found in every social
and racial group and that circumstances can hamper oppor
tunity through lack of education, but he also holds the opin
ion that those who have money deserve it and should pass
it on to their children. (Tn this last Mechanical Engineer
heartily agrees. "J wouldn't go on working if I didn't think
I could leave whatJ make to my children." But Mechanical
Engineer is a very orthodox man in most of his other beliefs
also). Except in the field of medicine, his general thinking
is more or less the iconoclasm of ELL. Mencken in the early
Mercury ditys. .
4:45 p.m. .

"The best laid plans 0 mice and men ... "
The Captain has just received a message to go to Kahului,

Maui, instead of Honolulu, probably because Honolulu Har
bor is too fulL This has been a trip of delays-leave a day
later than scheduled, slow down to a snail's pace three days
out, and now-dock at Kahuluil We speculate as to what
next and whether or not we can hop a plane to Honolulu.
July 12

We.landed at 7 a.m., the Captain making a perfect land
ing. The pier was very quiet, there being only a couple of
sailors on guard and four men around who quietly put
hawsers on cleats. One of the defense workers observed, if
this were a Navy ship, there would be 100's of sailors on
hand, not just a few men, and Japs at that! Another wanted
to know the whereabout:,; of the American Consul (he'd been
much in China) and when J reminded him that this was
American territory, he snapped, "You'd never know it." (He
is the same man who keeps three firearms and will shoot on
sight.) .

The pier remained rather quiet for about half or three
quarters of an hour. Then, in the middle of breakfast, Mr.
W. arrived. Everyone turned on him since he is Matson
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representative and ,general big shot in Kahului. All this we
had previously learned from ~he Captain, including the way
he used to run the harbor wIth an Iron hand hut that now
with unions and Army and Navy, he is a br~ken man and
seldom comes down to the pier except on necessary official
business. ..

The twoM.~.'s, a defense worker who has spent eight
years on Mmn and Oahu, and myself went down on the
dock to investigate airplane transportation. Mr.W. a florid
gentleman, .acted with noblesse oblige, giving us the use of a
car and drIver to .go to the airfield. The flight clerk was
some,what non-plussed.at t~e prospect of 15 01'20 passengers,
and m response to an mqlllry about chartering a,plane said
~hat that could not be done without permission from Wash
mgton. But he did look over his passenger lists and decided
he could squeeze us in at the rate of four passenO"ers a day: I
suspec,t that ~e picked the number four simply l~ecause there
were four of us at the rail. At any rate, the next move was
t~)get priorities from a major in Wailuku, which we did. He
SImply g~.ve us .all. 4's w.hich se~med to be adequute- thence
to Hawallan Anolmes tIcket office in Grand Hotel where a
beautiful girl of Hawaiian mixture took care of us, puHin,r
us all ~m the 5 :05 to Honolulu. To my request for an earlie~
pl~ne m order to get in before the end of a business day she
smIled and remarked, "Doesn't another business day begin
tomorrow?"
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PROBLEMS OF DEFENSE WORKERS
IN POST-WAR I-1AW AIl

CHRISTINA LAM

Shortly after Victory Day in Europe, and the beginnings
of the end of the war, extensive recruiting of war workers
for the numerous defense projects in Hawaii began to slump
steadily. For those workers already under(l contract and
working on projects, the enthusiasm common to the first days
of the war was missing. The long hours of work, with the
additional compensation of overtime, resulting in the larg'e,
over proportioned weekly checks, were not so characteristic
in the year 1945.

The war workers brought in by the army, navy, and pri
vate defense companies became increasingly dissatisfied.
Theil' morale was certainly not at the high level of the early
war years. Their dissatisfaction with working conditions be
came more acute and other factors such as di;;like of the
climate, inability to adjust to the fast tempo of war work,
homesickness for the home town and friends, general dislike
and unsuitability to the work to which they were assigned,
and general inability to adjust to life away from the main
land and familiar surroundings, assumed greater significance
than before.

One recourse for the dissatisfied war worker, if he had
enough money saved, was"'to break his contract and return
home. Other war workers sought medical discharges, in
which instances, their return passage to the point of recruit
ment was paid for by. the employer.

Frequently, however, the war workers were not considered
for medical discharges on the basis of their having incurred
their illnesses prior to the assumption of the jobs, (although
they had all been required to pass physical examinations
before being hired), or on the basis that they were "gold
bricking" and were not ill enough to be returned to the
,mainland at government or company expens.e.

The problem of keeping the war workers happy and of
utilizing'their proficiencies to the utmost was greatest on the
island of Oahu where most of the workers were concen
trated. The Pearl Harbor Navy Yard, the several naval air
stations, and the U. S. Engineers were among the government
agencies hiring the greatest number of workers, while the
Bryne Organization was the largest private contracting com
pany engag'ed in defense work in the islands.

While the army 'was able to solve the problem of lowered
morale and dissatisfaction among their own employees fairly
satisfactorily, the navy and the private companies were not
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nearly as successful in their employee relations. This was
probably due to the greater number and higher turnover of
employees under their jurisdiction, the heterogenous com
position of their workers, the mass recruitm'ent of workers,
and the lack of care in sifting out applicants with Imdesir
able and irresponsible traits.
. The ~nability of the navy and the private companies to
cope WIth personnel problems and difficulties resulted in a
large proportion of men dishonorably discharged ... that is,
they were released with prejudice for such reasons as ex
cessive absenteeism, or absence without authoritv inefficien
cy, insubordination, unsatisfactory performanc~:emotional
instability, and personal reasons.

If the. wa.i' .workers were released with prejudice, they
became mehgIble for any of the, benefits granted by the
government and the private companies for satisfactory
completion of their contracts. Usually this meant return
passage paid back to the mainland, or if their contracts were
renewed, also return passage back to Hawaii after a vaca
tion.

None of the private contracting companies had arrange
ments or plans for setting up welfare funds where their
workers could go for temporary assistance or loans to meet
emergencies such as illness, payment of large doctor and
dentist bills, lack of funds until pay day (the war workers
usually sent most of their money home to their families),
~)r unusual expenses incurred due to emergencies existing
m the worker's family situation at home.

At. the Pearl Harbor Navy Yard, where there were ap
proXImately 18,000 workers in 1945, four separate welfare
funds existed for the use of war workers in good standinO',

.on a loan basis. These were: b

1. Shop fund, loaned at the discretion of the shop wel
fare committee and the shop master. Althouo'h un
limited as to the amount of the loan, its use wa~ limit
ed only t~illness and personal liabilities.

2. Navy Yard Welfare fund, loaned at the discretion ~f
the navy yard social worker. This fund was establish
ed to cover short periods of unemployment due to
illness and could be borrowed up to a maximum of
$50 . .for _any valid reason covering clothing needs,
medIcal and dental bills, etc. (Pearl Harbor Navy
Yard workers are allowed three days sick leave a
month plus two and a half days annual leave a month.
Sick leave in excess of the authorized number of davs,
or sick leave taken without authorization, resulted "in
the loss of wages.)
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3. Commandant fund, loaned at the discretion of the
commandant. This fund provide for indigent persons
awaiting transportation to the mainland. Only indigen~

persons who had received medical discharges from
the navy were eligible to borrow from this fund to
cover expenses for food and rent while awaiting,
transportation paid for by the navy.

4. CllA-3 fund, loaned at the discretion of the navy
housing officer. This covered only small loans up to
a maximum of $20 made to workers until they re
ceived their pay checks. It could be used only for rent
and clothing, however.

The navy welfare funds were der'ived from a 25¢ deduc
tion per pa"y period per man, ancl from the sale of soft drinks

, and cig'arettes in war workers clubs. War workers borrow
ing from these funds were more or less forced to repay the
loans promptly and in full, as unpaid bills borrowed from
these funds were generally counted against the worker when
he was being considered. for promotion. Alcoholic workers
were never considered for loans.

Civilian war workers whose work records were not con
sidered adequate or satisfactory, or whose gripes and dis
satisfaction over working or living conditions could not be
adjusted by the employers were therefore left stranded
without any resources when they were released with pre
judice or when they voluntarily quit their jobs.

Irresponsible, chronically ill, alcoholic, and otherwise un
desirable war workers became therefore a charge on the
community, and the responsibility of the Department of
Public Welfare, which administered a federal program de
signed to assist the stranded workers in Hawaii and on the
mainland.

The Social Security Board of the Federal Security Agency
authorized the use of federal funds earmarked as Civilian
War Assistance to assist in returning stranded war workers
to the mainland on the basis of the danger of enemy attack.
Under the provisions of the Civilian War Assistance pro
gram, any stranded war worker cou ld be returned to the
mainland, and his expenses overland were met by the pro
per public welfare agency at the port of entry. Up to Oc
tober 20, 1945, the federal government reimbursed aU agen
cies for expenses incurred in returning-war workers to their
states of legal residence.

In the period between January 1, 1945 to September 15,
1945, 277 war workers applied at the Department of Public
Welfare in Honolulu for assistance with food, lodging,
medical care, and transportation to the mainland.
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An average of $106.15 was expended for each of the 222
war workers who met the eligibility requirements for fin
ancial assistance, making a total expenditure of $23,565.00
over a period of nine and a half months.

In a study, limited to the above period, made by the De
partment of Public Welfare as to the type of war worker
applying for financial assistance, and the reasons and nature
of their applications for aid, the findings discussed in this
article were reported.

Personal History of Applicants. The largest group of
men (34.2%) was in the 40 to 49 year age group, while
9.5% were between the ages of 30-39. Less than one fourth
of the war workers (24.9%) were between the ages of 20-29.

Roug'hly 45% of the applicants were married, with the
largest number of these married men (25 %) possessing a
family of two children. Equally as large a group of the mar
ried men (23%) had no children while 21 % had a small
family with one child. The average war worker, therefore,
in need of financial assistance, was married between 40 to
49 years of ag'e, and had a family consistin~of two child
ren.

Despite the fact that a large number of Negro war work
ers were brought into the territory by the navy, only a small
percentage (1.8%) of the men applying at the Department
of Public Welfare for assistance were Negroes.

The assisted civilian war workers came from 42 states in
the union, with California, New York, and Pennsylvania.
contributing 14.7%,8%., and 7% respectively. The proximity
of California to Hawaii and the existence of large shipyards
in California utilizing the same type of workers needed in
Hawaii :were probably the reasons for the large number of
war workers coming from California. An interesting observa
tion is that of the six states from which there were no war
workers applying for financial assistance, three were the
sparsely settled states. of Arizona, North Dakota, and
Wyoming, and three were New!:'~ngland states, Maine, New
Hampshire, and Vermonf. -

_One hundred and seventv-five out of 277 war workers had
been in the Territory six I~onths or less when they applied
for assistance in returning to the mainland. The most critical
periods for the war workers seemed to be at the third and
sixth months after their arrival in the Islands. Thirteen per
cent of the war workers sought the help of the Department
of Public Welfare only three months after they started to
work in the Islands, with the next largest grolJp having been
here only six months at the time of their application. Find
ings, therefore, seem to indicate that once a war worker had
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been on the job six months, his adjustment to his job and
Hawaii became easier.

Enz,p[oyrneni History. More than sixty percent of the war
worker:~ assisted by the Department of Public Welfare with
food, lodging, medical care, and transportation to the main
land, had been recruited by thc navy, 23% by private con
tracting companies, primarily operating under navy con
tracts and 14% by the army. A .further breakdown shows
that 55.6% had been employed at Pearl Harbor Navy Yard,
with the next largest gTOUpS being' employees of the Bryne
Organization, a navy contractor, (19.1 %) and the USED
(11.1 %).

An interesting aspect to the employment picture is the·
fact that almost one fourth of the war workers assisted by
the Department of Public Welfare had been earning a high
wage of $1.52 per hour. (This did not include the time and
one hal£' paid on the basic hourly rate after- the first 40 hours
in the work week.) One third of the war workers were paicl
high wages6mging from $1.50 per hour to the hig-h of $1.67
per hour. Only one fifth of the men were paid wages below
$1.00 pel' hour.

The war workers seeking' financial assistance from the
Department of Public Welfare had either been discharged
from their jobs, released without prejudice, or voluntarily
separated. -

The majority of the men had been discharged or released
·with prejudice from the employment of the agencies re
cruiting them; a smaller gTOUp voluntarily quit, and a very
few were released without prejJldice.

A frequent cause-in fact, the cause for two thirds of the
discharges-was absenteeism, phrased by the employers as
"absence without alithoritv" or "excessive absences". Some
of these discharges for ah~enteeism resulted after absences
of only three to four consecutive days, or after six or seven
absences occuring spottily here and there throughout a span
of three or four months. These absences were due largely to
illnesses ranging from "just not feeling well" to acute cases
of sinus or arthritis, but the men were unable to verify their
illnesses by the usual procedure of obtaining a doctor's
certificate. In the case of the workers from Pearl Harbor
Navy Yard, it was too cumbersome for the men to travel
the long distance to town to obtain medical certificates or
simple treatments which they had not wanted in the be
ginning from the naval dispensary.

Reasons ·which the men themselves gave for not report
ing to work g'enerally centered on the condition of their
health, or on their general inability to make adequate ad
.jllstments to (he climate and living conditions of Hawaii.
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It is to be pointed out that the reasons given by the men
for their absenteeism may be slightly colored and may re
present only one side of the picture, as the case workers in
the Department referred to the doctors only those men for
whom physical examinations seemed mandatorv.

The type of illnesses reported by the men as c~mtributory
to their absences from work can be easily classified into
mental and physical ailments. One ,vas fearful and ap
prehensive, one had hallucinations, another constantly heard
voices. Some were "emotionally upset", mostly because of
crowded and unsatisfactory camp and living conditions.
Some suffered from "pure nervousness" due largely to home
sickness or a dislike for Hawaii. Some had been diagnosed
by private doctors as being psychoneurotic. . .

The complaints of physical illness varied ,¥iclely. Many
stayed away from work because of sinlls; chronic alcoholism
kept some away; others just "did not feel well enough to
work;" some had epilepsy; others had tuberculosis in scime
form or othel"; some did nol like tile eli/lUI Ie. or met with
automobile accidents 01' accidenl.s incurred 011 the job; neuri
tis, hypertension, backaches aud appeudicitis claimed four
workers each; stomach trouble, lIlcer's, heart trouble, and
asthma kept .some workers away from thcir jobs.

One or two cases each were reported of alIllOst every dis
ability or illness found in the hooks: dizzy spells, fractured
skull, hip pains, bronchitis, bad eyes, ear /rouble, rheuma
tism, rib fracture, alcoholic psychosis, caterrhal fever, arteri
osclerosis, broken leg, headaches, and rheumatic fever;
psychosis, nervous disorderE), deaf mute, dermophytosis,
pains in the arm, varicose veins, dengue fever, cyelophonia,
high blood pressure, impetigo, contusion of chest, pyorrhea,

. glomerutonephritis, pleurisy, chronic media, fungus growth,
strabimus of right eye, hermated disc, intestinal flu, gonor
rhea, malnourishment, Parkinson's syndrome, toxic thyroid,
and flu. - _

Other causes for discharges were falsification of records,
unsatisfactory conduct, drunkenness on the job, refusal to
work, insubordination, emotional instability, and other per-
sonal reasons. .

About one fifth (18.? per cent) of the war workers assisted
by the Department were men who voluntarily left their jobs
for varied and assorted reasons. Perhaps the greatest cause
for these separations was the dissatisfaction over the 40 hour
week and the resultant decrease in wages." Exactly five pel'
cent felt that they could not maintain two households on
the wages derived from only forti hours of work, and since
at the time of their leaving, the employers had not :yet

1.A large percentage came to Hawaii on promises of big wages by over-zealous
recruiters.
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arranged a plan of providing transport~tion~o thc~?e released
for curtailment of activities or reductIOn of staff, they felt
it more expedient to quit while they could.

Anotl~er group left their jobs as th~y di~l no.t feel well
enou"h to work or because some sort of physIcal Illness kept
them

tJ
from performing their jobs well. Their complaints,

similar innatnre to those of the men discharged for absentee
ism included sinus neuritis, hernia, asthma, stomach trouble,
arthritis hi"h blo~d pressure, and psychoneurosis. These
particul~r n~en had been refused medical disch~rges by their
employers on the basis that they were not III enough to
warrant medical discharges. ..,

Dissatisfaction over poor personnel practIces and worklllg
conditions caused some workers to leave their jobs. Other
workers, also discontented with their ,jobs, left to seek better
employment elsewhere, or employment bet!er ~uited to their
capabilities. An interesting example of thIS (hscontentJ~lent
is the case of one of the two wOJuen the Department mded
with transportation home. Miss F., age 46,Wisco]ls,inite, ,em
ployed at Pearl Harbor as a stoTeke~~peT, volantcuily le/t,as
she was considerably upset over havlllg tornove large eq l1J p
ment besides being' made to eli) work she eonsiderel too heavy
for her. Her request to be transferred to something more
suited to her ability and strength was ignored.

A great variety of acldilionalreasons were offered for quit
ting work. Frequently, thes~e were 'probably ~ood reasons
rather then the real reasons. ::3ome qUlt when then employers
would not grant them releases becaus.e of alleged faJ?ily
emerO"encies. Others claimed they were madequately tramed
for their jobs. Frequently individuals- quit because they ~id
not like and could not agree with their foreman. One m
dividual had ulcer and could not stand the mediocrity of
camp food. There were men who could not stand ~ife in the
barracks. Others object to the dust, the heat, the clllnatei the
fact that they did not have enough to do. A member of the
Merchant Marine quit because his ship was going to the
Philippines and he didn't .~ik~ th~ trip. Seyeral.individuals
quit because they were suffe.rlllg from phY~lcal a~lments and
their employer refused to give them a mdical discharge.

Only nine percent of those applying for assistance at the
Department of Public Welfare had been given clear releases
from their jobs. This did not mean, hmvever, that they were
entitled to transportation privileges back to thei~' home~ for
although their work records were c~,e,ar,.t~,ey d~d not have
the required number of months to fulfill th~lr contracts.
Of those men released honorably, most were given releases
on the grounds that they were needed at, home for faJ.nily
emergencies, such as the death or illness of a member of the
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"arthritis, anorexia, insomnia, nervousness" and the private
doctor strongly recommended immediate return to the main
land. After the man had' been referred for a physical exami
nationby the Department, a letter was sent to the navy bffi
eials reporting the findings of this doctor and recommending
that he be given a medical discharge. The war worker was
advised that were he not successful in obtaining' a medical
discharge he was to return to our Department: Our effort
was apparently successful as Mr. R. did not return for
further services .

In typical cases such as the following, satisfactory ad.just
ment was obtained by referring this individual back to his
employer: A 24-year-old chap who wanted to return home
to Ohio before his imminent induction: a 38-year-old Navy
Yard painter who had been refused a medical discharge de
spite the word of his supervisor and doctor that he was com
pletely disabled; .. a Pennsylvanian under the care of the
Bureau of Mental Hygiene for emotional instability due to
acute alcoholism; a disabled workman who was eligible for
workman's compensation as he had been injured on the job.

Referral to the United States Employment Service of those
men who seemed able and fit to work was effective as 96 per
cent of the men referred there for ,job placements were able
to obtain work of some sort to tide them over. (Most of these
men were looking for temporary jobs just to earn 'enough
money for passage home.) It is to be pointed out that the
ma,jority of workers were skilled laborers and that tempor
ary vacancies existed largely in the laboring or semi-skilled
occupational classes. Since most permanent employers were
reluctant to hire skilled workers on a temporary basis be
cause of the length of time necessary to' train them, some of
these workers had to take jobs which were not occupation
ally suited to their training and experience. Illustrative ex
amples are the cases of a Pearl Harbor Navy Yard rigger,
last paid $1.42 an hour, who took a job as a janitor in a weld
ing company; a sailor who became a cook's helper in a cafe-'
teria; a shipfitter, last employed at $1.61 an honr, who began
work in a bicycle shop as a general helper at $1.00 an hour;
and a truck dispatcher who became a clothing salesman in

. a local department store.

Services rendered to the war workers included innumer
able letters written to the San Francisco Department of
Public Welfare requesting that assistance with railway fares

. be granted the bearers, referral to clinics and hospitals, to
the Employment Service, Mental Hygiene Clinic, Catholic
Charities, United Seamen's Service, Industrial Compensa
tion, the American Red Cross, and the Navy Housing Wel
fare Fund.

family. The family emergency was first verified bv the
Home Service Department of the American Red Cross before
the men were released. Though there existed the revolvio{}'
welfare fll1~ds at the Navy Yard, it did not seem to provid~
traniportatIon for cases of this Ilature. . '

Less than one percent of the men, four men in number
had completely fulfilled their contracts and were entitled t{;
the full benefits thereof. These men were aided hv the De
partment of Public Welfare fo~ room and board fo~ a period
~)f a~out a week as .they were. m the process of finding new
.lobs In the commumty, and wlshed to remain in the Islmids.

Reasons [01: Application. Sixty-seven percent of the men
requested t?e Department of Public Welfare to pay their
~ransporta!~on bac~ to th~ mainla~d, with the next largest
brou,P. (16., %) seekmg al'iSIstance WIth room and board while
awa~tmg changes of jobs. Thirteen perccnt of the men needed
medIcal care and hospitalization.

Out~ide of the usual requests for assistance vviih trans
portatloll:food, shelter, and medical care, there v,"ere several
reqn;sts for ser,,:ices, for instanee,that of a Negro, serving a
year 13 sentence for possessing a deadly weapon, who wanted
the Department to write an "official" letter to his family in
Alabama to inform them that h~ would be unable to SUPI)ort
them. And there was a man, aSSIsted by us for a week's room
and board, who after returning to his home in Kentuckv
wanted us to chec~<: up. on ~ ,refund for a pair of shoes h~
~ad .bought here for, Jus wIfe. Other similar requests for
serVIces T were that of a. 19-year-old; youth, .jailed for petty
larcency, w,ho sent a frIe.nd to ask I! we could pay his bail,
an~ that of a laborer; chscharged from one job for absen
teeIsI~, who wanted the Department of Public Welfare to
pay ~IS N,:tional Maritime Union dues of $17.50 in order that
he mIg'ht fmd 'employment on a ship.

Services r~ndered by the Dcpartment of Public Welfare
usually conSIsted of ref,e~rals to community resources which
had not been. fully utIhzed by the war workers. For in
stance, when the Department of Public Welfare referred the
,,;ar w.orkers ~ack to their. employers, with specific sugges
tIons fo;. ~elpmg theI~, many of their problems were re
s.olved .. lIns was true III 16 'p~rcent of the 277 men applying
for ass~stance. .~ characterIstIc situation of this type is the
case of Mr. DaVId R., 44 years of ag'e, a veteran of World
War II, ~nd a truck driver at Pearl Harbor,. He quit his .job
and apphed at the Department of Public Welfare for assist
ance. III returning to the mainland. He had not been able to
conVlllce the navy authorities to give him a medical dis
charg'e despite the fact that he had a statement from a pri
vate doctor that he was psychoneurotic. His diagnosis read
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Unusual types of services g"iven to the war workers in
cluded wiring and writing families on the mainland to send
money, 415 contacts with landlords to arrange housing ac
commodations, 492 letters arranging credit at local restau
rants, arranging for baggage transfer to the ships, and some
times bailing the war workers out of jail just in time to take
them aboard ship.

The Nature of Assistance Granted; The following table
illustrates the breakdown of financial assistance granted to
war workers:

TOTAL ---$23,565.31
Transportation to the mainland -----$11 ,731.40
Room and Board ------________ 646.25
Food -----------------------------__________________ 574.07

,Housing --.-----------------------__________ _ ..._ 57151
Medical Care .-----.--------...:-..._.._ 24.00
Hospitalization 9,714.10
Clothing .--.--..-----.. ---- ....--_. .__ 150.42
Personal incidentals ..--.-.----. 15356

Forty-two percent of the authorizations for medical care
and hospitalization involved illnesses of a menial nafure,
while 13.9% involved accidents (4 automobile, 1 fighting).
There were 14 cases (38.8 %) who 'were hospitalized for more
than 30 days.

SUl1unary. The average war worker who walked into the
Department of Public Welfare for financiul assistance in
1945 had been an employee of the navy, was between 40
to 49, married, with a family of two chiidreil. He was
unable to ad,just to his job, and to his working and living
conditions; he had various physical and mental illnesses
which kept him from performing adequately on the job; he
was unable to save enough money to take care of emergen
cies; and he had been in Honolulu about three months when
he applied for financial assistance.

He was assisted by the Department of PnblicWelfare on
an average of $69.23 foT' trumrportation, $26.33 foT' food,
$28.27 for housing, $9.20 for med ical ca·re, $196.46 for hos-
pitalization, and $5.00 for clothing. ' '

Generally he was the type of worker whom the employer
did not find desirable, but he was in need of services which
the Department of Public Welfare had to offer.
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A SUMMARY OF THE ACTIVITIES OF THE
TERRITORY OF HAWAIl EMPLOYMENT SERVICE

E. LEIGH STEVENS

, Long before bombs fell on O~hu. on December 7, 1941,
Hawaii had been a busy center of defense work and the out
break' of war onlv intensified activities. First to face the
impact of war, it 'immediately became a w,a.rtime bas~ ~or
maintenance, supply, and repair; a center of .JTlngle trammg
for troops preparing' to move to forward a,reas; and a }'~st

and recreational center for those returned after combat.!he
Island was the lasl comnnmity to revert back 10 peacetIme
operations. Army and Navy. instal.lations have concluded
their plans for normal operatIOIls WIth ~he re.suH that some
installations and operations have been chscontmued and per
sonnel either released or transferred to other departments.
The number of civilian personnel has declined from 55,000
to 35,000 since V J Day, with further reductions being con
templated by July 1.

From 1940 to 1947 Oahu's civilian population increased 51
per cent, from 229,000 to 358,000. Many of. the workers e~
ployed by the Army and Navy were recrlllted on t~e Mam
land and approximately 12,000 have returned to theIr homes
on the Mainland . Others have been sent to the forward
areas, such as, Guam, Saipan and the Marianas to complete
construction of many defense pro,jects.

Postwar planning in a broad manner has been headed by
the Postwar Planning Committee of the Honolulu Chamber
of Commerce, which was organized about the middle of 1943
and made its final report on September 14, 1945.

.This Committee feels that Hawaii's' fu hue possibilities rest
on four economic legs: Industrialized agri~:ultur~, the size
of the armed forces retained here, the tonnst busmess, and
the fishing industry. Dependent for prosperity ?n th~se fac
.tors are construction, retailing and wholesalmg, fmance,
transportation, and a vast array of other enterprises.

The major .conclusion of the Committee is that Hawaii
may expect more than enough work for the labor forc~ for
several years. There is such a trem~ndo:ls backlog of, pnvate
construction of homes, expansion of busmess enterpnses and
modernization of services that it will require three years to
catch up on work long deferred. A partial list of private
construction planned for the next three years has bee~ com
piled by the Com~itt~e. It totals $1t3,150,~00, a~d IS con
sidered near capaCIty for local contractors WIth then prese:t.J-t
facilities. In addition, there are $55,000,000 worth of pubhc
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projects listed .as. highly essential, and about $163,000,000
worth of public projects which can be undertaken later.

This program has been delayed due to shortage of mate
rials and labor difficulties. One of the major setbacks was
the ,Vest Coast shipping strike which paralyzed the normal
business operations. Also, the sugar strike affected material
ly the economic conditions of the Island. If we have no more
major disputes beh~een management and labor, this con
struction program should be well underway within the next
six months.

Studies indicate that individuals are buying a vast number
of automobiles, new household appliances, and other C011

snmer.goods products as they hecomeavailable. This augurs
well for the wholesale and retail trade.

In the field of civic improvement, there is also need for
harbor and airport developments, slum clearance, off-street
parking facilities, and numcrous other community projects
which will require much manpower.

The chief function of the Employment Service in this pro
gram is to furnish information on the labor market and to
channel labor to projects as they reach the production stage.

Immediately following Japan's surrender, the Honolulu
USES swung into peacetime operations. vVide publicity was
given to the lifting of manpower controls and immediate
steps were taken to reviseiob orders to a peacetime basis.
Employers were asked to: (1) Cancel.job orders on file which
they did not intend to Jill in the light of changed conditions;
(2) Revise any job order already on file where there was a
change in work'ing hours, overtiine pay, or qualifications of
workers; (3) File requests for new workers, especially for
those who could not be hired previously because of priorities
or ceiling: and (4) Notify the USES of any contemplated lay-
off of workers. .. .

On November 16,1946 the United States Employment Ser
vice in Hawaii was transferred to the Territorial Department
of Labor and Industrial Relations under Mr. L. O. McComas
but will continue to be affiliated with the fed~ral United
States Emplovment Service. The same standards and offices
will be nnintained with very little change in. personnel.

The Territory of Hawaii Employment Servicc has adopted
the nation-wide Six-Point· Program as its goal. Geared to
the needs of job seekers, employers, and the community, the
Six-Point Program provides job placement services for vet
erans and all other job seekers in all the different skills in
industry, trades, and services. It provides employment coun
seling as needed. It also supplies labor market information to
job seekers, employers, and the public; personnel services to
employers; and ,cooperates with civic groups and labor or-
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ganizations in community employment and vocational plan
ning.

The TerritOTv of Hawaii Employment Service will con
i inue to aecele;ate the registration of available wOTkers and
to strive aggressively to have ~mployer:'i list ~heir require
ments with it so that workers v{Ill experIence lIttle or no de
lay in being referred to jobs.
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SPEECH, PRE JUDICE, AND THE SCHOOL IN HAWAIl

BERNHARD HORMANN

For some years there has been strong feelin o. on the part
of a . large segment of the population in Ha~aii that the
Engl:sh standa~d sc~ools maintained by the Department of
Pubhc InstructlOn SInce the middle 1920's were undemoera
t~c.in th~t they tended to encourage race a~ld class prejudice.
1.hIs f~elIng Ie? to much public discussion and finally crystal
hzed m orgamzed pressure for the abolition of the standard
schools. Identical resolutions passed in recent conventions of
t~e Hawaii Education Association and the Hawaii Congress
of the Parent-Teachers' Association called for the abolition
grade by grade over the next twelve years of the English
standard system. , At the present writing a bill incorporating
the recommendation has been passed by the 1947 legislature.

The. aboliti?n ~f the dual standard school system may
work I~ t~e chrectIon 0'£ reducing race and class antagonisms
and bUIldIng' commu11lty solidarity. That it will not neces
sarily ?o this is indicated by ob~3ervationsat the University of
Hawan, where there has been no classification of students
,:"hi?h might be interpreted racially, but where strong racial
feelIngs are known to exist and occasionally come close to
the surface.

, Data collected by our sociology department' bear out the
fact that the Eng'lish standard school has become a symbol
~,o a l~rge se~~ne~t .of the non-Haole population of Haole
~nob~Ish~e.ss. Whde there is every evidence that the policy

of mamtammg the dual standard system was never deliber
ately ~dminiskred in any way to justify this feeling on the
part of the non-Haoles and in fact, much evidence to the con
~rary a~ wi~ness the fact that the proportion of non-Haoles
m the Enghsh standard schools was climbing steadily, it is
nevertheless true that the feeling' of resentment against the
s~an~ard schools has continued. The doing away with the
Enghsh standard schools will no doubt relieve one basis for
tension, but the public school administration and the public
should, .nevertheless, be ever watchful lest the new situation
generate new tensions.

It is ut.JJortu~ate that we do not have a larger number of
sys~ematlC studIes on race and class prejudice in schools of
val'lOUS types in Hawaii, the University, the English standard
schools at various levels, and in urban and rural districts,
the non-standard public schools, Catholic schools, other pri
vate schools, such as Punahou and Hanahauoli. Such studies

:See What p'~ople in Ha71Jaii are Saying and Doing, Wat Research Laboratory Uni-
verSIty of HaW<:lll, May 8, 1946, Report No. H, "The E'nglish Standard School." •
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could be a guide to the Department of Public Jnstruction at
the present time.

Just as our area of ignorance in regard to the relation be
tween different types of school situations and prejudice is
still great, so also do we know relatively little about the re
lation between language behavior and other social behavior.
'there are in Hawaii a number of dogmatically held opinions
which can bear a little sociological scrutiny. Since these
opinions, too, Illay work themselves out in policy,2 and since
with or without the dual standard school system the problem
of spreading the use of standard English is a real one, the
question involved should be carefully considered.

Our discussion wi] I center around three common assn mp
tions, namely, that pidgin English is a desecration of the
English language, that our aim is to root out pidgin and
dialectical English of vdlUtever type, and that bilingualism
is a deterrent to the development of emotionally healthy and
linguistically adequate adults.

.1. Is pidgin English a desecration of standard English?
lleillecke" has clearly broug'ht out that the English now

spoken by large numbers of our young'er adults and children
has developed into a far richer and more adequate means of
communication than the orig'inal plantation pidgin English.
In this respect, it is. like the "Creole" dialects of French,
Spanish, and Portuguese which have grown up in the colo
nIes.

By every test local speech should be looked at as a dialect.
It is an accepted medium of expression for a large popula
tion group. It has developed a body of accepted speech
practices relating to pronunciations, sentence structure,
grammar, vocabulary, and idiom. The practices are learned
by Hawaiian children in the same manner as children all
over the world learn their mother tongue.

There may be honest disagreement abouJ the esthetic value
of the local dialect. To many malihinis and to many teachers
of English it is an unmusical gibberish, a crude jargon. Cer
tainly to others it is at least picturesque and this has been

2The pressure l'e8ulting fJ'om these doctl'inail'e views will be one of the.. continuing
sources of tension ITl€'ntioned above. It is perhaps significant that to rnany persons
com.ing frolll the mainland sub-standard English is a sym bolo Antagonislll to a sub
standard English is sometimes a way of €xpl'essing a more fundamental antagonism
to the people who sveak this sub-standard English and from "contamination" with whom
they want their childl'en to be protected.

On the other hand, the intense concern with speech standards has meant, on the
~)al't of some persons a concern with "standards" in general. School authorities seem
to be divided in their views on the desirability of grouping children "hon10geneously"
by interests, abilities, and experience. Unless the new single standard classes are divided.
in SOlne such way, these parents, who are found in all racial gl'OUpS, will no doubt be
heard from.

:'John F. Reinecke, "Pidgin Eng'lish iri Ha\vaii: A Local Study in the Sociology of
Language," American Jo'U'·nal of Sociology. XLIII (1938), pp. 778-789. See also Reinecke
and Aiko Toldmasa, "The English Dialect of Hawaii," A'rncrican Speech, 'IX (1934).
ppA8-5S antI 122-130.
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effective}y capitalized upon by writers of advertisement,
song wnters, and so on.

The il?-POI't~nt point, however, is that the local speech is
t~le mech.um of communi~~tltion of a large part of our popula
tI~n. It IS the Ianguag'e 111 use in the family circle, over the
ne.Ighborho~d. hedge, on the playground, among groups of
fnends,. and..m work gangs. It is thus the 1ang'uag'e for the
ex~ressIOn of human warmt~ and sentiment. The language
whICh a person learns on hIS mother's knee and with his
playmates is precious to him even though it may be uglv to
others. . .

The local diale~t h?"s also been criticized as an inadequate
m?de .o.! c.ommulll.ca,tlOn. For the pursuit of intellectual and
sCIentIfIc ll~terest It Is..no doubt inadequate. For purposes of
t~a.vel outsIde Ha~a.ll and of communication with persons
l~vll~g elsewhere It IS also of course inadeqllate. But for
famIly and neig'hborly Jiving in Hawaii it is at this time
proving adequate for a large segment of the population.

.2. Is our aim to root ont pidgin and dialectical English
01 whatever type'( We can agree that our major aim is to
~pread a~ rapidly as possible the use of standard English.
Ihe rootmg ~JUt of p~~gin and dialect mayor may not be a
means to !hIS .end. Ihecentral problem is after all, how
standard EnglIsh can be established most effectively. -fhe
fCl;ct that there have been and still are many dilferent ~chools
of thought about this shows how little we actuallv know

The assumption that it is necessary to root O{lt the ~ral
language now so widely in use is 'not 'grounded on any evi
~ence. It may be that the aim of establishing standard Eilg
lIsh can ac~ually be best ~cc?mpli:s~ed by a more complete
understandmg and appreCIatIOn of the local dialect.

l!nfortunately the excellent beginning of Reinecke in ana
lysmg the str~cture, voc'.lbulary and idiom, pronounciation,
and grammatIcal rules of the local dialect has not led to fur
ther research along the same lines, and few know even about
his pioneer work. The speech practices of the children in
s~h?ol have been looked at as "deficiencies" and "pidgin."
If, mstead, the teachers could recognize the peculiarities of
speech as speech "usages," and know something about their
nCl;ture,. t~elI' approach to the teaching of standard English
mIght, It IS suggested, gain in effectiveness.

Psychologically, their approach would chano'e from one of
combating local speech to one of acceptance

b
of, and even

respect for it, while teaching standard speech as a skill which
local people can and must have in addition to the local
dialect. .

Pedagogically, a systematic knowledge of the local dialect
would make possible the development of better techniques
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fOl' teaching' standard English. In grammar, for instance, the
structure of the local dialed can be worked out inductively
by the pupils. These pupil di~covered rules can then be used
to bridge the gap to the structure of standard English. l'his
is the way many of us learn a foreign language when it is
efficiently taught.

:One or more generations ·ago, the language problem of
Hawaii was more acute than now, for there existed no com
mon means of communication for unifying and integrating
the peoples of Hawaii. At that earlier time the foreign langu
ages spoken in the immigrant homes werelhe sub,ject of
continuous vilification. -rherewas constallt pressure, on pa
triotic as well as other grounds, that the foreign langnages
he rapidly discarded. The poor progress of childrell with
standard English was always attributed to t.he retarding
effect of the foreign languages spoken in the home.

These campaigns in their propaganda overlooked the dan
ger to the unity of the hmne. They disregarded the lesson
of Daudet's famous short story, "La derniere dasse," thai the
persecution of a language only iricreases t.he sentimental
value of the language to its sneakers. Finally they were
based on the as'iumption that bilingualism is always a detri
ment.

In the process of unification, the present dialect has grown
llD. It did not grow upbecRuse the foreign languages con
tinued to be snoken, but ratl)l-'l' hecause and as these langu
ages were being discarded. It i" a notorious fact, for in
stance, that mo"t second generation Orientals speak a de
cidely sub-shndard variety not only of English but also of
their parental tongue.

But whv did not standard English become est.ablished
then? Rei~ecke argues that the existence of laborers of many
different lingui'itic backgrounds made necessary the quick
(levelopmen{ of a common lang'uage of command. To this
language, which is today the crueler speech of the older
people, each of the peoples of Ht\·waii contributed in greater
or less degree, but as maior contrihntors, Reinecke singled
out "the American and British foremen who thought to make
their language more intelligihk hy mut.ilating it when they
spoke to foreign workmen."4 He believes that t.he schools
are mainly responsible for changing' the pidgin to the present
dialect, and that this was a remarkable accomplishment in
view of the small percentage of native users of standard
English at that time living in Hawaii. .

But he noints out that this dialect is now more firmly
e'itablished than any of the parental immigrant languages.
He predicts the early dying out of plantation pidgin, but the

-l-Reinecke. "The English Dialect of Hvwaii," aI). cit., p. 51.
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retention for some time of the present local dialect. The
difficulty of eliminating the locjal dialect is due to the wide
spread influence and authority of dialect-speaking parents,
from whose homes an increasing number of'school children
will come. He also stresses the influence of the age contem
poraries of the children in ridiculing those children who at
tempt to speak standard English, and the fact that a non
Haole who grows up in Hawaii cannot at the present time
yet expect to find adult companionship and to establish in
timate social relations with standard-speaking Haoles.

Hawaii's experience conforms with the findings (if lingu-
ists. Dialects grow up. -

3. Is bilingualism a deterrent to the development of emo
tionally healthy and linguistically adequate adults?

The assumption that the speaking of an Oriental language
while learning English was responsible for the development
of pidgin English has already been questioned.

The writer has come across two observations which, while I

not pursued in research, seem to indicate that the use of a
foreign language and the use of standard English are not
incompatible. An educator of Hawaiian ancestry told him
that formerly the :Hawaiians who had gone to public school
spoke better English than now. He himself has nOliced that
some of the present group of children descended frOTH the
German labor immigration of the eighteen eighties and nine
ties speak the local dialect, while their parents sneak more
standard varieties of both EngIi"h and German. ,Ve see here
that bilingualism involved the adequate nse of two standard.
languages. Surely the experience of the smaller nations of
Europe, such as Belgium and ,the Netherlands, suggests the
feasibility of multiling'uism withoot FJacrificing adequacy of
expression and emotional integration.

But the question of the value of maintaining the ancestral
languages in Hawaii is becoming increasingly academic, in
spite of recent discussions in the commnnity about the ad
visabilily of Japanese lanf!:llage broadcasts ~nd the reopen
ing of Chinese language schools.

The question now concerns the bilingualism involved in
speaking the local dialect while at the same time speaking
standard English, for this too is a form of bilingualism.

Here the most interesting precedents are such European
countries as France and Germany, where many widely dif
ferent local dialects are alive, but where, through the school
system, children learn the adequate use of the standard na
tionallanl2;uage. The writer has spoken to persons who nor
mally and naturally speak Low German, but who can easily
and readily switch to High German when that is required.
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We can perhaps learn from the experience of these European
countries.

It must be recognized that a language w,hich a person
learns in childhood is more than a tool, but an IIuportant pm:t
of the culture which is moulding' him. The local (liale~t IS
not only the language of intimacy betwee~ t~Ie generatIOns,
but also among contemporaries. Because ~t IS morr~ than a
tool it would be a serious thing to combat dIrectly. 1he emo
Hcmal confusion is likelv to be more serious if the intimate
social ties are undermided, rather than if the child finds it
necessarv to use two langllages. .

Hawaii's experience conforms to the finding~ of all stud
ents of langllag·e. Dialects, in contrast t~) trade Jargons, g'n!w
up in isolated communities and among Isolated classes. DIa
led is the problem of the cultural p()~k~t, rather ~han. t~e
cultural frontier. Bilingualism, which IS found on lIngUIstIc
frontiers, is not the cause of a dialect. Rather is the cause to
be found in isolation from the persons who speak the stand
ard language. Once developed dial~ct is normally passed. on
from generation to generation, and In ~. sense ~he very eXIst
ence of a dialect is a major cause of Its surVIval. The real
problem is then the breakdown of barriers to participati.on
in the wider community where standard speech prevaIls.
The real problem is isolation. " .

There are certain practical applIcatIOns growI,ng ~ut of
this discussion. Appeals to learn standard EnglIsh III the
name of patriotism or for other emotional reasons will not
prove effective. Patriotism and standar~ speech do n(),~
ncessarily go together, as the boys who went for broke
demonstrated.

Furthermore, outside specialists in speech whe~~m~orted
to Hawaii have only some of the equipment reqUISIte In the
task. They may fail just because they h~ve no understand:
ing of the local dialect and, therefore, of the local people."

Standard English, it was clearly demonstrate.c.l to our AJ~
hoys who trained and f<,mgh~ outsid~ of .Haw~n, has certam
practical advantages. EffectIve motIvatIOn WIll com~ when
our Island youth are convinced that standard EnglIsh has
practical vahie for them. The Ko~eans, being a ~mall group,
learned standard English more qmckly because It had great-
er practical value for them. .

As regards loyalty and sentiment the value. IS all on the
side of the local dialect. It would, further, be false to argue
that the speaking of standard English by local youth would
eliminate prejudice against them. Many volunteered for war
service in order to overcome the prejudice against them and

~he technical problem in teachinR certainly involves ,their special ,skills, but it also
involves the effective motivation of local boys ~,nd girls In the acqUlsltlon of standard
Engish
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some veterans now feel bitterly about their failure to achieve
a sufficient reduction in prejudice. Such disillusionment we
must avoid in our attempts to spread the use of standard
English.

The writer is, however, by no means convinced that Ha
waii will always have to cope with the two varieties of Eng
lish. His points are, that pidgin of the crude, plantation
variety will die quickly, but the local dialect, just because
it is a socially established and recognized mode of expression
will not so readily die, and that, even while treating it with
the respect due any language, we can achievc the sliccessf ut
establishment of spoken standard Ellglish.
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A NOTE ON THE 1946 ELECTIONS IN THE
TERRITORY OF HAWAII

MILLARD PURDY

(This is the summary of.a talk presented by Ml'. Purdy to the Soci
ology Club of the University of Hawaii.-Ed.

'i;he same factors that have always played their parts in
deciding clections were at work again in the primary and
general elections - cconomic alignments, popular personal
ities, party activities, some racial voting', and the hard work
of door to door campaigning. But the nlOst notable single
aspect was organized labors' energetic efforts in the cam
paigns. It was the cntrance of labor into the Hawaiian poli
tical arena on a large scale with organization, leadership, and
money. It was largely represented by the CIG's Political
Action. Committee. Around its activities and the counter
attacks of its opponents, other issues became satellites.

Still deeper than that, and at the sallle time a part of it,
was the sugar strike. 'file start of the strike in cady Septem
ber was the forerunner of bitter campaign days to come.
'fhe forc:es that were opposing labor strictly on"labor-man
agement issues of wag'es and hours before the campaign,
were part of the same forces that fought so hard against the
Political Action Commjttee during the campaign. Likewise,
the same group of labor leaders who bargained for the unions
and led the union workers in the sugar strike were largely
the same group who provided the brains and leadership in
PAC's political endeavors.

The strike itself proved to be a real, down-to-earth help
. to the PAC by strongly tending to hold thc ILWU workers

together on political questions and candidates as it already
had done in the negotiations and the eventual deadlock be
tween labor and management. The PAC leadership culti
vated that advantage' and soug'ht to unite the union members
still closer. At least two PAC officials explained to me in de
tail how they were traveling their districts day after day 'and
telling the ILWU members that if they didn't stick together
and show unity in voting for PAC-indorsed candidates it
would dmuage their collective bargaining position. The
sugar manag"ement, they said, would be watching closely
and take any sign of political disunity as a strong indication
of general weakening of the wmkers' determination in the
sugar strike. That was bringing the arguments down to ham
and eggs reality. It hit at the pocketbooks of the workers
and its effediveness as an argument naturally was strong.

Remember, too, that the same economic losses ~vhich were
ex'erting such a motivating force on the unions were exerting
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a similar force on management and the friends of manage
ment.

As you all know, some of the bitterest controversies in our
national history have had their roots in economic problems.
It was on a teacup scale in Hawaii, but it had mainland
echoes and it was nonetheless potent.

As it stood at the opening of the primary campaign, the
PAC had held indorsement meetings, questioned candidates
and had publicly placed its indorsement on selected candi
dates of both parties, the overwhelming majority of them
Democrats. It was ready to take the field and work for the
election of those candidates. The majority of the Democratic
party organization was neutral on the PAC, but the Republi
cans were geared and primed to slug it out with the union's
political front.

With the stage so set' for a showdown political battle, all
that was needed was someone to throw the first rock. The
Republican campaign committee didn't hesitate in doing
that. At a meeting of the campaign committee on the eve
of the opening of the campaign, Roy A. Vitousek, chairman
of the committee, proposed-and the committee approved
release of a short statement "suggesting" that Republican
candidates refuse to appear at PAC rallies or to speak from
PAC platforms.

The statement was published in newspapers and produced
only slight rumbles for a few days. About a week later the
PAC struck back and you are aware of the rest of the
battle. PAC and anti-PAC became the central, emotion
rousing issue propounded and shouted from campaign plat
forms, over radio stations and in the press. The Republican
candidates led the way in attacking PAC. Most of the
Democrats steered clear of thePAC question and devoted
themselves to blasting the Republicans. A few joined up
with the PAC in its rallies.

The results eventually showed that the PAC gained politi
cal strength through election of some of its indorsed candi
dates, some of whom were ILWU officials. It did not show
controlling strength and remained a minorit); group. But it
proved again to labor that it can wield substantial political
power in the same manner it has wielded economic power
through unity of action. The results also convinced the Re
publicans that they are up against a real force and they
know that they will have to deal with it again in the legisla
ture and in the 1948 election. That election probably will be
more important and decisive on the issue than was the 1946
election.

The position of the Democratic party in the fig'ht is less
positive. The core of the party organization-the central
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comnlittee--refused a proposal to join'its forces with the
PAC forces and work officially tog'ether in the general cam
paign. Nonetheless, some of its candidates gained public
office through PAC help, and it is yet to be determined
whether all of those candidates will consider themselves suh
jecttothe party organization or to the PAC's leadership.

:'Of the other factors that influenced the outcome of the
elections, one worth mentioning was the entrance of Gover
nor Stainback actively into the campaign. He came largely
in behalf of William Borthwick, the Democrat's candidate
for delegate to Congress. But his influence as Governor of
the Territory helped Democrats in greater or less degree all
along, the line.
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RUMOR AMONC Tl--IE JAPANESE
YUKIKO KIMURA

After V- JDay, mmol's chiefly conneder! wil.h belief in
Japan's. victory were widespreiHI among the alien Japanese.
Some of them disappeared within a few months while some
of them persisted over a year. There was a' gradual declin
ing and narrowing of their scope of influence as the alien
Japanese got over the first shock brought by the news, of
surrender of their homeland and as thev bec'ame more ad
justed to their changed situation. According to Dr. Andre'''T
W. Lind, reports from his informants on various islands in
dicated that the rumors began to wane by the middle of
September, w~ich was Cl;bout a month aHe'!, V- J Day, and
by the end of October few were heard.1 Perhaps the fact
that many alien japanse who went to PearllJarbor on Navy
Day on October 27 saw no evidence of a japanese fleet, con
tributed to the waning trend of I'llmors and beliefs in Ja-
pan's vidory. .

Rumors, of coun;e, aHllOugll based 011 faucy l'alher than
on fads, are influeilcecl to some degree by the facts, and
many individuals were frank to admit, "1 used to believe
~very rumor but. none of them came true while everything
m the papers winch J stubbornly denied proved to be true."
llumor is also frequently a symptom of a state of wide
spread social unrest in which the individuals find relief from
the tensi.on~ of som~ viole~t collect~ve experience by telling
anA be~Ievmg stones wln~h conform with their· deeper
WIshes. Lhus the rumors reflect to some degree the depth of
the previous emotional experiences. The more intense the
emotional experience, the more persistent and the wider is'
the rumo.r. The 'waning' of rumor reflects the disappearance
or lessenmg of the emotional strain from which the indiv
idual or group is suffering. Short-lived rumors reflect col
lective crises of less intensitv.

The following are samples' of the rumors which prevailed
among alien Japanese in Hawaii aHer V- J Day and they
suggest the type and intensity of emotional shock the Issei
had experienced:

A Japanese fleet is in Peal'! .Hal'bor to take over Hawaii.
A Japanese fleet is sighted off Diamond Head.
Peop~e in my neighborho?d told me that the new Japanese Con

sul General was Mr. Yoshida. They saw him entering the Con
,sLl:late, ;;scort;;d by MP's. on motorcycles. The Consulate was lit
WIth bl'lght lights the mght of his arrival.

I heard that people saw a few Japanese officers· at a res
tam'ant, guarded by MP's.

A. p.erson told me that someone saw a Japanese army officer
recelVmg $116 fora one yen bill at the Bishop Bank.

lIlonolulu St.aT-Bullet-£n, October SO. HJ45.
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I heard that there are several Japanese officers at Schofield
and in Pearl Harbor. They are stationed there at six months
duty and then they will go back to Japan. New officers from
Japan will be sent lu~re to take their place then.

AJA boys who are in Japan are an prisoners of war, cap
tured by the Japanese Army.

Some people are saying that we don't need the Japanese
Consulate any more because Hawaii is part of Japan now.

My neighbors were circulating a rumor that they saw the
, new Japanese Con.sul General and his party going in proces
: sion on King Street. They were escorted by MP's. There was

'a grand welcome party at the Consulate that evening.
Somebody saw President Truman on his way to Japan to

make an official apology to the Emperor for the damage by
American indiscriminate bombing.

The rumor of the visit of Prince Takamatsu to Hawaii was
widespread and everybody believed it. Almost every family in
this neighborhood contributed at least $10 toward the welcome
party for him. The Doshi-kai group sponsored that campaign
here.

A rumor which I heard recently was that General Yamashita
was still. alive in the Philippines. The American forces which
wanted to go to Japan had to get his permission first. That
was why' they had to go by way of the Philippines. The Doshi
kai group evidently circulates some paper with a big stamp with
a signature 'Yamashita' on it and tell the people that is the
proof of what they say.

The way they spread a rumor is usually by writing it with
pen or pencil on a piece of paper and passing it around in the
neighborhood or among friends. They don't say who wrote it
but they say 'it's written like this, so there is no mistake about j

its factuality. It was reported directly from Tokyo.' The phrase,
''The Imperial Headquarters' or 'Broadcast from Tokyo,' has
so m ucL power over· the Japanese here. 'When these words are
used they think the news is absolutely true.

A member of my temple told me that Mrs. M of Seicho-no
Ie is supposed to have spiritual eyes which foresee approaching
events. According to him she told her followers that about 300
Japanese planes were to attack Hawaii on July 27,1945, and she
gave them amulets to protect them from the bombs. Nothing
happened on that day. So SOllleone asked her the reason. She
answered that it was due to bad weather. They waited and
nothing happened on the day she designated. So, people asked
her again, and they were told that instead of planes a Japanese
fleet would come. But the Japanese fleet did not come.-Now
she tells the people to wait until March 27. She also told the
people that President Truman was called to Tokyo by the Ja
panese Emperor. The Emperor did not want to deal with
MacArthur, and she saw Truman's party downtown on its way
to Tokyo.

Rumor, a Form ol SociaL Contagion
According to Blumer, some kind. of soeial contagion is

likely to occur where collective excitement is intense and
widespread. Under the influence of collective excitement
people become emotionally aroused and tend to be carried
away by impulses and feelings rather than reason and
rational thinking." He also indicates that an aroused feeling
of restlessness has a reciprocal and contagious character,
since its display awakens a similar condition on the part of
others, resulting in mutual reinforcement of this state as the

2Herbert· Blume I', "Collective Behavior" in R. E.. Park (ed.). Pn:1tciples of Sociology
(New York, 1939). p. 230.
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individuals interact with one another. Thus, a restless feel
ing is communicated in a circular fashion reacting back upon
those who first manifested this excitement and further in
tensifying it. Social unrest is marked by such excited feel
ings as vague apprehensions, alarm, fears, etc., which are
also conducive to rumors and to exaggerated views and per
ceptions.3 Rumor, thus, is one of the symptoms of a state of
collective restlessness or excitement.

Under conditions of widespread social unrest and the asso
ciated collective excitement, there is a high degree of sug
gestibility among the individuals involved and they become
very responsive to each other's expressions of the dominant
mood. As the individuals react to the same stimuli in the
same psychological manner, they reinforce each other's feel
ing and in the process of such interaction, the intensity of
their feeling is increased and their sensitivity to any sug
gestion conforming to and intensifying that feeling is also
strengthened. Because of this intensifying and stimulating
nature of rumors as they spread, rumors become more ex
aggerated, often to the extent that the original story is either
'hardly recognizable or becomes two or more separate stories.
As this process is repeated, exaggeration and even trans
formation of the original story is quite natural. In the same
manner the mood of the participants is likewise intensified.

Since rumors originate and persist in a state of collective
restlessness and excitement, their contents reflect the con
cerns with which the group as a whole is preoccupied at the
time. The symbols and objects included in the rumors repre
sent the focus of attention of the group. All the rumors pre
vailing among the alien Japanese in Hawaii after V- J Day
indicat~ that the welfare of Japan was their chief concern.
There was no rumor which indicated Japan's surrender or
defeat. In this sense, the rumors revealed the unrealized
wishes and hopes of the entire group. Because of the collec
tive nature of the excitement and sensitivity, the pictures
projected in the rumors were accepted by all within the same
psychological group and who shared the same mood. As a
result, the rumors spread and persisted in the group as facts,
and anything which contradicted the prevailing rumors was
regarded as false. It was also natural for the group, under
such a state of heightened suggestibility and excitement to
become stimulated into action on the basis of the rumors,
accepted as fact. Various forms of symptomatic behavior
accompanying the rumors after V- J Day such as gathering'
on the hills to see a Japanese fleet or going to the former
Japanese Consulate to greet a new Japanese Consul General

3Ibl:d., pp. 226. 227.
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in "Montsuki" ceremonial dress are to be interpreted in this
sense.

In gen:eral the rumors which emerged fro.m experiences of
deep emotional intensity tend h~ result. III some. type of
action whereas the rumors aSSOCIated with experiences of
less e~otional intensity may not be projected into act~on
and are more quickly forgotten. Many of the rumors whIch
prevailed in the Japanese communi~y after "Y- J Day rt;
vealed the extremely intense nature of the emotIonal experi
ences of the participants. The same thing may be said a~ollt
the rumors which prevailed in the internment camps. fhe
following' expressions reveal the type of rumors that pre
vailed in the three internment camps, namely, Santa Fe,
Crystal City, and Tule Lake, and indicate t.llC intensity. of
the emotional experiences and the psychologICal mechamsm
operating there.

Rumor of Japan's victory was widespread in our .camp and
there was a big celebration. I joined it, too. They saId that th.e
news came directly from Tokyo. Later we were told that It
came from Seicho-no Ie in Hawaii.

The rumor of a visit by four Japanese generals spread once
and they all went to the fence and waited for their arrival for
hours.

Many of them were eager about repatriation to Japan.. They
believed and said that now Japan won the war and Amenca was
going to pay fifty thousand dollars per family as a reparation.
Some of them went to the administration office and demanded
that amount be paid them in advance. .

Once a rumor of an official visit to our camp by Lt. General
Miura spread. The internees made Japanese flags and e.ach
had one in his pocket. Many of them went to the gate and warted
from 6:00 to 9:00 p.m. Finally they came back. When I asked
how the welcoming meeting was, they answered nonchalantly
that he was unable to come due to an important mission else
where.

Those returning to Hawaii were told that a' Japanese fleet
would meet them at Seattle and escort them to Hawaii. Hawaii
was believed to be under Japan by most of the internees.

MI'. I told me that even three 01' four days after the internees
sailed from Seattle on their way back to Hawaii, someone still
told him that he sighted nine Japanese ships. He said that many
internees thought Hawaii was undcr Japan even after they had
returned here.

Once a man who lcft his family in Hawaii asked mewhat was
my advice conccrning his plan to be repatriated to Japan, as he
could get fifty thousand dollars. from t!1e Amcrica~ gove~nment.
He would become very angry WIth me If I contradlcte.d hIm So,
I told him to return to Hawaii first, even if he was gomg back to
Japan eventually. But evidently he returned to J~pan.

At our camp those fanatical believers of Japan's VIctory urged
those wanting' to return to Hawaii to change their minds and
return to Japan. Those who knew Japan lo~t the war could ~ot
even mention it as they would have to suffer VIOlent consequencres.
I myself barely escaped an attack a few times. Right after ';Ve
heard news of Japan's surrender, a man came to me and saId,
'Well Japan finally surrendered, I hear.' While I was conversing
with 'him another man came and said, 'Japan won the complete
victory. 'I have the proof,' and he showed me a leaflet.. I j~st
said, 'Is that so,' because I knew it would not help the SItuatIOn
if I said the opposite.
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The rumors were usually started by four or five individuals 
who always printed and circulated them among the internees. 
Some of the rumors came from Hawaii by way of letters. Out 
of 2,000 at our camp only about 100 knew and accepted Japan’s 
defeat. The rest were all fanatical and believed rumors of 
Japanese victory. They called us traitors and even threatened 
to beat us up.

When I first heard about Japan’s surrender, I naturally 
told others about it. Then they became very angry with me. 
After that I did not try  to argue with them. They might do 
anything to hurt me. Those of us who believed in Japan’s defeat 
and agreed with each other were always together, especially 
when taking a walk. Others stared at us and talked behind our 
backs, often loud enough so that we could hear what they were 
saying. I lost some of my life-long friends because we could 
not agree with each other. They were indeed fanatics.

The life at the internment camp was monotonous, with all 
communications with the outside world cut off. Therefore, every 
little bit of news and information became a center of interest and 
was talked about and exaggerated. Also every little incident 
stirred the people. There were also individuals who enjoyed big 
stories out of small incidents. Very often, when a new internee 
came in with news of the outside world, some exaggerated stories 
started, especially in connection with the war situation. Most of 
the new internees were from Peru. They listened to the Japanese 
radio broadcasts till the last minute and believed Japan was 
winning. So when they came in, they brought that news and 
their convictions. Those who were inclined to be fanatically 
pro-Japanese naturally believed news brought by them.

I he above expressions ind ica te  th a t the focus o f a tten tion  
in  the in te rnm en t camps was Japan ’s v ic to ry . W hether it  
was from  deep-seated conv ic tion  or mere w is h fu l th in k in g , 
Japanese v ic to ry  was the p re v a ilin g  ob ject o f concern in  the 
camps and d irected the sentim ent and a tt itu d e  o f the people 
w ith in  them.

A lthough  the actua l content o f the rum ors w h ich  p reva iled  
in  these tw o  geog rap h ica lly  separated groups, the m a in land  
in te rnm en t camps on one hand and the a lien Japanese in  
H a w a ii on the o ther are d iffe re n t; the stories in  both areas 
reveal e x a c tly  the same psycho log ica l background, nam ely 
a common b e lie f in and w is h fu l th in k in g  regard ing  Japan ’s 
v ic to ry . Th is  suggests the fact th a t the in d iv id u a ls  in  the 
in te rnm en t camps and those in H a w a ii experienced the same 
em otional crisis.

R um or in the Psychologica l C row d
A cco rd ing  to P ark , isolated in d iv id u a ls  m ay acqu ire  the 

characte ris tics  o f a psycho log ica l crow d and tu rn  th e ir  fee l
ings and thoughts in a de fin ite  d irec tion  at a ce rta in  moment 
and unde r the influence o f ce rta in  v io len t emotions such as 
a great na tiona l cris is .4 In  th is  sense the in d iv id u a ls  in  these 
tw o  geog rap h ica lly  separated areas m ay be considered as 
h av ing  acted as a psycho log ica l crow d. D esp ite  the phys ica l 
distances between them, they  were sensitized to each other. 
The rum ors exchanged b y  means o f le tters between the tw o

'Robert E. Park and Burgess, Introduction to the Science of Sociology, (New York, 
1939).  pp. 887, 888.
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geograph ica l groups s tim u la ted  each o ther and helped both 
groups to become more sensitized to the same suggestions. 
The rum ors o f each area were acceptable when they reached 
the o ther because both were under the same general emo
tiona l atmosphere. The in d iv id u a ls  co n s titu tin g  the same 
psycho log ica l c row d  w ere capable o f reac ting  in  u n ity  in  
the same d ire c tio n  under s im ila r s t im u li and impulses. In  
the same sense, s im ila r rum ors cou ld  p re v a il among the a lien 
Japanese on a ll the is lands in  H a w a ii regardless o f the geo
g raph ica l distances between them.

The same p r in c ip le  exp la ins  the w idespread ru m o r d u rin g  
the ve ry  e a rly  stages o f the w a r o f the appearance o f the 
kudan or hum an-faced cow as an ev il omen. P ra c tic a lly  
a ll the Japanese fam ilies  on a ll is lands ate sekih an (red rice) 
to p ro tec t themselves fro m  the expected d isaster.5 The ru m o r 
o f the kudan  spread so fast and w id e ly  th a t the Japanese 
were suspected o f possessing a special means o f com m unica
tion . In such a v io len t em otiona l cris is when the w ho le  
Japanese p o p u la tio n  was in  a state of extrem e fear, the 
Japanese behaved not as in d iv id u a ls  bu t as a psycholog ica l 
c row d, and acted in  u n ity  in  the same d ire c tio n  regardless 
o f th e ir  res iden tia l separation on d iffe re n t islands. The 
ru m o r o f mass evacuation  o f a ll the Japanese to a concen
tra tio n  cam p on M o loka i or on the m a in land  spread w id e ly  
among the Japanese d u r in g  the f irs t yea r o f the w a r and 
caused fra n t ic  b u y in g  o f tru n ks , suitcases and c lo th ing . Th is  
also ind ica tes th a t the Japanese w ho  w ere preoccup ied w ith  
the same th rea t and undergo ing  the same em otiona l distress 
reacted no t as in d iv id u a ls  b u t as a psycho log ica l crow d. 
Both  these rum ors tha t p reva iled  among the Japanese d u r 
ing  the f irs t year o f the w a r also ind ica te  the fa c t th a t when 
a w hole  g roup takes on the characte r o f a crow d the in 
d iv id u a ls  com posing i t  lose th e ir  in d iv id u a lit ie s  and behave 
as p a r t o f the whole. The in d iv id u a l behaves on the basis 
o f the co llec tive  im pulse w ith  his a tten tion , desires, and 
im ag ina tion  a ll d irected in  a comm on d ire c tio n  and tow ard  
common objectives. A n y  ru m o r th a t conform s to  the g roup 
stereotypes accepted as au then tic  and spreads re a d ily  and 
guides th e ir  f u rthe r action.

R um or m ay, there fore , be conceived as the p ro jected  
im ag ina tion  o f the group, and one of the special values in  
the s tudy  o f ru m o r is the d iscovery o f the special objects 
w ith  w h ich  the g roup is preoccupied and the d ire c tio n  in  
w h ich  the co llec tive  im a g in a tio n  is m oving. Th is  p r in c ip le  
is illu s tra te d  in  the rum ors w h ich  p reva iled  among the 
Japanese bo th  in  H a w a ii and in  the in te rn m e n t camps, as 
w e ll as those p re v a ilin g  in  the w id e r Is la n d  com m un ity .

"The rice cooked with red beans. It is considered as bringing good luck.
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Following the attack by Japan on Pearl Harbor, while the
whole community was undergoing an acute emotional crisis
involving extreme indignation and a sense of insecurity, in
numerable rumors prevailed, all of which indicated a gen
eral drift in the thinking of a considerable portion of the
public with respect to the Japanese. The following are sam
ples of those rumors.

One of the Japanese fliers shot down on December 7 was wear
ing a McKinley High School ring.

Japanese residents waved their kimonos at the Japanese fliers
and signaled to them.

Japanese fishermen were all working for the Japanese Govern
ment. They piloted the Japanese to Hawaiian waters.

Arrows were placed in the cane fields to show the Japanese
fliers the direction.

Mr: S. was dressed in a Japanese army officers' unifor~ dur
ing the Japanese attack.

Some Japanese made radio signals to the Japanese fleet and
assisted the Japanese in their attack here.

The advertisement of a Japanese dry goods store that ap
peared in the Star-Bulletin a few days preceding December 7
was actually to tell in detail the time, place and type of attack
to those who understood its code.

Mr. H. of Wahiawa worked as a Japanese spy and had a secret
radio set to send signals to Japan. He was shot by MP's right
at his home on December 7.

All the Japanese maids who worked for Navy officers' families
are Japanese spies.

All the rumors which were' rampant in the larger com
munity after the Pearl Harbor attack were related to the
Japan'ese attack. Very few of these rumors, however, re
ferred directly to the enemy troops or Japan, but rather to
the local Japanese. Thus, the general public in Hawaii was
mo;re concerned about the local Japanese, rather than about
Japan or the Japanese fliers. Although the feeling of the
whole community was concentrated on the treachery of
Japan, the indignation aroused by it led to rumors about the
local Japanese. One object of special concern in all these
rumors was the attempt to find some explanation for the
suddenness and ease with which the enemy fliers attacked
Hawaii. Every possible type of explanation seems to have
occurred to the over-wrought imaginations of the general
populace. Suspicions, originating prior to the war, seemed
to be confirmed by the known and rumored circumstances
of the Pearl Harbor attack." Tn the extreme state of collec
tive excitement which existed, these rumors intensified the
common suspicions and fears of the lo~al Japanese, and thus
further increased the vulnerability of the public to still other
rumors and suspicions. Thus, the individuals in the state of a
psycholog'ical crowd think and behave with a persistence and
consistency described by Blumer in the following statement.

Usually the common object is the exciting event which has
aroused the people; much more frequently, however, it is an

GA. W. Lind. Haw,,;;'" Japwnesc, Ch. 1I. IlL
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im,age which has been built up and fixed through the talking and
acting of people as they mill .... Its importance is that it gives
a common orientation to the people, and so provides a common
objective to their activity. With such a common objective the
crowd is in a position to act with unity, purpose and consistency.'

". The above statement also explains the obsence of counter
r'umor in the same psychological crowd. No rumors pre
vailed among the Japanese after V- J containing any story
of allied victory. None of the rumors which spread after
the Pearl Harbor attack contradicted the current feeling of
suspicion toward the local Japanese. Rumors containing
opposing sentiments cannot prevail simultaneously within
the same psychological crowd. A counter sentiment never
becomes a rumor, because of the natural tendency of the
crovvd to reject it. Individuals in a crowd are responsive
only to the suggestions in line with the dominating senti
ment of the crowd and exclude all other sentiments. This
means that there is a selective process which operates as
rumors spread. They respond to and collect only the sug
gestions which conform to the dOIninant sentiment they con
tain, excluding or rejecting' all other suggestions. Tn such a
selective process runlors become more elaborate, exaggerated,
and numerous, which in turn intensifies their original senti
ment.

Rumor, on the other hand, has no effect upon those who
are not under the same emotional influence even thoug'h they
are situated in the same house or the same car, or even
though' they participate in the same activities with those
who are completely preoccupied with the rumor. This ex
plains the fact that most of the Nisei were for a long time
unaware of the presence of the rumors of Japan's victory.
In many instances when the younger generation became
aware that their parents were under the influence of these
rumors, there occurred arguments and severe family dis
putes. Similar incidents occurred frequently between the
alien Japanese who either did not share the same sentiment
or who retained, greater self control and independence of
outlook despite the emotional shock which they may have
experienced. This also explains the presence of a minority
group in the internment camps, which suffered exclusion and
persecution from the large majority. Such a situation as this
is well described by· Blumer as follows:

.... the extent to which one becomes preoccupied with an
object, to that extent one comes under its control. A human
being controls himself in the face of an object of attention to
the extent that he is able to call up images which he can oppose
to such an object .... Where people are collectively excited, as
a result of some form of milling, this loss of normal control be
comes pronounced, setting the stage for contagious behavior.'

'Blumer, "Collective Behavior," PerIncilJl,cs of Socio~ogy, p. 235.
sIbd., p. 229, p. 230.
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The rumors which prevailed in the Japanese communitv
after the close of the war reflect the traditional cultur~l
values of Japan including the belief in the invincibility of
the homeland. Many of the rumors which prevailed among
~he Japanese would never occur mnong non- Japanese, even
If they were placed in exactly the same situation. Thus, the
rumor of the appearance of '"kudan" or a human-faced cow
is peculiarly Japanese, representing a cultural trait of the
provinces from which the Japanese itnmigrants came. The
same principle applies to the rumors which prevailed in the
larger community after the Pearl 1--1 arbor attack. One parti
cularly significant example is the rumor of a McKinley High
School ring being found on the finger of one of the attacking
Japanese fliers shot down oil December 7. In Japan military
custom and discipline even in peace time forbid either en
listed men or ,officers to wear rings. Besides, even civilians
were urged to donate to the governinent not only all of their
metal accessories, including rings and pins, but even their
gold teeth as earlv as 1939 and such donation's became com
pulsory later. Anyone showing any metal ornament on him
was considered outrageously unpatriotic; and suffered actual
persecution and official punishment even a few years before
the war. Therefore, any rumor of a soldier wearing a ring
could immediately be detected as having originated in a
country or cultural group ""vhere wearing rings is per'mis
sible, if not customary, among soldiers.

In summary, it may be said that rumor serves as a tem
porary outlet for the inner tension caused bv social unrest.
It channelizes the collective excitement but 'it does not ac
tually .solve the problem. On the contrary, rumor by its
contagIOUS nature serves to stimulate further the original un
rest and the tensions which dominate the crowd. Thus the
original rumors, not 'only LeCOll1C more elaborate, but also
more rumors appeal' to intensif'y the dominating emotion. It
appears then that rumors instead of relieving grou p tensions
by channelizing them, actually aggravate the original ten
sion and increase the sense of insecurity, excitement, and
restlessness from which the group are suffering. The only
way to relieve the tension is to eliminate the cause of the
emotional experience. The prevailing rumors will then dis
appear automatically.
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SERVICE-CIVILIAN TENSIONS IN HONOLULU

ANDREW W, LIND

'fhe pains of social reconversion inHawaii are less acute
than mainland headlines of race riots between white service
men and Island natives might suggest. Compared with most
communities with large numbers of servicemen, Honolulu's
experience of getting back to a peacetime equilibrium has
been mild. Augllst fourteenth, 1945, for example, was prob
ably celebrated in as hilarious a fashion in Honolulu as in
any other American city. Yet,I-Tonolllhl\'lith its high pro
portion of servicemen and racially mixed civilian popula
tion, one~thinl of whom were of Japanese ancestry, had no
incidents of rioting such as occurred in Pacific Coast cities.
Neither has Honolulu experienced the zoot-suit riots of
Southern California, aHhoughHawaii has had many of the
same elements to contend with.

The one episode of dramatic proportions took place on the
evening of November 12, 1945 when an estimated five hun
dred sailors from the Honolulu Naval Air Station descended
in force upon the neighboring civilian community of Damon
Tract and for several hours gave expression to their repress
ed feelings by throwing rocks at the houses and shouting
threats at the "gooks" who lived within. This single incident
which created a sensation in the mainland press grew out of
unfounded rumors that had been circulating for several days
among the restless sailors at the air station. Their gesture
of revenge for the supposed murder of two of their members
by civilians was suprisingly temperate for a mob of five
hundred enraged sailors. vVindows and doors were smashed,
automobiles and motorcycles were damaged, but no civilians
were reported injured. That no more violent disorders on a
mass scale occurred is perhaps the most noteworthy aspect
of a potentially explosive situation. Every city situated near
a large troop center in the autumn of 1945 was in danger of
outbursts from the restless service personnel impatient to be
sent home. '

Honolulu's problem was further aggravated by its charac
ter as a port city and the presence of a large floating popula
tion both civil and military. From the earliest days of con
tact with the roistering men of the sea, Honolulu has been
faced with the necessity of imposing such controls as it could
upon the wayward tendencies of men "a long way from
home;" and islanders have always been somewhat hesitant
in extending the traditional Hawaiian hospitality to the un
attached males who came from the ships. Conflicts between
the "local boys" and the invaders for the favors of Island
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girls date almost from the days of Captain Cook. Among
the most sensational of these incidents was the so-called
"Massie affair" which attracted world-wide attention in 1931.
A series of physical encounters occurred between gangs of
local youths of various ancestries and Caucasian servicemen
and their wives culminating in the Kaahawai incident in
which Lt. Massie ~md a couple of sailors admitted having shot
and killed a Hawaiian youth for a supposed unpunished sex
offense against Mrs. Massie ..

The threat of such conflicts is chronic in Honolulu and it
presents a problem to which responsible Island residents are
now highly sensitive as affecting both the statehood aspira
tions of Hawaii and the internal peace of the community.'
The Territory is not likely to forget the painful tri,als, sen
sational publicity, and adverse federal legislation which fol
lowed the Massie case.

Tensions between mainland servicemen and local civilians
have long existed in Hawaii, but normally they have been
restrained to minor assault cases recorded on Honolulu's
police docket. During the war such episodes were kept at a
minimum by the rigid controls of martial law, including a
strict curfew and limitations upon liquor consumption. With
the return of civil rule and the decline of patriotic fervor
since V- J Day, the old feuds broke out afresh, and the ,need
for taking community action in dealing with the problem
was again impressed upon the public. Committees of civil
ians and' of servicemen have been organized, and the news
papers for a time maintained a public box-score of even
the most trivial incidents involving servicemen and civil-,
ians. Honolulu, following the Damon Tract incident, was
threatened with a "crime wave," made to order by a curious
and sensitive public.

Street fights and minor brawls-not uncommon in any city
where large groups of servicemen seek diversion and relax
ation from long periods of duty-increased both in number
and in the depth of feeling involved especially following
V- J.l Sailors, to a far greater degree than soldiers, became
involved in such incidents; and in fact the number of fights
between soldiers and civilians, never very large, has not in
creased since the war.2 Life in the Navy may be more ex-

1Th~ data cited in the following footnotes were derived from a study conducted by
Mrs., Carolyn S. Peto under the direction of the author and is based upon the records
of all assault, affray and disorderly conduct cases involving civilians and servicemen
reported to the Honolulu Police hetween July 1st and November 1st, 1945. Although
police records are never wholly c,ornplete, it is probab:.€ that the number of incidents
sufficiently serious to be reported to- the police is fairly accurate. The total number of
incidents increased from 41 in July to 63 in August, 63 in September, and 60 in Odober.
The nUTIlber of persons ilnvolved was 159 in July, 349 in August, 196 in September and
224 in October. That the numbe-r of incidents and of persons involved was no larger after
V -J Day in a community involving so TIlany servicemen and civilians is perhaps the
most remarkable fact of all.

2The total number of civilian-service clashes reported to the police during the four
month period involved 175 sailors (Navy,. Coast Guard and Merchant Marine) as de
fendants as compared to 22 soldiers, 37 mari'nes, and 115 civilians.
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citing than for the average'doughboy, but it is also much
more confining during much of the time. Needless to say,
it is only the disorganized minority of both civilians and
servicemen who are involved in such incidents. T'he local
hoodlums are chiefly young' men between the ages of fifteen
and twenty-five, and they are drawn from all the various
racial ancestries." The servicemen are almost as young,
eighty-per cent being under the age of thirty.

The case of assault in which both civilians and service
personnel appear tend to follow one of three or four familiar
patterns. A lone serviceman returning' to camp at night is
suddenly surrounded by a half dozen adolescents of Island
ancestry, bare-footed, long'-haired and with loose shirttails,
who malll and rob him and as suddenly disappear into the
darkness. A couple of inebriated sailors make familiar pas
ses at a local girl, and they are attacked by a group of
civilian bystanders. A serviceman is refused admission to a
beer parl(;r and "takes a swing" at the doorman. An excited
soldier or sailor watching a public football game makes an
uncomplimentary remark about one of the Oriental contest
ants and is severely pummelled by a group of Islanders who
seem to be waiting for such an occasion.

The following cases are cited directly from the records of
the Honolulu police Department during this period and are
intended to give the reader something of the flavor of the
incidents themselves.

A. A sailor was walking down Kamakela Lane alone when he was
stopped bY' four local boys. The largest one asked the sailor for
a cigarette. The sailor offered him one, and offered a cigarette
also to another boy. The boys then asked him if he wanted to
get some· liquor or women, but before he could answer the ques
tion, two of the boys struck him with clubs. The sailor ran
in search of an SP. The boys ran away, but were later appre
hended. Upon being questioned the next day, the boys admitted
that thEy had participated in the striking of the sailor, but could
not give any reason for their action other than that they thought
it was fun to gang up on servicemen." (Two Filipinos, aged
19 and 12; one Chinese, aged 17; one Puerto Rican, aged 14.)

B. Twenty-five local boys of various racial ancestry, aged 13 to 19,
all members of a Teen-Age Club, and approximately 150 soldiers
were involved in a fracas of major proportion at Farrington High
School grounds. On Friday night, August 17th, a group of local
boys was walking through the school grounds. The sentry (MP)
at the gate flashed a light in their faces and stopped them. An
argument began over this. One of the boys was struck by some
soldiers present. The local gNUp began throwing rocks in re
taliation. Two patients at the Farrington Hospital were hit by
the rocks and received minor injuries.

SOver 71 per c,ent of all the civilian def.endants were in this age 1'ange and an
additional :7 per cent were juveniles under the age of 15. All of the maj'or racial groups
in the local population were include·cf with tl:e Hawaiians and part-Hawaiians most
highly. represented. 45 per cent of the total number of defendants as compared to about
15 per cent of the male civilian population \\'ET€ of Hawaiian 01' part-Hawaiian ancestry.
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The following night, at about 9:30 p.m., another group of boys 
was walking through the grounds on the same road after having 
attended a Teen-Age Canteen dance at the Farrington High School 
grounds. The group was stopped by some soldiers and asked if  
they were the boys who had thrown the rocks on Friday night. 
When they answered negatively, one of the soldiers (MP) knocked 
down two of the boys, and told them to get out of the hospital 
grounds and stay out. The boys returned to the Canteen and 
and rounded up some more boys. In the meantime, the soldiers 
contacted their men at the Farrington Hospital to prepare for 
expected trouble. The soldiers, about 150 strong, came down 
armed with clubs, bottles, rocks, and other weapons. An argu
ment followed but no blows were struck. The local boys, seeing 
that they were outnumbered, ran away. The soldiers chased 
them, but could not catch them.

Since each side was as much fault as the other, and since no 
major injuries had been received by anyone, all persons involved 
were discharged.

During the course of investigation, a large group of soldiers 
were gathered around and various members of the group were
heard uttering various things, all of which (amounted) to
giving the locals all the trouble they were looking for and then 
some. . . .  I t  was clear that the entire group of men stationed at 
the hospital either as MP guards or as patients, were all worked 
up over this incident, and were inclined to break out as a unified 
group and settle the things once and for all—THEIR WAY! ! ! 
The situation had ugly possibilities.

C. While crossing the street, the defendant (Filipino, aged 33) acci
dentally bumped one of three sailors. He asked for pardon, but 
the sailors struck him. When he was struck the second time with 
a whiskey bottle, he took out a knife and stabbed a sailor.

D. The Honolulu Stadium riot started with many small fights 
throughout the bleachers, and ended in a mass riot between sol
diers, sailors, and civilians. I t  was impossible to ascertain the 
beginnings of the fight; and impossible to ascertain the number of 
persons involved. Six local boys were arrested; six Army Lieuten
ants were questioned. The servicemen had been drinking. No 
local boys were seriously injured, but some servicemen were. The 
local boys declared that the fight started when some sailors called 
them “ punks.” The sailors declared that the local boys started 
swinging first.

E. Seven juveniles (Hawaiian and Samoan, aged 13 to 17), struck
soldiers when the soldiers called them ‘black sons of b- - - - s’. The
soldiers declared the youths attacked them with no provocation. 
Both groups apparently were looking for trouble and participated 
in the fight willingly.

F. A group of seven local boys (5 of Japanese ancestry and 2 of 
Portuguese ancestry) drove up to Kuhio Park and got out of a 
car, drinking beer. One of the boys said, “ Let’s pick on the first
donkey we see and knock the  out of him.”  The boys walked
up to two unidentified soldiers who were lying on the sand and 
kicked some sand on their faces. The soldiers immediately got up 
and prepared to defend themselves, whereupon the seven boys 
separated into two groups and set upon these two soldiers.

A  basic fa c to r u n d e rly in g  most o f these inc iden ts  is the 
w idespread d ispos ition  of Is landers and servicem en to con
ceive of each o ther as out-groups, strangers, and even en
emies. I t  is p a rt of the fa m ilia r  M a lih in i-K a m a n in a  (new 
comer - o ld tim e r) d icho tom y w h ich  lies at the roo t o f so 
m uch of the behav io r and th in k in g  in  the Islands. I t  was 
s tr ik in g ly  m anifested in  1931 when the N a v y  fe lt  th a t a ll the
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Islanders, Haoles as w e ll as H a w a iians  and O rien ta ls , were 
com bined against them  and a ra n k in g  a d m ira l, sensitive to 
an alleged ind iffe rence  o f Is landers to the N avy , declared 
th a t the o n ly  sa lva tion  fo r  H a w a ii was governm ent b y  a 
commission consisting o f men “ not im bued  too deep ly  w ith  
the p e cu lia r atmosphere o f the Islands, men w ith o u t pre- 
conceived ideas of the va lue  and success o f the m e ltin g  pot.

The same suspic ion and d is tru s t to w a rd  the ou t-g roup  was 
reflected b y  Is la n d  c iv ilia n s  tow a rd  the n e w ly  a rr ive d  de- 
fense-workers and servicem en ju s t p r io r  to the w a r b u t i t  
was som ewhat e ffe c tive ly  subm erged d u rin g  the w a r b y  the 
over-pow ering  opposition  to the enemy. Once the th re a t o f 
a common foe was removed in  A ugus t 1945), the o lder in te rn a l 
tensions reappeared.

The ra c ia l fa c to r has unque s tionab ly  been one o f the fa ir ly  
constant elements in  the se rv ice -c iv ilia n  issue fo r  m any 
years. A c tu a lly  i t  is d if f ic u lt  to exclude race com p le te ly  fro m  
any im p o rta n t social considera tion  in  H a w a ii. D u rin g  the 
w a r servicemen w ere disposed to a p p ly  the opprobrious te rm  
“ gook”  to a ll non -w h ite  c iv ilia n s  and no t in fre q u e n tly  the 
terms “ n igger,”  “ slant-eyes, "y e llo w -b e lly ,"  " Ja p" and o ther 
e q u a lly  ob jectionab le  term s w ere used in d is c r im in a te ly  to
w a rd  any  and a ll non-C aucasian c iv ilia n s . This was p a r t i
c u la r ly  common among the n e w ly  a rrived  service personnel 
or among those in  large encam pm ents w ho  had been unsuc
cessful in  estab lish ing f r ie n d ly  contacts w ith  local residents.

The la rge m a jo r ity  o f non-C aucasian c iv ilia n s  w o u ld  hesi
ta te  b y  us ing such inv idous  term s as “ w h ite -tra sh ”  and 
“ dam n-H aole ,”  w h ich  is com parable to  “ dam n-Yankee" in  
the South. There is l i t t le  doub t th a t ir r i ta t io n  at the a ttitudes 
o f ra c ia l s u p e r io r ity  fre e ly  expressed b y  men in  the service, 
p a r t ic u la r ly  w hen under the in fluence  of liq u o r, was one o f 
the im p o rta n t factors in  m any o f the unp rovoke d  attacks 
w h ich  they  suffered at the hands o f Is land  c iv ilia n s . One 
young m an o f O rie n ta l ancestry terse ly expressed the fee l
ings o f m a n y : “ The servicemen act as i f  H a w a ii w ere con
quered te r r ito ry  and as i f  we owed them  respect and hom 
age.”  The desire fo r  revenge fo r  d is c r im in a to ry  trea tm en t 
received b y  loca l boys in  m a in land  tra in in g  centers c le a rly  
added fu e l to the con flic t.

C om pe tition  fo r  the a ttentions and affections o f Is land  
g irls  u n d e rla y  m uch of the tension between c iv ilia n s  and 
servicemen d u rin g  the w a r and the e a rly  post-w a r period. 
Local boys fre q u e n tly  lacked the re finem ent in  manners or 
the s k il l in  cou rtsh ip  possessed b y  m a in land  G .I.’s Because 
o f the ove rw he lm ing  sex d isp roportions  in  H a w a ii, most of 
the servicemen had to d ire c t th e ir  rom an tic  appeals to the
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local girls if they were to have any feminine companionship
whatever. The attentions of the G.I.'s although usually ap
preciated by the girls were deeply resented by the local boys.
Mainland servicemen were successful in ,\~inning the hearts
of some 1200 Island girls in marriage during the three years
ending June 30, 1946, and gossip tends to exaggerate the ad
d~tional number of local girls who were victimized by ser
VIcemen.

The Island zootsuiters who wantonly attacked soldiers and
sailors would rationalize their behavior as a means of pro
tecting the honor of their sisters and girl friends. "We don't
want our girls to be left holding' the sack when the Haoles
leave," they would say, "our local girls are push-overs for
the 'snow jobs' of the mainland slickers." 'rhe public record
of 291 illegitimate births duri,ng 1945 in which the father was
known to be a mainland serviceman indicates that there were
some grounds for such fears.

Many of the servicemen, more especially the sailors, de
veloped a distinctly unpleasant taste for the Islands. 'fhe re
creational facilities were grossly inadequate to lneet the
needs of so many, while the cheap and tawdry entertain
ment of Honolulu's honky-tonks was forced on his attention
as soon as the servicemen arrived. Relatively few were able
to enjoy the advantages of Honolulu's cultural centers or its
private homes. Manyrnen felt that curio shops, taxis, restau
rants and bars shamelessly robbed them, despite the OrA.
The sentiment of a considerable portion of the military visi
tors to Hawaii was that of the sailor who said, ''I'd love
every ,-;-- inch of this rock if it were twelve feet 'under
water.

. The general tOILchiness of the situation in which both civil
ians and servicemen were anxious to be relieved of wartime
restrictions was further aggravated by the free flow of liquor
in Honolulu. The records of the Honolulu Police Department
although not entirely complete at this point, indicate that at
least 63 per cent of the individuals involved in civilian-mili~

tary assault cases in the four months following July 1, 1945
were completely or partially under the influence of liquor.
Excessive drinking was both.a symptom and a cause of gen
eral post-war unrest.

As the community gradually becomes accommodated to
a peace time existence with a marked decline in the number
of servicemen and mainland defense workers in the Territory
and a similar reduction in the competition for the use of the
limited facilities of stores, theaters, and public utilities, the
tensions described in this articles also recede in importance.
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The basic problems discussed, however, remain and it is well
that both civilian and military authorities are constantly
alert to the potential dangers involved. As long as Hawaii
remains one of America's principal military and naval out
posts in the Pacific, the task of reconciling' the desires and
habits of large groups of young men away from home with
the mores and expectations of a stable community is bound
to :remain a critical one. Specific devices for providing more
wholesome recreation for both civilian youth and service
men and closer collaboration between civilian and military
polices, will undoubtedly help. What is ultimately required,
however, is a program which will permit the serviceman to
become a participating member of the local community.
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POST-WAR TRENDS IN THE ISLAND
ATTITUDE TOWARD THE NEGRO

PHYLLIS KON COOKE

With the guns of World War II silenced, Hawaii is well
along in its task of picking up where it left off December 6,
1941. Politically and economically her position is in many
respects better than ever, the war having boosted Hawaii's
chances for statehood, and stuffed many Islanders' pockets
.with war profits. However, one pre-war institution of the
Hawaii "Melting-Pot"-the doctrine of racial equality-has
not yet been released from some of the war-time restrictions
placed upon it. Among the informal restrictions which de
veloped, one of the most apparent has been the partial ex
clusion of the Negro as a welcome ingredient in the "Melting
Pot." Many of the open restrictions against Negroes, such
as barring them from the better Waikiki restaurants and
night clubs, started in an attempt to appease prejudiced
white servicemen from the deep South, or, as some propri
etors put it,-"to avoid trouble."With the war over, most
of these openly discriminatory practices are disappearing,
but their influence remains.

To understand the significance of the current community
attitude toward the Negro, a brief historical summary of the
Negro in Hawaii is required. The first "group" of Negroes
to corne to Hawaii was a band of some twenty-five or thirty
American Negroes imported from the mainland about forty
five years ago by the Hawaiian Sugar Planters Association
to work on the sugar plantations of Maui and Hawaii. Prior
to this, Negroes had occasionally stopped over here, while
serving as crew members on trading ships. A few elected to
settle here. In the critical years just before and after the
annexation of the Islands by the United States, several
Negroes served in advisory capacities to the government,
Among them was a highly-respected lawyer, who attempted
to regain for the Hawaiians some of their "kuleanas"l which
they had unwittingly or carelessly sold to enterprising and
unsentimental white residents. His daughter retired not long
ag'o after many years of public service and is remembered
by the people of the Territory as one of the leaders in Ha
waii's educational system.

During WbridWar I, a regiment of Negro troops carne to
the Territory, but judging by the 1920 census, only a few
chose to remain as residents. The count for that year showed
there to be 348 Negroes in Hawaii, but in addition to these,
there were a good many part-Negroes who were classified

:I"Kuleana"-one's parcel of land-the right to one's oWn property.
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for census purposes in other racial brackets, a practice still
used here, which is sig'nificantly different from the main
land census system according to which any person is classi
fied as "Negro" who has any Negro blood. By 1940 the Negro
census figure had dropped to 255. According' to Dr. Romanzo
Adams, Hawaii's late authority on sociological and racial
questions, this low number is representative of the pure
Ne'groes only, or those choosing to be so classified in that
category. The Puerto Ricans, who are of Negro and Indian
origin, and the "Black Portuguese" have not been classified
as Negroes.

This small resident Negro group i" scattered throughout
the Territory. Some have acquired homes of their own;
others are working on the various sugar plantations through
out the Islands. A number have entered the semi-skilled and
skilled trades, and a few are professional men. Inter-marri
age into the Hawaiian, Puerto Rican and other out-groups,
resulting in offspring of hybrid types, may have reduced the
population of pure Negroes as of December, 1941; but since
then there was an increase in the number of Negroes, due to
those who have taken their discharges from the Armed
Forces here, as well as some Negro war workers who have
decided to remain.

The few Negroes who resided in the Territory prior to the
Second W orid War have been accepted as part of the com
munity. In many plantation camps they live in harmony
with other racial groups. In the city the Negro may acquire
a horne of his own, or he may rent a house in most of the
residential areas. Very little outward prejudice has been
shown towards these local Negroes by the remainder of the
Island population, for he was considered "one of us."

In spite of their experience of discrimination elsewhere,
the newly arrived Negroes carne expecting no pre,judice here.
They had heard of Hawaii and its racial equality and har
monious inter-racial group living, and then were keenly dis
appointed with the alleged "Melting Pot," for here too, as on
the continental United States, they found that they had to
suffer a certain amount of resistance and unfriendliness from
the community. In the same manner, the arrival of the
Negroes in great numbers to the Territory where, heretofore
there had existed only a small number, was something for
which the local people were unprepared. Influenced by,
many mainlanders who had deep-set prejudices, and stereo
typed ideas derived from the movies, newspapers, the radio,
and tabloids, the community was not prepared to accept the
Negroes.

Specific reason for this anti-Negroism were collected from
different people residing in the community, through the
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Other instances occurring during' the war years gave the
local people a feeling of distaste toward the Negroes. In
Honolulu, the two ma.jor newspapers reported stories of rape
cases involving Negroes. Unfounded rumors were the result.
These rumors were particularly fertile in the. small planta
tion villages. A young girl from the island of Hawaii relates
the-following story, which brought about fear of the Negroes,
especially of the Negro Marines, who were stationed in Ha
waii in rather large munbers. She says :

The bus chiveI' on his daily run to Hilo came back with the
story that an old Japanese woman was raped by a Negro Marine.
He came to her son's house where she was alone. He wanted
a drink of water, so she went into the kitchen to get it for him.
He followed her, discovel'ecl there was no one around, and rap'ed
her. The bus driver said everyone in Hilo was worried because
it was the second case in one week-the first was in P ... " He
told us not to treat the Negro guys nice, because they will come
back again and again. He also told us not to look ~t the
Negroes, since they might think we were interested in them.
From that time I have always been afraid of the Negro Marines
and do not pay attention to them.

Another common reason for disliking the Negro is the con
ception of the Negro race as shown on the movie screen and
as heard on the radio. Here he is often pictured as irrespon
sible, lazy, and stupid. A colleg'e girl bases her prejudice up
on such reasoning, claiming she "hates the Negroes'." She
had never had personal contacts with them nor cared to
er~se her false ideas.

The local people tended to accept the Haole mainlander's
point of view towards the Negroes. They believed the main
land Haoles were "in the know" since they had more fre
quent contact with the Negroes in the States. Many of the
Soldiers, Sailors, and Marines warned the local g'irls not to .
associate with the Negroes because the Negroes were beneath
everyone and were not fit to mingle with the local girls. Such
,a cuse is cited here as an example of the acceptance of such
statements by the local population: A Hawaiian hula girl
model refused to pose with a Negro serg'eant-,vhen asked
why she had so rudely turned the poor man away she re
marked:

The haole boys told me not to let the Niggers touch me. If I
did they would not come to have their pictures taken with me.
I don't.know why they don't want me to pose with the Niggers.
Must be some kind of disease.

Here the ~ord "Nigger," which is seldom used by the local
people, is uttered naturally,-as though the word were the
proper thing to use. When assured by her manager that the
colored boys were all right, she consented to pose with the
Negro serviceman.

Small children have no inherent fear of persons of another
color. Fear must usually be instilled in children. Rural
mothers when attempting to frighten their children into good

method of interview. Many of those attitudes collected were
based on personal experiences, hearsay, rumor, and had very
little scientific or factual basis. Although these attitudes
were almost always unreasonable, they had real meaning for
the people holding them.

An interesting reason for her prejudice against the Negro
was made by a young business woman of Japanese ancestry.
Her dislike, which was based upon physiological differences,
is one which has been proven a fallacy by anthropologists
and medical men. In this case she believed the Negro ethnic
grollp to have a distinct odor:

"I hate Negroes. They have an awful smell-makes me feel
sick in the stomach. I can't even stand near one-I don't know
what makes them smell-it is a raw odor-like a wild animal-':'
you know how a wild goat smells; well, the Negroes smell like
that to me."

Many of the prejudices felt by local people have been in
tensified through personal experieI1ces with the Negroes in
their working establishments. Girls who work in cafes,
stores, bars, and taxi dance halls, in direct contact with the
Negro men, were divided in their opinions toward the Negro.
A Japanese waitress .employed by a popular "dive" in down
town Honolu Iu relates an experience which had changed her
attitude of.a polite cordiality to one of aversion and fear.
She says:

Before this happened to me I tried to be nice to them. I don't
like Negroes. They lousy, they make too much noise, and when
you tell them to stop they want to fight. or slap your face, and
call us "dirty Jap." I work down Hotel Street-these Negroes
they always trying to make date with us when you treat them
nice. I know this because I used to be nice to them and try to
treat them like human beings, like the way I wanted to be treat
ed. One day a N eg'ro sailor came to me and ask for the Princess
Theater-I told him where it was. When I was finished with
my work he W3.S still hanging around; he followed me to my bus
stop. Boy! Was I scared. W],en I got on my bus I told the
driver about the Negro and so he stopped him from coming on
the bus. The man got mad and said, "What do you think this
is-the South? I'm in the United States Navy and can do d
well as I please. From that time on I don't bother with the
Negroes. I only try to give them service, but that's all.

Another Japanese girl who regards the Negro as "highly
emotional." told of a case in which she was .just a bystander
but was in a position to observe the "character of the Neg
roes." This experience substantiated. for this girl her belief
that the Negro i'i unable to control his emotions.

One day I was walking up River Street. I saw a big Negro
man, drunk as can be chase a haole man with a _sharp knife.
The knife gleamed in his hand. 'He was about ten yards from
the white man; when the Haole guy got around the corner, a
taxi picked him up. The Negro didn't know what happened
and so went to all the stores to ask if they had seen his victim.
Finally he got so mad he goot hold of an old Japanese man and
said, "You is hiding him, hain't you?" He was about to knife
the old man but someone caBed the police who came in time and
took the drunkard away. From that day on, whenever I see a
Negro I don't look him in the eye."I
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behavior and obedience, had formerly made use of the stock
phrase, "You be g'ood or the 'obake'2 is coming to get you."
This was sometimes changed to, "Be good or the black man
will catch you," when the Negro troops arrived in those
areas.

Unlike the very rigid prejudice many Southerners seem
to possess, the local community tends to make allowances
for the Negro who is educated, intelligent and shows he has
talent or ability along certain lines, whether it be in litera
ture, music, athletes, or iq a profession, the Negro who is gift
ed and who has gained recognition and fame loses his color
-his, fame places him in a category equal to that of artists
of other racial groups.
, The tendency for college students to accept the Negro stud

ents is clearly seen by the friendly relationships on the local
university campus. So long as the number remains small, the
Negro students will be taken into the campus activities. If
more Negroes were to take their schooling here, there would
probably be a tendency for them to form cliques, thus re
sulting in at least partial isolation from the other students.
The recent marriage of an educated, intelligent, and likeable
young Negro student and a co-student of, Japanese ancestry
seemed quite acceptable to the students acquainted with the
couple.

A remark quite typical of college girls was made by one
flighty student, concerning a well-dressed, educated Negro
on the campus:

"Gee! He's cute, ,huh?"
Business men, who are connected with restaurants which

prohibit Negroes claim they have no particular dislike for
the Negroes, but that they would lose their white customers
if they permitted all kinds of people into their establish
ments. This situation, which existed during the war is not
likely to be carried over to post-war Hawaii's business meth
ods, since with the return of Il'lany servicemen and war
workers to the mainland, the proprietors must take as cus
tomers anyone capable of paying his check.

The local people's attitude toward the Negro is not one
which is apt to become an obsession. If only a small number
of Negroes choose to remain in the Islands, they may be
assim;ilated into the local community as were other Negro
families who are part of the community today. The oppor
tunities for the trained and skilled Negro are numerous, and
those who are superior in their line of work will find it not
impossible to reach the top. If the Negro is unlearned, un
skilled, and lacks ambition, then he must be content with'
more menial tasks. The local community tends to accept the

20bake--Japanese wo'rd for ghost or devil.
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per2ionwho is able to "get ahead;" if he deserves admiration
and respect because of his efforts, then it "\TiU probably he
given to him, regard1ss of his racial background.

The lVegrocs' AUiiudc TowiJrd ,the COlJununily

Negroes ,,\Tho are old members of the cOHull1mity are g'eIl
erally accepted by other racial groups as part of the locality
in 'which they are residing. Although there is not a great
deal of intermingling hetweenthe Negroes and the Oriental
groups, they oHenJive in close contact harmoniously. The
more pI'oluincnt Negro members often enjoy friendship with
leading citizens of thevariolls racial groups in the Territory.

Those NegToeswho enjoy economic and social security
tcnet to forget the existence of racial prejudices and may
often nnder-estimate thc seriousness of the prohlem. One
prominent Negro commlmity Jucmber remarked, "The sillla
tion is the same a~; itvva:3 thirty years ago. Thc pl'cjlldicc
is on] y pctly, and of ai,cmporary unill rc."

A pessiluistic, vie,\, is takcn by mauy uwiuIulld Negroes
who have experienced rebuffs from thc community. A large
number of Negroes are snspicious of those peoplc who show
friendliness towards them-perhaps a conditioncd response
resuHiup' from the treatment they frequently receive on the
mainla~~L Other Negroes are eager to tal~e advantage of
anything resemhling kindnec;s.

A nTllnbel' of Nc'groe:.; feel that the majority of Islanders
are COTlJ.'teolls, when taken as a group, although sOlue indivi
duals, they fee], are ill-mannered and rude. One Negro man
related <11] inc-ielent which he felt would have ncver happened
had it been another person inv(llved:

My friend got some cloths;,; bad: from the laundry. He dis
covered some tears in several of his shirts, so he went back to
see the people about the shirts. The Japanese couple who owned
the laundry did not undeI'stand English, but had a daughter who
carried on the business for them. This girl said to her helper,
"--.'D----'-these Negroes; the~' are always bothering us. \Ve
should WOl'l'y about their shij,ts-if they don't like the way we
bandle our work, they don't have to come. They always give us
trouble."

Another Negro man remarked that the local gids are very
rude. lIe said, "Yun dand up to give a g'irl your Heat ina
crowded bu:'), but she just 100kH the other :way, and acts
offended." Still another NegTo mall said, "If there is an
cmpty seat next to a Negro, the local girl prefers standing
all the way rather than sitting beside him."

Anllmher of Negrocc; remarked they coulc1not unclerstand
why the Oriental girl prefers dating the Haole man since,
as one Negro puts it:
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The Orientals and Negroes are very similar, in that they are
both of the minority group, being economically and socially below
the white man. Why shouldn't we get together to fight our cause
instead of remaining at odds?

Feeling themselves not acceptable to the local girls, most
of the Negro boys have never attempted to ask the girls for
dates. The typical attitude of this sort is expressed by one
colored boy:

We know how we stand. We don't want to horn in any place
we are not welcomed or treated like the others. All we ask is
to be treated like human beings.

That the pessimism of many Negroes who sense racial pre
judice will only with difficulty be eradicated is brought out
in a statement made by a young mulatto:

I am married to a local Japanese girl. Everywhere I go I feel
as though I'm being watched. People are suspicious of me and
everything I do, I feel they are looking, staring at me, seeing and
hoping that I may slip and 'do something wrong. My sons will
feel it, too, when they are old enough to realize it. It's like
being on a pedestal--.

Most of the Negroes do not feel the community's pre.judice
to be wholly the local people's fault. Many believe that the
Army and Navy policies which sometimes involved segrega
tion were basically at fault; these segregative measures
helped form the attitude of local people- that "something'
must be wrong with the 'Niggers;' otherwise they wouldn't
put all of the Negroes in one group, away from the whites."

Many members of the Negro ethnic group feel that they
would be more readily acceptable to the Territory if they
have something definite to contribute. Education has there
fore become a very important factor.

One conclusion to be gathered from this study is the fact
that if the percentage of NegToes choosing to reside in the
Territory remains small, it is inevitable that they will be
gradually accepted as a part of the community. At present,
approximately .25% (twenty-five one hundredths of one per
cent) of the total population is Negro-a very small percent-
age, indeed. .

Another reason for feeling that the Negroes will eventually
find a position of worth in the community is based on the
idea that the majority of people making up the Territorial
population were' at one time looked down upon and sub
jected to many indignities-but these same people have man
aged to become respected Island citizens.
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